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Résumé

Cette recherche adresse deux problèmes auxquels les professeurs d’université font face

lorsqu’ils sont amenés à créer du matériel pédagogique pour leurs cours de « prise de

dècision », et propose un assistant Web du nom de ARTALE (pour Authoring Resourcesfor

Implementing Adaptive Learning Enviromnents) afin d’aider les enseignants durant ce

processus de création.

Les deux problèmes mis en avant dans cette recherche sont:

1. Les enseignants ne disposent pas d’assez de temps pour créer du matériel

pédagogique. En particulier, des chercheurs ont pu observé que les enseignants

doivent en général fournir beaucoup de temps et d’efforts afin de préparer le

matériel d’enseignement utilisé pour appuyer leurs cours.

2. Les enseignants n’ont souvent pas le temps nécessaire pour apprendre à utiliser les

outils de développement qui pourraient leur permettre de gagner du temps lors de la

création de matériel pédagogique.

La question fondamentale à laquelle cette recherche tente de répondre est comment peut-

on rendre la phase de création de matériel pédagogique plus facile pour les enseignants

lorsque le domaine d’enseignement considéré est celui de la prise de décision pour la

conception des réseaux des ordinateurs?

La solution que nous avons développée pour répondre à ce problème se nomme ARIALE.

Il s’agit d’un assistant Web qui se compose d’un site Internet proposant un outil de

développement pouvant être utilisé pour créer des sessions d’apprentissage et d’un système

d’aide intelligent facilitant l’utilisation de cet outil de développement. Ce dernier dispose

de deux fonctionnalités principales: d’une part générer, tester et recommander des

exemples et des sessions d’apprentissage aux enseignants et d’autre part offrir une aide

adaptative et sensible au contexte afin de maîtriser l’utilisation de l’outil.
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La plus importante contribution de notre recherche a été la conception et la mise au point

d’une aide en ligne intelligente pour les outils de développement des Hypermédias

Adaptives Éducatives (HAE). Le fruit de notre recherche est une outil qui aide les

professeurs à développer et à éditer leur matériel pédagogique. Plus spécifiquement, notre

outil introduit un modèle probabiliste pouvant être utilisé pour la génération automatique

de topologies de réseaux des ordinateurs et pour la recommandation de topologies

sélectionnées à partir d’une base de cas. Cette génération automatique et cette

recommandation ont pour but d’alléger l’effort fourni par le professeur lors de la création

de matériaux pédagogiques. Une autre innovation est l’utilisation d’une aide en ligne

adaptative qui est sensible au contexte et qui a pour but de réduire la charge cognitive

comparativement à des techniques d’aide plus traditionnelles. Dans cette thèse, nous avons

aussi développé une méthode permettant de construire des systèmes d’aide pour des outils

de développement. La recommandation et l’adaptation de l’aide se font sur la base de

données stockées dans le profil de l’enseignant, permettant ainsi à notre système de prendre

ses décisions. Au fur et à mesure que les enseignants enrichissent le système en créant des

sessions d’apprentissage, en ajoutant des exemples de topologies, en recevant des

recommandations et en accédant à l’aide en ligne, ARIALE apprend à partir de ces

nouvelles données et améliore au fur et à mesure des enseignants la qualité de l’aide qu’il

peut fournir. Notre recherche a aussi eu pour but de faciliter l’accès aux enseignants aux

nouvelles technologies de l’information et la communication appliquées à l’éducation.

Mots c]és génération automatique de cas, système de recommandation, apprentissage

machine, raisonnement à base de cas, aide intelligente, aide adaptative, aide en ligne,

hypermédias adaptatifs, interaction Personne-Machine.
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Abstract

This research focuses on the application of pnnciples and techniques of artificial

intelligence for the generation, testing and recommendation of teaching materials, and for

providing Web-based context-sensitive he!p to teachers engaged in authoring Educational

Adaptive Hypermedia (EAH). We study how to apply Machine Leaming (ML) techniques

to support teachers in authoring leaming sessions. This investigation also studies the use of

data related to teachers to support the recommendation of teaching materials and the

adaptation ofWeb-based help.

Dur research also pays attention to the teacher’s problems in authoring leaming sessions for

teaching decision-maldng in network design. Specifically, this research addresses two

problems that university teachers face when they are authonng teaching materials for their

courses: lack of time to create teaching materials and lack of time to leam how to use the

authoring tools that reduce the time required for creating materials. Regarding these

problems, this investigation answers the following questions:

1. What can be the general structure and functionality of an assistant to support teachers

authoring learning session in decision-making?

2. Which specific functionalities and characteristics of an authoring tool can allow

implementer teachers tu adapt teaching material according to their pedagogical goals?

3. How can the assistant generate and recommend examples to support teaching decision

making?

4. How does the assistant make decisions about which kind of help content to show, and

which media to use for displaying the content?

5. How does the assistant learn to help teachers in a personalized or customized way?

These questions are intended to address and solve the problem of time needed to create

adapted case studies for teaching decision-making in network design. Another goal is to

reduce the time required tu leam the use of an authoring tool to create teaching materials.

Consequently, our main idea is to help teachers use a tool rather than teach how to use it.

The solution that we created is a Web-based assistant, ARIALE (Authoring Resources for

Implementing Adaptive Learning Environments), that supports teachers during the

authoring process. ARIALE, is made up of an authoring tool for the creation of leaming
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sessions to teach network design, and an intelligent help system to support the use of the

authoring tool. This intelligent help system lias two main flinctions:

• Generating, testing and recommending examples and leaming session to teachers.

• Offering adaptive context-sensitive help about how to use the authoring tool.

We consider that the recommendation of learning sessions and examples, the automatic

generation ofexamples, and the leaming ofthe teacher’s decisions related to teaching style

and help, are the most important aspects that make our research different, innovative and

advantageous in comparison with other studies developed previously. In addition, ARIALE

provides context adaptive Web-based h&p according to the teacher’s experience.

Our system uses a probabilistic recommender supported by techniques of artificial

intelligence, such as classification learning (Bayesian classifier) and Case-Based Reasoning

(CBR), to reduce the complexity of finding an appropriate learning session or example for a

particular teacher. The recommendation in ARIALE is also based on the automatic

generation of examples according to the teacher’s preferences, on the addition and reuse of

existing examples in a case base, and on the learning of the teacher’s decisions related to

which examples to use.

ARIALE keeps, classifies and uses data related to each teacher’s affributes, leaming and

experience using examples. Decisions about how to provide recommendations and adapt

heÏp are based on teacher’s data stored in a Teacher Model, and ARIALE learns from these

decisions to improve future support to teachers. Data related to used examples models each

teacher’s teaching style. Each style evolves according examples changes. This view of the

Teacher Model is new and lielpful, because each teacher must follow a static Pedagogical

Model in a classical EAH; instead, our Teacher Model is a knowledge base that allows our

system to make more flexible and vaiy the Pedagogical Model.

Our idea ofproviding more personalized problem-solving support is a new one and is a step

forward to support more intelligent collaboration between teachers, beyond the simple

sharing ofexamples between them.

Keywords: Automatic case generation, Recommender System, Machine Leaming, Case

Base Reasoning, Intelligent Help, Adaptive Help, Web-based HeIp, Adaptive Hypermedia,

Human-Computer Interaction
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Research Topic and Scope

This research looks at problems related to the application of Artificial Intelligence (M) in

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) for Educational Adaptive Hypermedia (EMI). We

study how to apply Machine Leaming (ML) techniques to support teachers in authoring

leaming sessions. A leaming session is a sequence oftasks that the students will perform to

acquire expertise in a field.

fi this investigation, prmciples and techniques of artificial intelligence are applied to the

generation, tesfing and recommendation of teaching materials, as a way to providing Web

based con text-sensïtive heÏp. We also study the use of data related to teachers to support the

recommendation of teaching materials and the adaptation of Web-based help.

1.1.1 Subject of application

The subject of application of our study is teachmg decision-making skills in network

design.

Accordmg to Turban and Aronson (1998), decision-making is a process in which the

decision-maker defines the problem to be solved by means of a decision (intelligence

phase); he also defines the options to chose and the criteria to evaluate these options

(design phase). As well, he evaluates the options and selects one or more that solve the

initial problem (choice phase). In this research we focus on a particular type of decision

making that is Multi-Cnteria Decision-Making (MCDM). “MCDM can be defined as the

study of methods and procedures by which concems about multiple conflicting criteria can

be formatly incorporated into the management planning process” (MCDM, 2003).

According to Addie (2003), “Network Design is the discipline ofchoosing the components

out of which a network should be built, boffi the types of components and how many of

each is needed, and how ffiey should be put together”. For practical purposes, in our

research Network Design is deflned as choosing one or more concentrators, defining links

between the nodes of the network, and selecting the type of links for each link. According
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to this vision, Network Design is seen as a decision-making process for which the student

has to develop the expertise required to master.

11.2 Teacher’s interest

Our research focuses on the teacher’s mterests in authoring leaming sessions that integrate

the theoiy and practice mvolved in the decision-making process in higher education. We do

flot study aspects related to students and their interaction with EAH More specifically, we

see the subject of teaching network design as a decision-making process that takes into

account multiple criteria such as network reliability, cost, and capacity to define an

appropriate topology for a given network.

1.2. The Problem

This research addresses two problems that university teachers face when they are authoring

teaching materials for their courses:

1. Teachers do flot have enough time to create teaching materials.

2. Teachers do flot have enough time to leam how to use the tools that could reduce the

time required for the creation ofmaterials.

1.2.1. Time

Usually, teachers do flot have enough time to create matenals for their courses. Particularly,

researchers are concemed because teachers must spend a lot of time and effort prepanng

Computer-Based Teaching (CBT) or using Web-based technoÏogy (WBT) to enrich and

support their courses (Nicambou and Laporte, 2001; Johnson, 2001).

hitelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) and Educational Adaptive Hypennedia (EAH) are

options to support teaching, but their creation is time consuming. An ifS is a system that

uses artificial intelligence to provide customized learning and supports students in their

leaming (Shiri-Ahmadabadi, 1999). EAH systems are based on the hypertext structure, and

they use information of each student to adapt leaming to lis needs (Brusilovsky, 2001).

Authoring an ifS or an EAH stili involves manipulating potentially large amounts of data

interconnected in highly complex ways (Williams, 2001). Developing an ITS is a time

intensive task. for example, preparing a two hour class requires ffiree or four working days

for a non-programmer novice teacher, or ten hours for an advanced teacher (Murray, 1999).
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1.2.2. Complexity of systems

In general, teachers do flot have enough time to leam how to use authoring tools for the

creation of their courses. “Authoring tools are tools that an author, in a wide meaning,

would use for the production of texts, presentations, lectures, and intelligent tutoring

systems” (Johansson, 2001). They can flot deal with difficuit interfaces or spend a lot of

time in training. In addition, many of the current applications of the new information and

communication technology (MCT) in education, such as multimedia and the Internet, are

difficuit for students and teachers to use (Edwards and Clear, 2001), and require training for

effective use (Gay, 1999). While some tools, applications and information systems are

casier for programmers or advanced users, most tools are difflcuÏt for most people. More

capable software is not necessarily casier to use (Lieberman and Selker, 2000). for

example, most authoring tools, which are required to create an ITS, remain difficult to learn

and use (Frasson, 199$). Mthough educational Web sites are spread widely and there are

many environments in which to create Web-based courseware, some of these authoring

tools, for example, Tangow (Carro, 2001) and WebCT (WebCT, 2002), lack easy-to-use

help fcilities.

Studies about university teachers report that the amount of time required in leaming to use

new technologies is the second problem they face afier general equipment failures (Butler

and Sellbom, 2002). Some authoring tools include different types of help such as wizards,

tutorials, and context-sensitive online help, but teachers ask for more personalized support

on technical and pedagogical aspects (Weiss-Lambrou and Raymond, 2002). A survey

showed that 57% of teachers, who do not use this type of new technology, daim technical

support is not adapted to the reality of university teaching (Karsenti, 2004).

Personalized he!p

However, teachers may face problems personalizing help according to their needs. For

example, if a teacher had to adapt the help that she requires manually, she would have to

perform many tasks. figure 1.1. shows an example of a menu she might fiice to adapt help

to use an authoring tool. This menu includes seven different options related tu the context,

the complexity, language, media, bandwidth, help technique and display mechanism.
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Context “Activity Task ‘Step ‘

Complexity Beginner hitermediate Advanced

Area content Usage r Strategy Domain
Language Bnglish ‘ French Spanish
Media Text W Image r’ Muimedia

andwidth Low High
Help ztrategy ‘ Basic ‘ Guidance Assistance

Figure 1.1. Possible menu to set up the help for a teacher.

This menu with multiple options could become more complex if we added the option to

navigate between the current and previous help messages displayed. For example, we could

add buttons or lmks to go backward or forward to check these messages. A teacher might

also want to check help from the general public level, and this other type of navigation

between the help levels increases the complexity of the decisions. 0f course, an option to

tum off the help can further increase the number of options.

f inding specific help to perform a task is another problem that teachers may face while

authoring a learning session. For example, a teacher can be looking for help related to the

task she is performing currently, but the appropriate help can be embedded in a huge

document and, then, getting the correct help becomes a time consuming task.

Manipulation more titan learning

Research into human—computer interaction finds that general users do flot really read the

help provided; as they are too eager to start the real work. They only want to know how to

do a task even tough they do flot know how to access the tools or when to use them, and

they are not aware of how to combine, adapt, and modify available tools and firnctions

according to their specific needs (Capobianco, 2002; Wang, 2001; Encamaçao, 1997). In

addition, just because users can access equipment, telecommumcations, and software, it

does flot mean they know how to use software. If they do flot know how to use software,

they will be excluded (technological exclusion) from this infrastructure (Syme et aL, 2003;

Selbach et al., 2003). This situation provokes a kind ofdigital divide.
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Learning to ttse the authoring tool

In many cases, the teachers goal is flot the same as the explicit task that the authoring

tool was designed for. A descriptive example of this type of problem is analysed by

(Guzdial, 1999). It is clear that the teacher’s main goal is to create materials for

teaching; rather than learn how to use the authoring tool. A teacher is an expert whose

goal is flot leaming to use a tool, but rather to achieve an objective with the lielp of the

tool.

As Draper points out, a teacher “has to accomplish some goals, and leaming is only a

side-effect” (Draper, 1999). Many teachers are attempting this kind of training whule

they are impatient and under pressure because they have goals different to leaming to

use software.

Gap between designers and imptein enter teachers

Another problem is the existing gap between designers of CBT, WBT, EAH or ITS and

the teachers who use these tools for teaching courses. While designers create computer

based educational environments, it is the teacher who adapts these environments for

teaching courses according to their particular interests. Kinshuk establishes that there is

a difference between an implementer teacher and a designer (Kinshuk, 2003). Usually, a

teacher who wants to adapt a system to his needs (impÏementer teacher) can flot change

any parameter of the system.

Scenario ofauthoring a learning session

The scenario of a teacher authoring a leaming session could be very complex because he

must pay attention to teaching, which is the main task, but, at the same time, lie must

know how to manipulate the authoring tool, and if she needs help, she would also have

to interact with the lielp. Her mmd would be involved in three cognitive processes:

teaching, manipulating the authoring tool, and dealing with the help features.

But the picture is far worse. A help system with an index for searching help according to

a particular vocabulary or a list of help options can add more headaches to a teacher,

because he must know the keywords to find the required help. Thus, implementer

teachers authoring leaming sessions may well experience a cognitive overload when

leaming how to use an authoring tool. In the context of leaming, cognitive overload is a

situation in which the processing demands required by “the leaming task may exceed

the processing capacity of the cognitive system” of a teacher (Mayer and Moreno,

2003).
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1.3. General Purpose and Objectives

13.1. Genera Objective

The purpose ofthis researcli is to identify how a Web-based authoring tool for the creation

of learning sessions in an Educational Adaptive Hypermedia (EAH) can better interact with

teachers who do flot have skills in the New Information and Communication Technology

(MCT).

The main question to answer is how to apply appropnate techniques of artificial

intelligence for the generation, testing and recommendation of teaching materials, as a way

to providing Web-based context-sensitive heÏp to teachers engaged in authoring EAH. We

also study the use of data related to teachers to support the recommendation of teaching

matenals and the adaptation of Web-based help. These previous aspects are intended to

address and solve the problem oftime needed to create adapted case studies.

In addition, we are interested in an environment in which a teacher can propose to her

students to integrate theoiy and practice in the analysis of different pojnts of view about a

decision. Our idea is to translate a particular approach for teaching multi-criteria decision

making into an authoring mol in which different types of support are applied.

The approach behind this authoring tool cornes from the Web site BestNet (Vâzquez-Abad

et al., 2001), which was conceived to improve students’ skills on network design, and ftom

the Fritze’s pedagogical approach (Fritze, 2003) that bridge theory and practice. The

BestNet model breaks down the study of decision-making processes into a series of

activities that incoiporate game elements to help the student integrate theoiy and practice in

a “learning by doing” process of challenges and competition. We assume that our solutions

are oriented to graduate studenis, who start in a phase of competence because they already

know basic aspects and merely fequire an enhancement oftheir knowledge.

13.2. Goals

Ibis research answers the following questions:

• What can be the general structure and ffinctionality of an assistant to support

teachers authoring leaming session in decision-making?
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• Which specific functionalities and characteristics of an authoring tool can

allow implementer teachers to adapt teaching material according to their

pedagogical goals?

• How can the assistant generate and recommend examples to support teaching

decision-making?

• How does the assistant make decisions about which kind of help content to

show, and which media to use for displaying the content?

• How does the assistant leam to help teachers in a personalized or customized

way?

1.4. Solutions

The most important decision we made to guide our research was to focus on the

teachers’ problems to provide solutions to these problems. In addition, we determined

that a teacher using an authoring toot to create her course materials may or may flot

leam how to use the tool. Consequently, our main idea was to help teacher use a tool

rather than teach how to use it, and the solution that we created is a Web-based

assistant, ARIALE (Authoring Resources for Implementing Adaptive Leaming

Environments), that is made up of:

A Web site with:

- An authoring tool for the creation of leaming sessions to teach network

design and an intelligent help system.

The intelligent help system has two main functions:

- Generating, testing and recommending examples and leaming session to

teachers.

- Offering adaptive context-sensitive and Web-based help about how to use

the authoring tool.

An exainpte of application

In this research, we use an example of teaching the decision-making process of

designing a network to implement and test our ideas. According to our approach

(Vàzquez-Abad et al., 2001), a teacher uses four main concepts (activities) to teach

the Network Design process. The example that we use along this research includes

the following activities:
Retiability. In this activity, the goal is to teach the concepts of reliability and

availability, as well as the manner in which the choices of links affect overali

performance.
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Concentrator Location. This activity consists of defming the optimal number and location

of the Hconcentrators (central processors storing a database). The goal is to teach how to

place the concentrators at minimum cost to fuifiil the minimum safety requirements for

information backup.

Capacity Allocation. This activity is intended to teach how to flnd the optimal choice of

capacity for each of the links of the given topology. The learning goal is to allocate

capacity per link and defme the optimal routing that minimises cost while satisfying the

bandwidth requirements.

Design ofa local area network. In this activity, the teacher creates an exampie of a network

and cadi student must propose the optimal design of a network that incorporates ail the

choices described above.

The first three activities correspond to three sub-problems in network design, ail of which

can be unequivocally stated as mathematicai optimisation problems. The fourth activity is

targeted at the integration of the methods and the use of heuristics for network design. The

interactivity of the site is done entirely through the concept of guided tasks. The flrst three

activities also integrate knowledge from different sources, and the last activity aÏlows the

integration ofthe three previous ones, as described in section 4.1.1.

1.5. Contributions

We consider that the recommendation of leaming sessions and examples, the automatic

generation of examples, and the leaming of the teacher’s decisions related to teaching style

and help, are the most important aspects that make our research different and innovative in

comparison with other previous studies. The integration of these aspects into an assistant

that uses methods and techniques of artificial intelligence to solve problems related to tic

support ofteaching is an important step in the progress ofeducational adaptive hypermedia.

The assistant is a more complex and difficuit solution to support teachers to author their

materials. This view is innovative and better because it not only lets teachers share

examples of teaching matenals but also search, generate, and recommend examples

according to the teacher’s characteristics. Particularly, our solutions use artificial

intelligence techniques as Bayesian classification and Case Base Reasoning (CBR) to learn

about teachers preferences. Using classification leaming and CBR is an important
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improvement over previous EAU that did flot include teachers’ differences and the

evolution of their teaching styles. Chapter fwe focuses on automatic generation and

recommendation of examples, which is the main contribution ofthis research.

The context-sensitive help provided is adapted to the teacher’s leaming and accumulated

experience. The teacher’s attributes, learning and experience conform a Teacher Model that

models his teaching styles. This view of the Teacher Model is new and helpfiul, because

classical approaches in EAU suggests that each teacher must follow a static Pedagogical

Model; instead, our Teacher Mode! is a knowledge base that allows our system to

flexibilize and variate the Pedagogical Model. This knowledge increases because Bayesian

classification and Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) change information in the Teacher Mode!

as each teacher uses new examples or teaching materials. Teacher’s decisions about

teaching improve our system performance to recommend and to help.

Regarding support for authoring tools of EAU in decision-making and network design, we

did not fmd authoring tools that integrate intelligent Web-based and context-sensitive help

for implementer teachers. This subject has not been studied frequently, and only a few

researchers are working in topics indirectly related to Web-based intelligent help and

supporting teachers. In the past years, research on EAU and ifS focused on the Students

Mode! and static Pedagogical Models but pioneer efforts related to the Teacher Mode! are

arising (Kinshuk, 2003; Virvou and Mondriduo, 2002).

Using the classical ITS structure, which is composed ofa Domain Model, an Expert Mode!,

a Communication Model, a Pedagogical Mode!, and, a User Mode!, we have improved

some aspects ofthe last three models to get a better application for Web-based adaptive and

intelligent help. The next section offers a summary of the main contributions of this

research for those models.

Communication Mode!

Recommending leaming sessions and examples, as part of the problem-solving support

delivered by our system ARIALE, is the most important contribution of this research

related to the Communication Mode!.

We are using a recommender that reduces the complexity offmding an appropriate leaming

session or example for a particular teacher. Our system uses a probabi!istic recommender

supported by a Bayesian classifier. The recommendation in ARIALE is based on the
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automatic generation of examples, on reuse of existing examples in a case base, and

on the leaming ofthe teacher’s decisions related to which examples to use. ARIALE keeps,

classifies and use data related to the examples used by each teacher. The teacher’s data is

stored in the Teacher Model, discussed later. The use of this type of classification is an

advantage for the generalization of our approach and the leammg in ARIALE. Bayesian

classifiers are flot commonly used as part of the generation and testing of questions,

examples, and other components of Intelligent Tutoring Systems and Educational Adaptive

Hypermedia. These aspects make our research different because nobody used classification

leaming to reduce the time and the complexity of finding and delivenng personalized

support to teachers. Simple sharing of examples is an old type of collaboration between

teachers, but providing more personalized examples (problem-solving support) makes

collaboration between teachers more intelligent than simple sharing ofteachmg materials.

furthermore, to generate examples and test them accordmg to teacher’s preferences by

means of classification learning (Bayesian classification) is a innovative manner to support

teachers. The system ARIALE can generate new examples according to the teacher’s

preferences and add each new example to the case-base. This atitomadc generation of

complex examples, such as network topologies, is flot commonly used by ITS and EAH.

This generation is also based on a probabilistic method that provides a great variety of

examples.

Another change in our Communication Model is providmg context adaptive help according

to the teacher’s progress and experience using the help mcÏuded in our system. This help is

flot only adapted to the context content but also to the teacher’s progress authoring leaming

sessions. ARIALE also stores data related to the help that each teacher receives and this

data ïs the basis to personalize Web-based help according to each teacher’s degree of

progress accessing the help. The objective of this personalization is to decrease the teacher

s’ cognitive overload accessing, fmding and adaptmg help accordmg to his needs.

An additional contribution is the creation of a tool for teaching decision-making in Network

Design. In this research, teachmg decision-making is seeing as a progressive process that

allows students to assimilate a set of basic decision-making paffems to master more

complex skills in decision-making. This process was translated into a Web-based flexible

on-une authormg tool that allows teachers to customize the specific tasks by creating,
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sharing, generating, and editing leaming sessions. The authoring tool divides the

curriculum of any course into the main concepts that the students will learn in terms of

actions and performances. Each concept maps to an activity and each activity will allow

three specific tasks to be done. These three tasks implement the pedagogical strategies used

for teachmg in our Pedagogical Mode! (detailed later): analysis by comparison, sensitivity

analysis and optimization. The different tasks are accomplished by following a sequence of

steps and actions (Rodriguez et al., 2003).

This type of support and the recommendation of examples are parts of an intelligent help

system that helps the implementer teacher while he is authoring leaming sessions. More

specifically, when teachers are using the authoring tool to create an interactive learning

process in decision-making, an adaptive hypermedia intelligent help system can help them.

The system interacis with the implementer teacher to help and exchange information.

Information about the interaction between the teacher and the system allows ARIALE to

leam how a teacher uses examples to teach and how he uses help, thus enabling the system

to customize the support to be provided. In the case of Web-based help, context-sensitive

help adapted to the teacher’s characteristics is a useful principle for designing the support

required by teachers.

In addition, we found that there are not enough studies on traditional help for desk

applications and about the help required for Web-based authoring tools. In this research, we

present an initial and partial analysis oftraditional help and Web-based help as an attempt

to address the problems related to the latter.

Pedagogical Mode!

A Pedagogical Mode! models the teaching process, for example, what aspects should be

presented to the leamer, when to review, when to present a new topic, and which topic to

present. A classic approach in ITS and EAH consists in using a unique Pedagogical Model

oriented to students that each teacher must follow. Our main contribution in this area is a

more flexible Pedagogical Model onented to students and teachers. This Pedagogical

Mode! is hybrid because it includes how to support each teacher authoring leaming sessions

(Rodriguez et al., 2003; Rodriguez et aï., 2004a; Rodriguez et aï., 2004b), and this model

also contains how to teach a particular subject. Our solution also provides an authonng tool
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and resources (Vàzquez-Abad et al., 2003) to create leaming sessions. Chapter four explains our

Pedagogical Modet with more detait.

The most important difference is that this Pedagogical Model allows the system to support

teachers, according to each teacher’s experience authoring leaming sessions and using support.

Information related to each teacher’s experience and received help is stored in the Teacher

Model, which is discussed later.

Our Pedagogical Model applies an on-the-job-training approach to support teachers while they

are using the authoring toci for the creation of leaming sessions. The on-the-job-training

approach is intended to supply support while the teacher is authoring instead cf offering training

before authoring. Thus, we have considered “on-the-job training” te support the development cf

on-une help, especialiy that cf Web-based adaptive and intelligent help systems te support

authoring tools. We consider that “on-the-job training” is more appropriate for Web-based help

than classical methods used in ITS, which include previous training, pre-test, post-test, and other

techniques used to teach and evaluate the leaming cf a tool (Aïmeur and Bassil, 1999). The

reason is that teachers are not intended te master specific software or authoring tools te achieve

their pedagogicai objectives. Then, previcus training and tests shouid be reduced te a minimum.

Seeing the teacher as an author who needs on-the-job training te use an authoHng tool is a new

view cf the teacher’s role.

Another aspect is that our system ARIALE is net designed for teaching decision-making with

emphasis in numericai methods that couid be very specific for particular subjects. This couid

leave eut some teachers whose teaching styles are based on the use cf numerical methods, but

our approach is te support teaching based on qualitative approaches, expert knowledge, and

heuristics. This Pedagogicai Model is aise Iimited te this research because pedagogy is neither

the focus cf our prcject ner the central issue cf this thesis. There are many pedagegical models

in the literature, but in our approach we oniy focused on one cf them in order te impiement and

test our system.

Adapting the Pedagogicai Model according te each teacher’s teaching style involves processing

data stored in the Teacher Model, as explained in the next section.

Teacher Mode!

Usually, an EAH has many teachers who implement specific leaming sessions following the

designer’s Pedagogical Model. The focus cf this research is the teacher who implements a

course and our main contribution related te the Teacher Model is the use cf an evclving

teaching style that allows the system te adapt instruction for students according te each teacher’s

pedagogical geais. A teacher can fcllow the Pedagogical Model but adapting it by
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using parncular examples and goals. The examples and pedagogicai goals rhat a teacher

uses to teach a subject are bis teaching style, This teaching style is flot static because it

evolves as the teacher’s examples changes. The system stores data related to these changes

and doing this the systems leams and improves its ability to deliver future support. Chapter

four details the Teacher Mode!.

Our Teacher Model allows the system to adjust to teachers’ pedagogical objectives in a

specific domain: decision-making. Using the authoring tool, a teacher can adapt contents

according to bis requirements, limitations, and pedagogical goals, and such changes are

inciuded in bis Teacher Model. The system keeps data about the teacher’s experience,

stores statistics about his performance in authoring learning activities and about his

experience with help. Consequently, our research includes a Teacher Model that keeps data

about the teaching and learning styles ofthe teacher. For example, by means ofthe Teacher

Model, we can classify teachers in three basic categories according to their ability and

experience in teaching and using the system: begïnner, interinediate, and advanced users.

In this research, the teacher is an implementer teache,- (Kinshuk, 2003), who is an expert in

teaching decision-making skills. Ne bas to solve a problem: create materials for his courses.

To create these materiats, he bas a plan and a specific task to perform in a short term. In

addition, lie bas experience in teaching and using authoring tools, but his goal is flot to

become an expert about a specific authoring tool.

Research on intelligent tutoring systems attempts to create a perfect teacher rather than a

teacher’s tool (Kinshuk et al., 2001). But, since an EAH cannot replace ail the functions of

a human teacher, we focus on an adaptive heÏp as a tool for enhancing the role of the

human teacher in the authoring process of an EAH. In our system, a teacher is an

implementer of a course who needs to be helped flot only in the different pedagogical

strategies involved in teaching decision-making skills, but also in the usage of an authoring

tool for creating EAH.

An interesting method to help teachers is the “user as a student” strategy (Brusiiovsky and

Schwartz, 1997), which altows us to see teachers as students who must be evaiuated about

their progress using a tool. However, teachers’ main goal is to create maternais for teaching.

This is their most important objective, rather than learning to use the authoring tool to be

evaluated (Guzdial, 1999). Consequently, ve have adapted the view of the teacher as
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leamer of new technologies to that of a trainee who requires adaptive help and

support to solve problems such as creating case studies. In this scenario, the teacher’s

leaming becomes a by-product of the support that lie receives. This is a fundamental

characteristic in our research because we do not see the teacher as a typical student.

Rather, we see the teaclier as a worker who can leam whule lie is on thejob, applying the

on-the-job-training methods, as explained in the previous section devoted to the

Pedagogical Mode!.

1.6. Organization of the Dissertation

This Introduction describes the scope of the research, the problems studied, the

theoretical questions that we formulated, our approach, solutions and tlie contributions

of our investigation. The second chapter includes the state of the art about pedagogical

aspects, teacher inodeting, and the role of artificial intelligence in human-computer

interaction. Chapter three describes related studies that are close to our research, and

compares it to relevant theories, concepts and antecedents tliat we have applied in this

research. In chapter four, we describe the theoretical basis of our research: the

Pedagogical Model and the Teacher Model. We model the characteristics of a human

teacher with emphasis on lis teaching styÏe and analyse the application of the Teacher

Model in our system ARIALE (Authoring Resources for Implementing Adaptive

Leaming Environments). Chapter five describes an innovative probabitistic method for

the automatic generation of examples and for the recommendation of examples and

sessions. This dliapter also discusses otlier characteristics of the help provided. We pay

attention to aspects intended to reduce cognitive overload problems, such as the excess

of lielp not related to the task on hands, whidh are ofien caused by traditional lielp

techniques. We describe the methods that our system ARIALE uses to adapt help to the

teadher’s attributes and plan. Cliapter six describes the implementation of the system, its

architecture, general layout, general functionality, and main processes. This chapter also

details the method used for building the intelligent lielp system and shows a general

scenario of interaction between a teacher and our system. Finally, chapter seven

discusses the results of the evaluation of ARIALE, and includes the conclusion of this

research and future ways to continue investigation into this subject.
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Chapter 2. Background literature ami previous work

Summary: This chapter summarizes theories and concepts that are fundamental in this

research. Section 2.1. includes information about pedagogical aspects and teacher

modeling. We explain the approach that we apply to guide teaching and structure our

authoring tool, taking into account the students as the intended public. In addition, we detail

concepts that we use to support teachers while they are authoring teaching materials.

Complementary, some concepts used to mode! the human teacher are also explained. In

section 2.2., we describe some aspects of artificial intelligence related to hurnan-compitter

interaction, which are applied in our system ARIALE (Authoring Resources for

Implementing Adaptive Leaming Environments). Section 2.3. compares and discusses

relevant theories and concepts that we applied in this research.

2.1. Pedagogical aspects

In this section we descnbe concepts related to pedagogical aspects and teacher modeling.

Those concepts are the basis for the organization of our authoring tool and the support to be

provided to teachers. Many concepts are related to teaching a subject, helping a teacher and

modeling the characterïstics of a human teacher.

2.1.1. Teaching approach

In this section we explain the pedagogical approach for teaching decision-making that is on

the basis of our work. This part is related to important concepts about how to teach the

subject to graduate students and how to support teachers while they are creating teaching

materials.

Our research is inspired by the BestNet project, a Web site that attemptes to complement

traditional teaching with a series of web-based activities. These activities provide virtual

practice and the integration of concepts for a course on Network Design (Vâzquez-Abad et

aÏ., 2001).

The objective of BestNet is to integrate traditional teaching, computer-assisted

meffiodologies, online resources and qualitative approaches based on expert knowledge and

intuition, to help students visualise effectively how ah the design choices integrate. This

approach is also intended to ahlow the teachers to integrate theory and practice by “applying
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understanding to real-world problems, ‘authentic’ and ill-defined tasks” by means of

simulated environmenls, role games or problem-based leaming (Fritze, 2003).

As Vâzquez-Abad et al. (2001) expressed it: “BestNet follows an original concept: it is

designed as a series of virtual competitions and as a complement to traditional course

material”. The BestNet model requires the students to assume the roles of pÏayers”

engaged in a competition to optimize the design of a bank network. Two other strategies

that complement competition are analysis by comparison and analysis of sensitivity of

cases. As part of a sequence of three tasks, comparison and rnodfication of cases are the

two initial tasks that converge into the third task: optirnizafion. These strategies are repeated

in different units throughout a course to provide a virtual environment where students can

gradually improve their expertise in making decisions about how to design a network.

2.1.2. Decision-making

In this research we focus on a particular type of decision-making that is Multi-Criteria

Decision-Making (MCDM), which concems multiple conflicting criteria that are the basis

for a decision. A criterion is the set of elements (objective, goal and attnbute) that the

decision-maker takes into account to evaluate each option. for example, an attribute can be

the cost ofa network, an objective can be to reduce the cost of the network, and a goal is to

reduce specficatly 15% of the cost. The most important aspect is that two or more

attributes can be conflicting; for example, an objective can be to reduce the network cost

without decreasing the network reliability’, but the reduction of the cost can also

impoverish the network reliability; as a result, the solution requires fmding a network

design with a tradeoif between the conflicting attributes.

However, “any complex decisional problem requires explicitly considering several points

of view. The classical approaches (utility theory, game theoiy, benefit-cost analysis,

mathematical programming, etc.) consider only one objective function to be maximized or

minimized; hence, they do not ensure a faithfui modelisation of real world decision

problems” (Gerad, 2003).

1 In this research we defme reliabffity as the probability that ail nodes of the network are connected

by operational Iinks.
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2.1.3. Expertise Deve]opment

The BestNet approach to develop the student’s expertise in decision-making is also

supported by Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) (Sweller, 1988), which is proposed as a

promising tool for developing expertise (Rickers et al., 2004). In order for students to

develop expertise in decision-making, CLI proposes providing problems, with an

appropriate difficulty level, in a repetitive process that includes feedback, the opportunity to

correct enors and, gradually, problems with an increasing level ofdifficulty.

The starting point in CLT is cognitive overÏoad, a situation that a user may experience

when the processing demands required by a task exceed his processing capacity (Mayer and

Moreno, 2003). for exampie, while a worker is tiying to calculate the average price of

some products, at the same time lie bas to leam how to use a spreadsheet application

(software) to calculate the aveffige. Doing the two tasks simultaneously, she must switch

between the spreadsheet and the documentation that explains how to use the software to

compute the average. She must carry information from one environment to the other

quickiy, because she does flot have more than 18 seconds to keep information in mmd

(Peterson and Peterson, 1959). In addition, her main goal is to compute the average, not

leaming to use the software.

According to CLT, learning is the product ofa process in which the leamer uses his limited

working memoiy efficiently. Working mernoiy or short-te,7n rnernoiy is the part of the

human cognitive process “in which ail conscious cognitive processing occurs”. This

immediate memoiy limits the amount of information that a person can receive, process and

remember around seven (seven plus minus two) chunks of information at a time (Miller,

1956). Moreover, a human being can deal wiffi a small number of interactive elements,

“possibly no more than two or three” (Pass et al., 2003). This means that a teaching process

should free the student’s working memory, allowing him to learn chunks of knowledge in

an iterative process (Moreno, 2004). Afier the learner assimilates a part of the knowledge,

lie frees up his working memoiy to acquire more complex aspects and so on. As a resuit,

step-by-step and chunk-by-chunk, the leamer acquires a big chunk of knowledge, which is

iocated in the iong-tenu lnemoly. Long-term memoiy stores vast quantities of schemas or

pattems that integrate multiple elements of information related to a specific function. A
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schema organizes information according to the manner in which the person is going to

reuse it (Gerjets and Scheiter, 2003).

CLT in decision-making follows the same strategy used by long-terni memoiy: a learner

acquires a simple paffem used for making decjsions and, iteratively, he learns more

complex pafterns until achievmg a high level of expertise. Finally, he can retrieve a

complex high-level schema from the long-term memory by putting lower level schemas in

the working memoiy to process situations that requife expert skills. For example, a person

can leam how to make decisions about designmg a network with a minimum degree of

network reliabiiity; afler that he can leam more about the location of concentrators to

support an acceptable degree of network reliability; in a third activity, this person can leam

how the assignation of capacity to different links increase or decrease the network cost.

Once lie has accumulated knowledge about network reliability, concentrator location and

capacity allocation, he will apply these three aspects together in the design of a network, a

more complex activity that integrates the previous three.

Working memoiy has a Ïimited capacity to deal with novel information, thus Cognitive

Load Theory also recommends the use ofworked-out examples to reduce the cognitive load

that learners may experience while they are learning new concepts (Pass et aL, 2004).

“Learning by doing” wiffi worked-out examples, the learner can develop the skills to

recognize patterns in the provided examples. In this way, the student develops the expertise

to retrieve schemas from his long-terni memoiy to compare them with the examples and

identifr differences and similarities. This view is close to Case-Based Reasoning (CBR), an

artiflcïal intelligence technique explained in section 4.5, and to the case stzidies method

widely used in teaching business administration (DeLacey and Leonard, 2002). A case

study is an example or a set of examp les that a teacher proposes to the students to analyze

or change The objective is that the students grasp the mies behind the case study. For

example, analyzing two examples of network designs, the students can detect the

differences between their measures of performance and the relationships between those

measures and the configurations of topologies.

2.1.4. Educational strategies

The Cognitive Load Theoiy provides an appropriate way for a learner to improve his

knowledge and skills to pass from novice to expert. This theory lacks implementation
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details that are, however, supplied in part by the Payr’s model of teachmg and leaming

(Payr, 2003).

According to Payr (2003), the teachinglleaming process supports the leamer to pass

through the five phases of skill development, from the “novice” phase to the “expertise”

phase. She defines five phases that a leamer can pass through as he progresses: novice,

beginner, competence, proficiency and expertise. In each phase, the leamer performs some

activities intended to achieve some skills. These types of activitïes are: receive and

remember; imitate and appÏy; select and decide; understand and design; recognize and

master. As the learner improves his skills, lie also acquires a more personal perspective,

greater responsibility, experience and expertise. Table 2.1. shows the five phases and their

corresponding activities. In the case ofgraduate students, we assume they start in the phase

ofcompetence because they already know basic aspects and merely require an enhancement

oftheir knowledge.

Table 2.1. Phases ofthe leaming process, according to Payr (2003).

1 2 3 4 5

Phase OVIE REGINNER cÏMPETINf E PIW- EXPERTISE

c•:i’ictt:rcv

I ctivitr Receive Imil ak Seleet, decide I nderstaiul. Recogniie.

design master

In addition, this model defines the conesponding skills that a learner can develop as he

passes through the different phases from novice to expertise: skills to deal with free-context

situations, skills to act in context-sensitive conditions, skills for problem solving, skills to

recognize pattems, and skills for managing complex situations. Thus, this approach is

fundamental not only for teaching decision-making skills to students gradually, but also for

adapting support to teachers as they progress and accumulate expenence in using an

authoring tool, for example.

2.1.5. Education and Artificial Intelligence

One ofthe most promising trends in the research in education and artificial intelligence has

been the development of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ifS) and Educational Adaptive

Hypermedia (EAH). An lIS is an expert information system that teaches leamers or
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supports them in their leaming. ITSs apply artificial intelligence to interact with leamers

and to make inferences about the leamers’ knowledge. Additionally, an ITS is a system

that applies artificial intelligence and Computer Based Technologies (CBT) to provide

customized learning (ShiriAhmadabadi, 1999). EAH systems are based on the hypertext

structure, and they create a model of the knowledge and charactenstics of each mdividual

user and apply this mode! to adapt the system tu the needs ofthat user (Brusilovsky, 2001).

The main objective of using these types of systems is designing strategies to support an

interactive process which evaluates students’ reactions and genemtes the required feedback

for each reaction until the proposed pedagogical goal is achïeved. A classical architecture

of an ITS can have five main models (Beck, 1996): Student Model, Pedagogical Model,

Domain Knowledge, Communication Model, and Expert Model.

Student Mode!

The student model stores information about each individual leamer, as well as the material

being taught and the student’s knowledge. For example, the name, the student’s age, lis

knowledge about a subject and his level of progress studying a topic are data stored in the

student model.

Domain Knowledge

This model contains information that is used to teach. In other words, the domain model

stores information that the tutor is teaching, for example a definition of the concept

bandwidth if the subject is Network Design. This definition can be stored as plain text, a

sound file or a video file.

Communication Mode!

This interface or communication mode! lets the systems interact with users by presenting

the student wiffi the material in the most effective way. for example, a way to present

teaching material is through multimedia.

Expert Modet

The expert model or teacher model includes information about how to teach the expertise

needed to solve problems in the knowÏedge domain. It is a mode! of how someone skilled
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in a particular domam stores such knowledge in his mmd. for example, one teacher may

prefer to use simple examples and another may prefer case studies that are veiy complex. In

a system, a simple example can be represented as a set of variable-value pairs and a more

complex example can include mies to structure the variable-value pairs. The expert mode!

is detailed later in this chapter.

Pedagogkat Modet

The Pedagogical Mode! provides a model of the teaching process, which is adapted to the

different needs of each student. Based on the student model, the pedagogical model can

make pedagogical decisions about what aspects of the domain knowiedge shouÏd be

presented to the leamer, when to review, when to present a new topic, and which topic to

present.

Pedagogicat Strategies

Pedagogical or teaching strategies refer to the methods of instruction, how the material is

presented and which pedagogicai acts (formulate, develop, demonstrate a concept, do an

exercise, discuss) are included (Crozat, 2000). The term “pedagogicaÏ strategy” also refers

to the instructional strategy, media, content and decisions about leamer support and

assessments, which a!low the system and student to communicate or interact in a more

effective way. In the case of an ifS, “tutoria! strategies are the set of teaching events

(actions and decisions) that motivate and interest the learner while improving his

performance” (Abou-Jaoude and Frasson, 199$).

Examples of pedagogical strategies are leaming by disturbïng and double test tearning.

Using leaming by disturbmg (Aïmeur and frasson, 1996) is a strategy that uses a

troublemaker that occasiona!!y misleads the student to test his grade of confidence. Double

test leaming is a strategy in which a simulated classmate receives the same training as the

leamer, then an intelligent tutor system tests the classmate first and the leamer can check

the classmate’s mistakes. Aller that the tutor tests the leamer who benefits from the

classmate’s mistakes (Aïmeur and Bassil, 1999). Another pedagogical strategy is discovery

learn ing, a strategy where the leamer can constmct his own knowiedge by interacting with

a domain to infer mies from the resuits ofthe experiments (Van Jooiingen, 1999). Learning

by doing is a very similar pedagogical strategy that allows the leamers to be involved in
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hands-on experience manipulating simulated devices or following procedures. A

pedagogical strategy that is useful for teaching decision-making skills is leaming by

pmblem sotving within simulated environments with increased feedback effort. This

strategy shows a number of examples and counter-examples of an idea. Learners will notice

similarities and differences among these examples and then will grasp the “rule’

(Copernicus, 1996).

2.1.6. A model for the teacher

h the previous sections we have described some concepts related to the Pedagogical Model

behmd this research. We focus on the concepts related to the Teacher Model. The original

idea of BestNet (Vâzquez-Abad et aÏ., 2001) was to give the teacher the option of tailoring

the case studies. A teacher should be able to define his pedagogical goals for the activities

that he proposes to the students. For example, specifying some criteria to be applied in a

particular type of analysis that his students must develop. This view is also supported by

the concepts hurnan teacher modeÏ (Kinshuk et aÏ., 2001) and local imptementer teacher

(Kinshuk, 2003). These concepts refer to the teacher as a person with particular

characteristics and preferences, who wants to adjust or adapt an existing IlS or EAH

according to his interests and expertise. The expertise is personal and it varies from one

teacher to another one (Grandbastien, 1999); as a consequence, an IlS or EAH needs to

keep teachers’ profiles to allow adaptation to needs, limits, and pedagogical goals of

different teachers. This personalization requires using a Teacher Model that stores data

such as the language used by the teaclier, bis skills performing a particular task and

personal information (name, age, identification).

A Ituman teacher modet

As defmed in a section above, a Teacher Mode! is the information about each human

teacher and bis personal manner to teach a subject In many cases, this type of information

is included in the Pedagogica! Mode!, but we are considering the Teacher Model as a

specialization of the user model. The user mode! is a set of information describing a

particular teacher who is using a system, and this user model is used in determining “how

to present data, what type of help to give, and how the user interacts with the interface” of

the system (Keolle, 2002; Kobsa, 2001). A human teacher model inc!udes personal
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chamcteristics of each teacher, information about how lie teaches and, in our system,

information about how lie acquires more knowledge and experience using an authoring

tool. For example, a human Teacher Model keeps the teacher’s name, lis age, the course

lie teaches, the type of examples that lie prefers to use, the leaming sessions that he lias

authored and the help received. Another common specialization of the user model is the

Student Model. The student model stores personal characteristics of each individual learner

and tracks of his progress and kiowledge leamed. This research does not pay attention to

the Student Model because our focus is the teadlier.

An implernenter teacher

The concept of local implementer teacher (Kinshuk, 2003) involves the teaching styles and

personality attributes ofa human teacher. A Pedagogical Model is a unique and static way

that a particular teadlier applies to teach a subject, and a teacher using an ITS or a EAH

must follow that way. However, many teachers using that style can need to adapt the

Pedagogical Model to their particular interests and styles to implement a course.

But this vision is flot enough because some times a teacher can be seen as a user who is a

student who must leam liow to use software (Brusilovsky and Scliwarz, 1997). For

example, a teacher using a specific EAH for teadhing decision-making in network design

can need to learn to use EAH, its attributes and functions. Other visions are more flexible to

see tIc current situation ofa teacher as a challenge in whidh we sec the teacher as a trainee

(Vâzquez-Abad et al., 2003). Viewing a teacher as a trainee or a teacher as learner also

entails that “teadliers must sec themselves as leamers as they grapple with new

technologies, changing roles and understanding the requirements of their students” (fritze,

2003). As a consequence, modelling a teacher also implies to store information about the

teacher’s preferences, lis activities and interests tfrequent sessions, exercises), his level of

expertise (Virvou and Mondriduo, 2002), his goals and plans, his experience and skills

(Encamaço, 1997), his teaching style, his prior knowledge about the platform, his

discipline subject to teadli, his leaming ability, and tIc capabilities of tIc computer

hardware and software he is using (Patel et al., 199$). For example, an implementer teacher

can have some leaming sessions in use and some additional ones to be finislied; his skills to

author tasks to compare examples are higli but lie does not have any ability in defining a

competition between students to find the best solution for a problem. This information is
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different in comparison with anoffier teacher wlio uses completely finished leaming

sessions only and who lias veiy high skills performing only tasks related to the analysis of

the sensitivity of an environment.

A system acquires some data mentioned in the previous pamgraph when a teacher provides

data directly or explicitly, for example when lie fus in a form with details about his interest

and preferences. Other type of data is acquired implicitly from the interaction between the

teacher and the system. Examples of usage data are actions, temporal behaviour, frequency

of actions, navigation pattems or environmental data such as software platform and

hardware (Fink and Kobsa, 2000).

Populating a Teacher Mode!

The data for the Teacher Mode! of a particular teacher can be also acquired usmg two

methods: stereotype and overlay model. Ofien, some teacher’s information is flot available

at the beginnmg, and, to overcome this problem, the available teacher’s data can be

compared with other teachers’ data to reuse or copy their data (Encamaçâo, 1997). This is

the first method, stereotype. For example, if a new teacher has the same characteristics of

teachers in the “beginners” categoiy, missing data can be taken from teachers belonging to

this categoiy. Stereotype is a powerful method because it can be based on few observations

to assign the teacher to a group of teachers (Tsiriga and Virvou, 2002). The other method

is the overlay model, which represents the knowledge of an individual teacher as a record

ofthe knowledge that a user has ofthe domain concepts. for example, for each concept of

the domain there is a counter of the number of times that the teacher consulted this

concept (Encamaçâo, 1997). The difference between stereotype and overlay model is that a

stereotype compares a teacher’s characteristics to other teacher’s characteristics, and an

overlay mode! stores data related to a particular teacher’s knowledge.

Many methods can be used to model the teachers’ characteristics, especiaÏly for the

initialization of a Teacher Mode!, such as mies of production, Case-Based Reasoning

(CBR) or classification. Classification maps teacher’s data mto one of several

predetermined classes. “In the Web domain classes usually represent different user profiles

and classification is performed using selected features that describe each user’s categoiy.

The most common classification algorithms are decision trees, naïve Bayesian classifier,

neural networks, k-nearest neighbour and so on” (Eirinaki and Vazirgianis, 2003). For
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example, using a naïve Bayesian classifier or a k-nearest neiglibour algorithm, a

particular teacher’s data can be classified into a categoly of teachers whose data is veiy

similar to his.

Any stereotype requires initial teacher’s information, such as his name, age, number of

times he lias taught a course and used Web-based technologies. These data are compared to

other teachers’ data, and then lie is classified in a categoly of teachers who share

characteristics that are similar to his. For example, a teacher can fil! some forms with lis

personal information and data that say that he has taught a subject six times and he has been

using Web-based technologies for three years. If he did flot give more information, lacking

data will be supplied with data ftom other teachers who have taught the same subject a

similar number oftimes and have a similar number ofyears using Web-based technologies.

In the case of the overlay mode!, a system acquires data from its interaction with the user,

in implicit and explicit ways. For example, using a dialogue box, a teacher provides explicit

information about his preference using or rejecting a recommendation. If a teacher accesses

a help topic, this event is implicit information included as a part of his overlay model.

Information acquired by means of a stereotype or an overlay mode! becomes part of the

Teacher Model. Once a Teacher Model is built, its information can be used to recognizing

the teacher’s plans and provide help according these pians, for example. This application

of the Teacher Model is detailed in chapter five. Data stored in the Teacher Mode! also

allows the system to identif’ the teacher’s interest and preferences, store and update new

information or provide information that the system needs to make decisions (Johnson and

Taatgen, 2003). These decisions can be reiated to different system flinctions, but in the next

sections we pay attention to concepts referred to the application ofartificial intelligence to

support the interactions between an EAH and teachers who create teaching materials.

2.2. Artificial Intelligence and Human-Computer Interaction

A challenge of help systems is providing appropriate support to help users in the right way

(Fischer, 2001). To achieve these goals, research in Hurnan-Computer Interaction (HCI)

and Artificial Intelligence (AI) integrates efforts in the creation of knowledge-based user

interfaces and lielp systems. In this section, we describe concepts that are applied in our

research and that come from these two areas.
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2.2.1. User interfaces

The field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) involves knowledge from multiple areas

particuiarly psychology, computer science, and social sciences. Working together, experts

in these areas are trying to make computmg systems that are both usefiil and usable. As

states by Oison and Oison (2003):

Human-computer interaction (HCI) is the study of how peopie interact with
computer technology. One major area of work in the field focuses on the
design of computer systems. The goal is to produce software and hardware
that are useful, usabie and aesffietically pieasing.

People interact with information systems by empioying a user interface that lets them

exchange information. In this context, the concept of “inteiface” can flot be seen with

restrictions, and it couid mean any way that the user uses to exchange information with a

system, including the documentation (Redmond-Pyie and Moore, 1995; Boy, 1 99$; Raskin,

2000). In the words of van Viiet: “the inteijace is the system” (Viiet, 2000). In addition,

dealing with interface design is very complex because there are many fietds involved

(Preece, 1993), such as cognitive psychology, linguistics, design, and computer science.

Interfaces for authors

Regarding the problem of supporting the use of Computer-based Teachnology, Web-based

Technology, the developing of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (1TS) or the creation of

teaching material, our initiai point ofview is that ITSs, Educational Adaptive Hypermedia

(EAu), and other authonng tools should containfacilities for teaching (Warren, 1996), that

are flot only usefiti but also tisable. Many EAHs should have guidance to support teachers

in selecting pedagogical strategies or “transiating” educationai contents to Web pages.

Intelligent help would also be veiy useful in planning a course or in designing online

interactive leaming processes because then teachers couid better guide students to progress

graduaiiy (Duftesne, 1996). Guidance, help and facilities for teaching require flexible help

systems that can adapt to the teacher’s requirements.

2.2.2. Adaptwe Learning Environments

Adaptive systems are Adaptive Leaming Environments (ALE), such as ifS and EAH, that

can change their parameters and behaviour to meet a goal. The user would not only be able
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to adapt the environment to lis needs, but the system should also adapt itselfto different

changes generated by users. Thus, the system should be adaptable and adaptive. According

to Stephanidis, adaptive systems would “be accessible by anyone, at anytime and from

anywhere” (Stephanidis, 2001). Two general categories ofadaptation are:

1- Adaptabiïity: users have the possibility to select different types of presentation

and interaction among the ones mcluded in the system.

2- Adaptivity: the system possesses the capability to monitor user interaction and to

generate automatic adaptation that suits different users or contexts of use

(Stephanidis, 2001). Adaptivity also means to monitor and record the user’s

behaviour; to deduce and generate the appropnate response, to change the interface

presentation, the help, and the dialogue sequences to guide the users to reach their

goals (Wang, 2001). for example, a system monitors the user’s decisions when he is

looking for help, and according to these decisions, the system changes the help

contents from minimum to more complex, and the medium ftom animation to t ext.

The most common adaptation ofa system is the adaptivity to the user’s characteristics, such

as his goals and tasks, his knowledge background and previous experience. Other

characteristics to take into account are the user’s individual traits, which are features that

define a user as an individual, includmg his preferences and interests. Adaptation can occur

when a system makes changes based on the knowledge stored in a user model. A user

model is a set of data referring to a particular user.

There are many ways a system can adapt to different user’s actions (Brusilovsky, 2001), but

there are also three types 0fadaptation to something offier than user characteristics, namely

adaptation to user data, to usage data, and to environrnent data (Kobsa et al., 2001). For

Brusilovsky, hypermedia ifS must provide adaptive presentation (content level adaptation)

and adaptive navigation (link level adaptation) (Bmsilovsky, 2000). Adaptive presentation

is subdivided into text adaptation and multimedia adaptation technologies; adaptive

navigation support is subdivided into link hiding, sorting, annotation, direct guidance, and

hypertext map adaptation.

Context-based adaptation

In Web-based systems, adaptation to user’s environments is necessaiy because contextual

information about user location and user platform can improve the adaptivity. A goal ofthe
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adaptation of the system is to mmimize input explicitly provided by the user, and

adaptation to the user’s work context ïs a way to do it. Context-aware and context-sensifive

systems can adapt easily and without more complex interfaces (Lieberman and Seiker,

2000).

A specific sort ofadaptive fijnction in hypermedia systems is the personalized presentation

of multimedia information according to specific user interests and preferences (Maybuiy,

2000; Light and Maybury, 2002). Personalization and, more speciflcally, Web

personaÏïzation takes into account users’ data, usage data, and context data, ail of which

customize a Web site content and structure according to the needs of specific users

(Eirinaki and Vazirgiannis, 2003). For example, users’ data can be acquired when teachers

fil! a registration form with personal information; an overlay modet can store usage data

related to the help concepts that a teacher has consu!ted; and, in the case of contextual data,

a variable can keep information about the page where the teacher is currently.

2.2.3. Intelligent user interfaces

According to Maybury, intelligent user interfaces are human-machine interfaces aimed to

increase the efficiency, effectiveness and naturalness of human-machine interaction

(Maybury, 2003). lUI uses knowledge representation and feasoning based on models of

users, domains, tasks and media to personalize and improve the interaction between a

system and the user.

Intelligent user interfaces are an option to overcome some of the problems of human

computer interaction, such as direct manipulation (Hôôk, 2000). Direct manipulation is the

use of techniques such as pointers, mouse, drag and drop to interact with computer

programs and receive immediate feedback (Shneiderman and Maes, 1997). An intelligent

interface applies reasoning, knowiedge, leaming, planning, perception and communication

to make decisions on behaif of the user. This type of interface adapts to different users’

characteristics to support computer-based tasks (Maes, 1994).

Intelligent user interfaces “integrate an adaptive user interface and an intelligent help

system to provide con text-sensitive and active help” (Encamaço, 1997). An intelligent

user interface lias different components such as plan recognition, dynarnicpresentation that

shows data in a clear way, user modelling and interface adaptivity. These components

aI!ow the lUI to support the user when he is interacting with the system (Encamaçâo, 1997;
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Ehlert, 2003). Usually, an intelligent user interface stores a user mode! with the histoiy

of the user-system interaction; this information allows the intelligent user interface to

improve its ability to interact with the user (Langley, 1999).

In many cases, intelligent user interfaces are implemented by means of agents that perform

different actions to adapt the system and improve the human-computer interaction.

Agents

One way to improve the usability of pedagogical Web sites can be by using intelligent

agents, which help users to better interact with applications (André and Rist, 2002). An

agent can be defined as a computer system situated in some environment and capable of

autonomous actions to meet its objectives. The agent interacts with an environment, which

can be accessible or inaccessible, deterministic or non-deterministic, static or dynamic,

discrete or continuous. The agent and its environment interact continuous!y (Wooldridge,

2002).

An agent can also be seen as a “an assistant or helper, rather than as a tool in the manner of

a conventiona! direct-manipulation interfàce” (Lieberman, 1995). In tins shift, we can add

that

An intelligent agent is a computerized entity that can perform a
particular task that lias been assigned to it. Usually intelligent agents are
autonomous so they can perform this task without any explicit instruction
from the user that controls them. Another aspect of an intelligent agent is
that they are (very ofien but flot always) capable of learning. This
Ïeaming capabilily allows them to adapt to new situations they encounter
(Ehlert, 2003).

According to Russeil and Nowig, intelligent and autonomous agents are programs that

perceive their environment and act upon this environment without direct human

intervention (Russe!! and Nowig, 1995). Depending on their characteristics, agents can

have a high or low degree of autonomy and intelligence. They can be reactive or proactive

and they can be distnbuted in societies of co-operating agents. A particular type of agent is

the interface agent, which is a way to implement intelligent user interfaces.

Interface agents

Einert (2003) enumerates some characteristics of interface agents:
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An intelligent interface agent, also called software agent or softbot,
cooperates with the user to accomplish his task and ftinctions as the user’s
personal assistant. The agent can take the initiative, rather than passively
wait for instructions. II can provide the user with information, or detect and
correct the user’s misunderstandings.

The best-known examples of interface agents are intelligent tutoring systems and con text

sensitive hetp systems (Lieberman, 1995). Context-sensitïve help provides information that

relates to the specific field of the Web page in which the user is currently working (Self,

199$). By using artificial intelligence techniques, for example mies, a system can adapt

help content according to a particular user’s charactenstics. Interface agents could thus

help computer novice users to manipulate information systems, because intelligent interface

agents can allow systems to monitor the user’s actions, develop models of user abilities, and

automatically help out when problems appear. Intelligent interface agents try to solve some

of the problems that the current direct-manipulation interfaces cannot, such as “creating

personalized systems, dealing with information overflow or filtering problems, providing

help on using new and complex programs, taking over tasks from the user, and other forms

of interaction (e.g. speech or gestures) or helping people with a disability” (Ehiert, 2003).

One of the most important characteristics of interface agents is the ability to adapt to

different types of users. Therefore, these “adaptive interfaces” can adapt the presentatÏon of

information and the interaction techniques according to user’s profiles (Duftesne and

Paquete, 2000; Dufresne, 2001). According to its different functions, an agent can process

the user’s input to generate a new output in the interface. for example, interface agents can

present information by using multimedia presentations or particular sets of media adapted

to the user’s requirements or to lis profile (Maybuiy, 2000; Light and Maybury, 2002;

Wahlster, 2000; André and Rist, 2002).

2.2.4. Intelligent help systems

There is some confusion related to the definition of the two concepts Intelligent User

Interfaces (TUT) and Intelligent Systems (IS), and Ehiert wams about the difference

between lUI and IS should be taken into account before explaining other concepts that are

derived from them. An often-made mistake is to confuse an lUI with an intelligent system.

It is important to note that a system exhibiting some form of intelligence is flot necessarily
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an intelligent interface. There are many intelligent systems with veiy simple non-

intelligent interfaces and the fact that a system has an intelligent interface does flot

say anything about the intelligence ofthe underlying system (Ehlert, 2003).

littelligent systems

An intelligent system can perform some tasks by means ofartificial intelligence techniques.

In general terms, an intelligent system chooses actions based on knowledge to achieve a

main objective. This knowledge base can be composed by its experience, data provided by

an expert, data acquired from distributed databases, data inferred by itself or data encoded

as part of the system structure. This kind of system is flot entirely passive; it can perceive

information from the context and reacts to changing that context. Some characteristics of an

intelligent system are the representation of information, the reasoning using the information

representation, the ability to leam ftom its experience and the generation of new

information. An intelligent system can help users to deal with information ovefflow and

with complex decision-making processes needed to select appropnate help (Hôôk, 2000),

but it does not imply an improvement cf the process the user follows to reach bis goals.

Intelligent HeIp

A more specific means to support users is intelligent help. Intelligent help is a sort of

adaptive support that the user might need at a particular time, or in a specific situation or

context. We use the concept Intelligent Help Systems (111$) as equivalent toAdaptive HeÏp

Systems (AHS) and according to the definition of Brusilovsky and Schwartz (Bnisilovsky

and $chwartz, 1997).

Intelligent Help Systems provide personalized, dynamic, and contextual support by using

artificial intelligence techniques for adaptation (Lofés et aL, 2002). “Personalized” help

means adapting to the use?s individual characteristics, taking into account information

about the type of user (such as the user’s knowledge). “ContextuaÏized” means supporting

the user, taking into account the current plan, and the user’s context, and the situation in

which the user-computer interaction occurs (such as the application’s current state) (Wang,

2001; Aberg, 2002). By monitoring the human-computer interaction, a help system can

assist users with the functionality of a computer program, or with some other independent

task (repainng a plane, for example).
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In general ternis, an intelligent help system should flot disturb the user’s interaction; the

user should be free to choose his personal interaction style with the system. Operating in

real time, intelligent help can watch what the user is doing, and while the user analyzes bis

next action, the system can perform some other actions (Ehiert, 2003).

Intelligent help can be either passive or active. Passive help occurs when the user explicitly

calis up “help” on a system, for example, in the case of context-sensïfive help. Active help

occurs when tbe system makes a decision autonomously to support the user or suggest

some things that the user can do. An example is when the system detects the user is starting

a task and offers to finish the task on behaif of the user (Encamaçâo, 1997). 0f course, in

general terms, active help can fail to detect the task in which the user to be supported, can

fail to deliver help just-in-time or can fail to provide appropriate help. In addition, this type

of help can surprise users, who could feel a loss of control. On the other hand, passive help

can be “ineffective, inefficient, and leads to behavioural problems” because users could

spend a lot of time looking for information instead of focusing on the task to be performed,

or users cou Id avoid accessing any help because they do flot want to spend time learning

(Leung, 2001).

The interaction between the intelligent help and the user could be richer than described

previously. Sometimes, the user can ask for help, but the system proposes or decides on the

type ofhelp to provide and executes iL In other cases, the user asks for help, and the system

proposes options, but the decision is shared between the user and the system; finalÏy, the

system executes. Another option in active mode, the system offers help (based on

observations of the user’s activities), the user provides feedback, and the system proposes,

decides and executes (Encamaçâo, 1997). This is the case when the intelligent help offers

an example to follow, and if the user accepts, the system selects and shows an example

adapted to the user’s characteristics.

2.2.5. Methods to support users

There are two additional approaches in supporting users: learning support and problem

solving support. The learning support helps the user to extend his knowledge about a

subject. Problem-solving support helps users to find the solution to a problem (Aberg,

2002). These types of intelligent help decrease the user’s cognitive load when the user has
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to deal with complex or unknown environments. While some systems oniy provide one

type of support, others offer both.

Problem-sotving support

Problem-solving support helps the user in solving a problem. liistead ofhelping the user to

achieve a goal step-by-step, problem-solving support provides the solution to the problem.

This situation occurs when a user is flot interested in spending time leaming how to use a

system or how to solve a problem, and prefers to use ifie application directly to finish his

tasks. Aberg explains that:

It is clear that problem-solving support is more directly relevant for the
use?s cuffent task, while leaming support may be of more importance for
the users long-terni performance (Aberg, 2002).

Recommender Systems

Problem-solving support can be implemented by means of a recommender system. A

recommender system is intended to “leam about a person’s needs and then proactively

identify and recommend information that meets those needs” (Callan et aL, 2003). For

example, recommender systems can provide a sorted list of possible solutions to a problem

according to the chamcteristics ofthe user.

Basically, recommenders use two methods: con tent-based filtering and collaborative

filtering. Content-based filtering takes into account the individual user’s preferences. For

example, if a teacher prefers examples of networks with high reliability and medium cost,

the system recommends such examples. Collaborative filtering infers that users with similar

behaviour can have analogous interests (Eirinaki and Vazirgiannis, 2003). For example,

two teachers (A and B) with the same characteristics (age, preferences, background, and

skills) can share the same type of examples for teaching. If the two teachers belong to the

same group, then the system infers that Teacher A’s examples can be reused by Teacher B

because boffi teachers share other common characteristics.

Learning support

The learning support helps the teacher to perform some tasks. According to Encamaço

(Encarnaçâo, 1997), there are four types of user support: 1. on-une support tools (hetp,

guidance, on-une manuals); 2. off-une documentation; 3. training; and 4. advice. His
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research focused on the on-une support tools such as help and guidance. Intelligent help

should be able to support the teacher whenever lie needs heÏp on any related topic.

To help users, it is possible to apply the rninimaÏist approach and layenng technique used

by Selbach, Sieckenius and Barbosa (Selbach et al., 2003), and the techniques of

incremental learning and adaptive help proposed by Brusilovsky (Brusilovsky and

Schwartz, 1997).

The minimalist approach means that the users receive small chunks of information to

support them while performing a task or leaming how to do it. Mthough the minimalism

principle was flot created for use in on-une help systems, its “less is more” approach is

usable in Web-based applications in which the screen space and the bandwidth do flot make

it possible to display a lot of information. The system can provide the minimal information

and users would ffien have to interact with the content to improve their abilities.

Incremental leaming and layering technique mean that the system adapts to the user as lie

leams and progresses from beginner to advanced. According to Brusilovsky, it is necessaiy:

1. b track the user’s actions to know the user knowtedge

2. To use task models to deduce the goal ofthe user.

These two activities allow the system to know when a user is a beginner, thereby showing

him some subset of a complex interface. As the user progresses, more advanced interface

features wiIl be available incrementally. Tracking the user’s actions, the system can obtain

information in three ways:

• A dialog can be developed between the user and the system

• The user can provide an example ofwhat she wants to the system

• The system can infer new information based on information previously received.

On-une Itelp and Web-based help

Intel]igent help is a general concept that covers many options to support users in different

activities, but we have focused on the help that users require to pefform some tasks to

achieve a goal in a job. This is the case of a teacher who needs to perform some tasks to

create courseware, for example. A teacher pefforming a task mïght need on-une help to

complete hisjob.

On-une help provides bnef information to solve a specific problem whule the user is

working (Lofés et al., 2001) on an application that is not Web-based. This type of help
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allows the user to search for and receive information about topics related to the

application he is usmg at the veiy moment lie is interacting with the application. On-une

help can include on-une manuals, tutonals and wizards (Tsuji and Yamamoto, 2001), and

usually the user can search for help related to a specific word or application command

(Gallagher and Daigle, 2002).

Electronic Feîfonnance Support Systems (EPSS) is the definition ofa type ofon-line help

“which provide integrated, on-demand access to information, advice, learning experiences,

and tools to enable a high level ofjob performance with a minimum of support from other

people” (Leung, 2001). This kind of help system is a “task support system” that facilitates

the user’s task completion, for example, to make decisions or diagnoses (Susarla et al.

2003).

There are three criteria or principles to provide this kind ofon-line support.

• The first isjust-in-time support. Withjust-in-time support, the system supports the

user when lie is on the job, at the moment when he needs to develop the competence

to perform a task. An advantage of this approach is that the user is flot taken away

from his work to be trained.

• The second type is just-enouglt support. This type means the user is going to

receive just enough information to complete the current task. The idea is to avoid

cognitive overload for the user provoked by information that is flot going to be used.

Otherwise, the user can become lost and taken out of his job context.

• Finally, Leung explains that “most users handie their tasks on hand without

necessarily optimizing the solution” Leung, 2001). Thus, the third idea behind task

support systems is that integratingjust-in-nme support and just-enough support will

allow a reduction in the cost of leaming a new task. This third idea is called

continuous performance development. It is assumed that if a user receives just-in

timejust-enough support, his skills will improve continuously.

Web-based help

Web-based Help Systems are help systems intended to provide help to Web-based

applications. for example, Web-based help could be the help that a Web site provides to a

user who is looking for a product or tlying to foÏlow a procedure. Web-based help can be

seen as a specialization of on-line help for Web-sites or Web-based application connected
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to Internet or an Intranet. Some Web sites use help links to provide information about

procedures, navigation tips, and frequently asked questions (FAQ). Other sites inciude site

maps that show the user’s location in the Web site hyperspace, or search facilities to find

help content (Welinske, 199$). Self recommends that a Web-based Help System be

context-sensitive. This means that the help for a concept in a Web page would be reÏated to

this specific Web page context, flot to the set ofail the Web pages in the site (Self 199$).

Adaptation and context-sensitive help are flot common because Web sites usually have a

single page wiffi the whole help content to support ail the pages in the Web site. As a

consequence, a user looking for help related to a particular concept, must check a lot of

information, included aspects that are flot related to the searched concept. Moreover, the

application of artificial intelligence for Web-based help is flot a well studied area (Delisle

and Moulin, 2002).

2.2.6. Methods ami techniques for building on-lime help

As shown previously, there are many concepts and pnnciples relating to intelligent help

systems, adaptation, and Web-based help; however, the number of methods for the

implementation of adaptive interfaces and on-une help is not so extensive. As Rothrock et

al. (2002) have established, it is necessaiy to find an interface design methodology for real

time adaptability. Two attempts to provide this kind of methodologies are the Guide to

Adaptive Inteiface Design proposed by the previously cited authors (Rothrock et al. 2002),

and the Semiotic Methodfor Building On-une Help Systems formulated by Selbach et aï.

(2003).

Rothrock et al. have proposed three guidelines for adaptive interffice design:

1. Identzfy variables that cal! for adaptation. This step involves the identification

and selection of information that the system wili take into account to make a

decision about the adaptation of the interface. This information includes variables

such as the user’s performance, plans and tasks to be performed, previous

knowledge, preferences, context, and environmental data.

2. Detennine mocflflcations to the interface. Depending on the variables seiected in

the previous step, the designer determines how and when the interface should adapt

to the calling variables. In addition, ifie designer decïdes which changes will be

performed by the user and which by the system. The user can participate in the
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adaptation depending on the degree of autonomy that the designer assigns to the

system.

3. $elect the inference rnechanisrn. With the variables selected in step one and with

the possible transformations determined, it is necessaiy to select a means to identify

instances that cal! for adaptation and to decide on the appropriate modifications for

the interface.

However, adaptation is not synonymous with help system. Adaptation is used to adapt help

to the characteristics of the user, the context, and the environment. b develop an

intelligent help system, it is necessary to take into account additional aspects such as the

possible reactions of the system to the user’s inputs, the reasoning metbod that the system

uses, the system learning method, the way to generate new information and the

communication process between the user and the system. To take into account some of

these aspects, it is a!so necessary to use complementary methods to design and implement

help systems. However, those methods are not common. Particularly, we found only the

method proposed by Selbach et al. (2003), which focuses on content and offers a sequence

ofeight steps:

1. Designing help taking into account the possible users’ questions.

2. Organizing the help content.

3. Refining the content and indexation.

4. Building a general help module.

5. Linking the help to the interface components.

6. Testing.

7. Evaluating possible difficulties for matching questions and answers during the user

system interaction.

8. Redesigning help content.

The guide and the method cited above are important tools that we apply to design our

system, but its implementation requires more specific techniques and resources. Some of

them are the principles and techniques used in the classical help of many commercial

applications.
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2.2.7. HeIp principles and techniques

Purchase and Woml have studied pnnciples and techniques used in conventional help for

many applications (Purchase and Woml, 2002). Although their study focused on off-une

help for desktop applications, it offers an important framework for further research on

techniques for on-une intelligent help.

According to the Purchase and Worril analysis, the most useful pnnciples for designing

help are:

• Help should be easy to understand.

• Help should be procedural: step-by-step instructions.

• HeÏp should be unobtrusive. The system shouÏd know when the user does flot need

help.

• Help should be accurate, complete, and consistent, not confusing.

• Help should speak the user’s language because incomprehensible help is useless.

These principles are usually mapped to help techniques that are supposed to deliver help

content to users in an easy way. The help techniques are the functions or features which any

user can access in a word processor application. The most commonly used heïp techniques

are (Purchase and Worril, 2002):

• Index. Aiphabetical index ofwords linked to text help information.

• Find. A search mechanism to find information related to a specific word or concept.

• Contents. Hierarchical organization ofhelp information in topics and subtopics.

• Balloon help. Pop up hints that the user can receive when he accesses a concept.

• Hyperlinks. Hypertext and hypermedia links to information.

Purchase and Worrill also studied another type of more conrmon help, namely the FAQ

(Frequently Asked Questions). FAQ is a list of questions and answers related to a subject.

FAQ is not veiy common in desktop commercial applications but is ftequently used on the

Internet to support users of Web sites and Web-based applications. M in the case of Index,

Find and Contents help features, FAQ requires the user to know or have a good idea about

the key words included in the questions he should consuit. The advantage is that FAQ are

usually task-based because questions are related to tasks to be pefformed instead of
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focusmg on isolated functions. Other researchers have also done research on the

application of frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) as a way to provide on-une help

(Selbach et al. • 2003; Susarla et al., 2003). They conclude that the design of the questions is

veiy important to make them intuitive and cÏearly related to the referred help topic. That is

the reason why Selbach et al. focused on the difficulties of matching questions and answers

during the user-system interaction.

Gelernter (Gelernter, 199$) refers to other techniques to deliver help such as Definition,

Tutonat, Quick Reference and Flint. A Definition is a description of a specific concept. This

definition is part of the help content. The Tutorial is a sequence of contents to teach a

process. A Quick Reference shows a small set of different help contents related to a

concept. A Hint is an advice that is displayed as a dialogue, and the user can accept or

reject the hint. Explanation is a technique defined by Bnisilovsky and Cooper (Brusilovsky

and Cooper, 1999) to deliver explanations related to a concept. By Demonstration Liu (Lin,

2001) understands showing the development ofa process.

22.8. Leaming

Leaming includes modification of the representation of facts that this system lias (Cortés et

al., 1994). An intelligent help system leams when stored knowledge changes to reflect new

data (Ehiert, 2003), or when the organization ofthe knowledge changes. More specifically,

a system leams when it changes its knowledge, the organization or representation of its

knowledge, and ils skills to perform a task better in the future. for example, a system

includes new data in its knowledge base. These data are related to examples of network

design type A used for teaching a topic under a certain condition C. This change increases

the probability ofexamples type A to occur under a certain condition C in companson with

the probability of other types of examples under this condition C (knowledge

representation). As a consequence, the system uses this new probability to prefer examples

of type A under condition C because they have a higher probability to occur. Thus, the

system improves ils ability to prefer a type of example under condition C. This learning is

incremental because the system updates the probability of A and compares it to the

probability of other types of examples instead of starting from scratch the computation of

the probabilities ofthe entire set ofexamples (Russeil and Nowig, 1995).
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Next sections detail some machine leaming concepts and artificial intelligence

techniques that we apply as the part ofproblem-solving support developed in this research.

Machine Learning

Machine leaming is an area in artificial intelligence that analyses how a system can extract

knowledge from examples or experience to change its knowledge base (Taatgent, 1999).

Machine leammg algorithms increase knowledge or skills of the system to perform a task

or to solve a problem in different ways depending on the context and without human

intervention. The leaming process mvolves information selection and the adaptation of new

information. Given some data and prior knowledge, machine leaming allows a system to

derive a knowledge representation ofa concept (Taatgent, 1999).

Learning can be classified in three different general types: supervised, which uses sets of

training data; unsupervised, which discovers information by analysing data; and,

reinforcement learning, which depends on the feedback the system receives to add or reject

a new knowledge component (Russell and Norvig, 1995).

More specific machine learning methods are induction, which generalizes a concept from a

set of examples; and, analysis, which assumes that a concept can be derived from a given

domain theory, sucli as a set of characteristics of some items in a classification process

(Taatgent, 1999). We are mainly interested in two main procedures of machine leaming

related to induction and analysis:

• Classification learning: leaming to put instances into pre-defined classes

• Association leaming: leaming relationships between the attributes (Keller,

2002a).

These procedures require that a system lias a knowledge representation, a set of operations

to manipulate these representations, as well as a heuristic search to choose the appropriate

knowledge among its representations (Luger, 2002). In the next two sections we discuss

more specific methods and mechanisms used to implement machine leaming solutions,

such as Case-based Reasoning (CBR), an artificial intelligence method used in this

research, and two specific techniques of classification .leaming that use statistical leaming

and similarity measuring.
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Case-Based Reasoning

Case-based Reasonmg (CBR) is an attempt to copy the human ability of applying our

experience to problem solving. For example, an expert detects a new problem and

compares it with previous problems that he solved in the same domain. If lie finds a similar

problem in his memoiy, lie tries to reuse or adapt the same methods to solve the new case

(Cortés et al., 1994). The idea is to allow a system to leam from its own experience. In

CBR, leaming is a by-product ofproblem solving.

In CBR, a case is the representatÏon knowledge of an experience by which an expert

achieves a goal. The case represents knowledge associated with specific problems. A CBR

system has a base of cases or library ofold cases. Each case has a structure that includes its

characteristics ofthe problem to be solved and the associated solutions. The characteristics

can be divided into indices and complementwy information. An index is an attribute that is

used as a means of identification ofa given case. The cases grouped togeffier in a base have

the same type of indices, which serves to speed up the search process. For example, in a

base of network examples, the cases can be indexed by their cost. if the system needs to

solve a design problem of a new network, it would be possible to find an example in the

base with the same cost as the new one, and then the old configuration can be proposed for

the new case. Complementary information is flot fundamental to finding a case, but it could

be important for understanding and using the cases.

CBR includes four phases: ïdenti5 a similar case, adapt the solution of this case to solve

the new one, evaluate if the new solution works, and, if it works, add the new case and its

solution tu a case-base (Luger, 2002). Adding the new example or problem and its solution

to the case-base is a type of leaming. Moreover, classifying an example in a case-base is a

,ïpical exemplar-based approach where the solution to a problem is its right classification

(Aamodt and Plaza, 1994).

Matching the new case indices to one or more examples in the case-base requires applying

algorithms to compare the indices. First, it is necessaiy to filter the case-base to retrieve

only the most similar cases. Second, the filtered cases must be ranked. One option is to

measure the similarity (similanty metric) or distance between the new case and each

example in the case-base. In problem-solving support, if it is necessary to recommend a

network design example for teaching a topic related to this subject, and the system has a
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partial example that a teacher is providmg, then the system compares the provided

example to the cases in the base and retrieves and recommends the most similar case with a

network design example.

Measuring sirnilarity

A method to measure similarity is Instance-Based Learning (IBL). IBL is a method which

classifies an example by taking into account examples previously classif;ed. Each tirne a

new instance has to be classifled, the classifier method compares it to the stored examples

to assign a value to the new example (Palu, 2004).

The Nearest Neighbour is a well known ifiL algonthm that calculates the distance between

cases. This algorithm can measure the distance between two cases or it can be used to find a

specific number of examples that are close to the new one. When the algorithm looks for

the k most similar examples, we call this algoriffim k- Nearest Neighbour. Palu supplies a

short definition of the algorithm:

The nearest neighbours of an instance are defined in terms of standard
Euclidean geometly (distances between points in n-dimensional space).
More precisely, an arbitrary instance x can be descnbed by the feature
attribute lista: <ai(x), a2(x), a3(x), ..., a(x)>, where ar(x) denotes the value
ofthe r attribute of instancex (Palu, 2004).

Given two instances x and Xj, the distance between them can be calculated by the following

equation:

distx1xj) [ar(xi)r(xj)I2 (1)

When a system finds a group of the k nearest instance, it is possible to classif’ them

according to each value of distance. For example, using the nearest neighbour algorithm we

can get ten examples that are veiy close to our case Xq. Afier identifying an instance or a set

of instances, the system applies the solutions associated with them to the problem in the

new case. This phase entails applying a solution directly or adapting it to the new probleni

In the latter, the system requires a procedure to adapt and evaluate the solution, or an expert

can evaluate the new solution and include it and the new case in the case-base. Otherwise,

the solution would be wrong and rejected. In the future, the system will have a new

experience or knowledge in its base of cases, given a new case and ils solution or a mistake
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report to avoid that type of exampie in the future. In any event, the system will have

leamt a new example or a counterexample.

Learning examples or counter examples by means ofthis classification algorithm is fine but

using k-Nearest Neighbour algorithm in CBR to retrieve and rank cases has some

disadvantages because sorting examples requires more computational resources. Another

problem is that this algorithm compares ail the characteristics of ail the exampies in the

case-base, and this process is time consuming. But, if only a few of the aftributes are taken

into account, there is the risk that perhaps the most similar cases may weii be left out (Palu,

2004).

Because search performance looking for similar cases is a central problem in artificial

intelligence, reducing the searcli time and complexity is an important goal in this area.

Sometimes, examples in the case-base are also classified in different classes or categories

because they share a similar solution or attnbutes (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994). In addition,

the search can be more complex if the examples iack complete information about their

characteristics, and if the system must deal with some degree ofuncertainty.

Probabitity and uncertainty

This section refers to the use of probability and uncertainty in leaming, and the application

of probabilities to improve the classification and retrieval of cases in the context of CBR

for problem-solving support.

People and machines usually have to deal with limited knowledge and incomplete

information for making decisions 0f predicting events. Probability theory allows us to

detennine the chances of an event occurring. Statistical correlations are useful to predict

events, and especially, to classify components of a set. A system that classifies new

examples with incomplete data in a case-base is improving its knowledge (learning) base

under uncertain conditions.

A supervised type of leaming that applies uncertainty, probabilities and statistics is the

Bayesian leaniing. This method is based on Bayesian theoiy, which uses previously known

resuits to caiculate more probabilities. According to thïs theory, an event lias unconditioned

ørobability or prior probabitity assigned in the absence of knowledge supporting its

occurrence or absence. A conditional probability or posterior probability is the probability

of an event given some evidence. Bayesian ffieory assumes that the different attributes in a
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class or category are independent (Domingos and Pazzani, 1997). Then, assuming that A

and B are independent events, we can say that the probability of an observation A given

another observation B is

2t)

and, assuming that F(A r-B)= P(B A), then we have that

P(AflB) P(B)P(AI3)
(3)

F(A) F(A)

Equation (2) is the Bayes Theorem that can also be expressed as:

F(AB)P(A) (4)
PtAIB)=

P(B)

This equation states:

the probability that hypothesis A is true given that evïdence B is observed, is
equal to the product of the probability of B being observed given that A is
trne and the probability of A being true, divided by the sum ofthe products
of the probabilities that B is observed given that alternative hypotheses are
true and the probabiiities of these alternative hypotheses (Johnson and
Taatgen, 2003).

Assuming ffiat A is a hypoffiesis to prove and B is given evidence, the calculation of the

probability of A is usually more difficuit than getting the probability of B. Then, based on

(3) we calculate the probability ofB givenA using the followmg equation:

P(AIB)P(B)
P(BA)=

P(A)

because P(A) is constant, it can be dropped, and then we get

PtBIA) = P(AB)P(B) (6)

A naïve Bayes classifier is a method to classify new evidence according to given prior

evidence. This classifier assumes that non conditional relationships are among attributes of

the evidence, and that is the reason why this type of classifier is called “naive”. This type of

classifier can classify sets of inputs and leam new inputs to anticipate behaviour or a resuit

(Rothrock et al., 2002). A Bayesian classifier requires the definition of classes and a dataset
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of training examples previously grouped in these classes. A set of classes can be

represented as V= {v],v2

Given a new example E with some attributes and a set of old examples in a base of cases

divided into classes, we can represent the new example as a vector of attributes E <a1,

a2, ... an>. These attributes have to be compared to the attributes of each example in the

case-base. Unlike k-Nearest Neighbour, a naïve Bayesian classifier does flot compare each

attribute directly. Instead, this classifier takes into account thepriorprobability assigned to

the set of examples in the base, and combines it with the obsewed data of a new instance

stiil to be classifled. The resuit ofthis combination is a posterior probability assigned to

each class.

To arrive at this posterior probability, we start calculating in which class the given example

E can be classifled, by adapting equation (4):

P(Ev)P(v.)
(7)

J P(E)

where:

• v- is the class about which we want to know if the example can belong.

• E is the example to be classified.

• P(v3) is the pnor probability that the class v is the class where the new example E

can be classifled

• P(E) is the likelihood ofthe example

Because E <a1, a2, ... an>, we can express:

P(v1 E) = F(a1 ,a2,...a vj )= fJP(a, j;) (8)

Then, by adapting equation (6), it is possible to calculate the probability of each attnbute u1

to belong to v:

P(VJ E) = F(VJ )fl F(a, j1) (9)

C
to flnd the most suitable class v(E) with the maximum prediction, using the following

equation:
v(E) = argmaxF(v1)fJP(a1v1) (10)

v.EV
J
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finally, the class with the maximum likelihood is the class where the new example can

be classified cKeller, 2002b).

However, the Bayesian classifier performs pooriy when the number of instances with a

particular attribute ci in the training set is veiy small, or in the worst case when jt is zero. In

this last case, zero in any attribute multiplied by any attribute wiÏl produce zero as the final

probabiiity. To solve this problem, we can apply a formula that uses m-estimate of

probabilities (Meisner, 2003):

(11)
n + in

where:

• ci is the value ofeach attribute ci tested for each class v

• n is the total number of instances in each class y

• n is the number of instances with attribute ci and class i,.

• p is a priori estimate for P(a11v1). If there is flot information available, it is possible

to assume that p = 17k, where k is the number of values that ci can take (Keller,

2002b). We can assume that the probabilities of ail attributes are equiprobable

(equaily likely to be true). In other words, each affnbute can have k possible values.

• m is a constant used to avoid the possible consequences that could arise ifn = O (in

this case the calculation would be zero).

Acoording to Russell and Norvig, Bayesian iearning methods use observations and

probabilistic inference to get prior probabilities. The authors summarize that “Bayesian

leaming simply calculates probabilities of exampies, and makes predictions on that basis”

(Russell and Norvig, 2002).

A Bayesian classifier is a supervised leaming method that requires a training phase before

starting to work. This training implies the creation of classes in which the exampies will be

classified. In addition, the classes require typical examples that fit in each one. To classily a

new example, it is compared wiffi the old examples in each class. As a consequence, the

designer of a classifier must create the different classes and provide the examples to train

the classifier.
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C!assfying an Eample

Let us study an example of a classification process, given a training set or base of cases

with two classes of networks as shown in Table 2.2:

Table 2.2. A set of classes to classify examples (training set).

Exampie Attributel Atfribute2 .Class

ReÏiabiÏity Cost

I High Costly A

2 Very high Costly A

3 Veiy high Costly A

4 High Veiy costly B

5 Higli Veiy costly B

We need to classify a network E’ with a cost attribute which is “Very costly” and a

reliability attnbute which is “Veiy Higli”. There is flot any “Very high” reliability in class

B and there is flot any “Veiy costly” cost in class A. In which class must the new example

be classified?

To answer this question, we first have to calculate the probabilities:

P(Veiy costlyA), P(VeiyHigh4)

P(Veiy costly B) , F(VeryHighjB)

We apply equation (Il) to calculate these probabilities:

F(a i)=
+ inp

(11)
n + ni

where:

• ai is the value ofeach attribute a tested for each class v

• n is the total number of instances in each class y1 Class A has three instances and

class B has two.

• n, is the number of instances with attribute a- and class y1 Class A has two instances

of”Veiy High” and Class B has none.
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• p is a priori estimate for P(aïjv). According to Keller (2002b)p means the

probability of a having one of its possible values; in this case P is Y2 because we

assume that the probabilities of ail attributes are equiprobable (equally likely to be

true). In other words, each attribute can have two possible values.

• rn is a constant used to avoid the possible consequences if n O (in this case the

calculation would be zero). We use m 2 as a constant because we have two

attributes (Reliability and Cost) in our training set.

We calculate the probability of the example to be classified in A and the probability to be

classified in B. Then we apply the equation (11) rn times for each class. Table 2.3. displays

the values for n, flc,P and m.

Table 23. Values to calculate where the example can be classified.

ClassA CIassB

Veiy High Very High

n=3 n=2

nc2 nc=O

p.5 p=.5

m=2

Very Costly Very Costly

n=3 n=2

nc=O nc=2

p=.5

rn=2 rn=2

Table 2.4. shows the values for the probabilities ofthe example in each class.

Table 2.4. Probabilities for each attribute ofeach class.

Class A Class B

F(veiyHighjA)=
2+2*.5

=0.6 P(VeïyHighB)=
O+2*.5

=0.25
3+2 2+2

P(VetyCostlyjA)=
0±25

= 0.2 F(VeryCostÏylB)=
2±2*.5

= 0.75
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Using the partial resuits in Table 2.3., it is possible to get the final resuits using equation

(10):

v(E’) arg max F(v1 )fl P(a1 3) (10)

vEV

where:

• Vis the set of classes v

• P(v1) is the overali probability ofa class. This means the frequency of each class in

the training set. The probability for Class A is 3/5 and that for Class B is 2/5.

In our example we adjust the expression to:

v(E”)= argmaxF(v1)P(aJv1) (12)

v1{A,B} z

where:

• {A,B} is the set of classes available.

Then, multiplying the probabilities for each attribute, we get the probabilities for each

class:

P(A)0.6*0.2 =0.12

F(B)= 0.25 * 0.75 = 0.1875

Now, each result has to be multiplied by the corresponding P(v,):

P(A)= 0.12 * 0.6 0.072

P(B)= 0.1875 * 0.4 = 0.075

This calculation can also be performed as follows:

P(A)*P(VeiyCostly/A)*P(VeiyHigh/A) 0.6 * 0.6 * 0.2 = 0.072

p(B)*p(VepyCostly/B)*p(VepyHjgh/B) 0.4 * 0.25 * 0.75 = 0.075

fmally, a network with a cost “Veiy costly” and reliability “High” must be classified in

Class B, because 0.075 >0.072.
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A naïve Bayesian classifier is simple ami consumes low time and memoiy requirements

tDomingos and Pazzani, 1997). It performs well under a broader range of conditions, and

the pnor and posterior probabilities can be updated each time a new example is classifled.

Leaming in naïve Bayesian classifier derives from updating those probabilities based on the

frequencies in the training data. In addition, there is nothing to search in a tree or a

database; thus, the classification of a new instance mvolves only computing the maximum

class posterior probability (Keller, 2002b). furthermore, a Bayesian classifier does flot

compare an example that is yet to be classifled with those already classified. Instead ofthis,

a Bayesian classifier can keep a summanzed image of the frequency with which different

characteristics of an example appear in the database. This informed search reduces the time

needed to find the most suitable categoiy for an example. Consequently, naïve Bayesian

classifiers have been used and recommended for adaptive hypemiedia and Web-based

applications (Webb et aL, 2001; Miyahara and Pazzani, 2002) because they reduce the

latency between requests and answers via Intemet.

2.3. Conclusion

As a result ofthe review of literature related to our research subjects, we defined a series of

concepts that supports our approach and that we applied in our system. Those concepts are

grouped in three areas related to pedagogical aspects, teacher modeling and artificial

intelligence in human-computer interaction.

In the area of pedagogical aspects, we take the concepts of Pedagogical Model, Teacher

Model and Communication Mode!, which are used in classical ifS, to organize our work in

areas related to each of those models. In our Pedagogical Model, we apply the approach to

teach decision-making in Network Design that cornes from the Best Net project. This

approach is complemented by the Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) and Payr’s model for

teaching and leaming. With this group of concepts we structure a framework that supports

teaching and helping in ARIALE. This framework allows us to map the theoretical view of

the BestNet project for teaching Network Design to graduate students into an authonng tool

to create teaching materials. A fundamental idea is using “worked-out examples” to reduce

the cognitive load that teachers may experience while they are leaming new concepts.

Using worked-out examples requires that the Teacher Mode! keeps data related to which
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examples a teacher can reuse. lii addition, worked-out examples are stored as cases that

ARIALE manipulates applying artificial intelligence techniques.

Regarding the teacher’s aspects, the concepts of human teacher model and implementer

teacher are basic to model teachers’ data in ARIALE. In addition, we explain the stereotype

and overlay model, as methods to populate a Teacher Model with data. This model supports

the decisions that ARIALE makes to help teachers.

At the end of this chapter we focus on concepts related to the application of artificial

intelligence in human-computer interaction, particularly adaptation, intelligent help

systems, knowledge based help, Web-based help, automatic generation of case studies and

recommender systems. We also pay attention to machine leaming and artificial intelligence

techniques such CBR and Bayesian Learning because we apply them to deliver help by

recommending worked-out examples.

Table 2.5. summarizes the most important concepts studied in this research that were

applied in the development of our system ARIALE.

Table 2.5. Most important concepts used in this research.

Area Concept Defmition
Fedagogicat BestNet Pedagogical The BestNet Pedagogical Model integrates ffie optimization
Mode! Model (competition) mto other two strategies: analysis by

comparison of cases and sensitivity analysis of cases. As
part of a sequence of ffiree tasks, comparison and
modification of cases converge into the third task:
optimization (V&quez-Abad et aL, 2001).

Network Design In this researcli Network Design is defmed as choosing a
concentrator, defming links between the nodes of the
network, and selecting the type of links for each link.
Aœording to titis vision, Network Design is seen as a
decision-making process and the student has to develop the
expertise required to master this process.

Decision-Making According to Turban and Aronson (1998), decision-making
is a proœss in which the decision-maker has to defme the
problem to be solvcd by means of a decision (intelligence
phase); lie also lias to defme the options and the criteria to
evaluate these options (design phase). As well, lie lias to
evaluate the options and select one or more that solve the
initial problem (choice phase).

Multi Cntcria Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM). “MCDM can lie
Decision-Making defmed as the study of methods and proœdures by whicli

concems about multiple conflicting criteria can be fonnally
incorporated into the management planning process”
(MCDM, 2003).

Cognitive Load The starting point in CLT is cognitive overÏoad, a situation
Theoiy (CLI) that a user may experience wlien the processing demands

required by a task exceed bis processing capacity (Mayer
and Moreno, 2003). According to CLI, leaming is ifie
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product of a process in which the leamer uses his limited
capacity working memoly efficiently.
According to Payr (2003), the teachingfleaming process
supports the leamer to pass five phases as he progresses:
novice, beginner, competence, pivficiency and expertise. In
each phase, the leamer perforais the following activities
intended to achieve some skills: receive and remem ber;
imitate and apply; select and decide; understand and design;
recognize and master.

Q

Teacher Mode! Local implementer These concepts refer to the teacher as a person with
teacher (Kinshuk, particular characteristics md preferences, who wants (o
2003) md human adjust or adapt an existing ITS or EAIJ according to bis
teacher model interests md expertise.
(Kinshuk et aL. 2001)
Teacher as a trainee Viewing a teacher as a trainee (Vàzquez-Abad et aL, 2003).

or a teacher as learner means that “teachers must sec
themselves as leamers as lhey grapple with new
technologies, changmg roles md understanding the
requirements of their students’ (Fritze, 2003).

Hu,nan- Adaptation, adaptivity Adaptive systems cm change their parameters md
computer hehaviour in order tu meet a goal. Iwo general categories of
Interaction and adaptation are:
Artflcia1 1- adaptability: users have the possibility to select different
Intelligence types of presentation md interaction from among the ones

included in the system pnor to the initiation of interaction.
2- adaptivity: the system possesses the capability to monitor
user interaction to generate automatic adaptation that suits
different users or contexts of use (Stephanidis, 2001).

Intelligent interface “M intelligent interface agent cooperates tvith the user to
agent accomplish bis task md functions as the user’s personal

assistant. The agent can take the initiative, raffier than
passively wait for instructions. It cm provide the user with
information, or detect md correct the user’s
misunderstandings” Ehlert (2003).

Intelligent Help Intelligent Help Systems provide personalized, dynamic md
Systems contextual support by using artilicial intelligence techniques

for adaptation (Lords et aL, 2002).
Leaming support The leaming support helps the user to extend bis knowledge

about a subject (Aberg, 2002).
Problem Solving Problem-solving support helps users to find the solution tu a
support problem (Aberg, 2002).
Recommender system A recommender system is intended to “leam about a

person’s nœds md then proactively identi1’ md recommend
information that meets those needs” (Callan et al., 2003).

Automatic generation Case studies, examples to be analyzed or, more specifically,
of case studies network topologies cm be generated automatically by a

system instead of provided by a teacher or expert. The
system requises fonctions or programs that follow mies md
procedures to generate a case according to a expert criterion.

Incremental leaming, These concepts mcm ifie system adapts to the teachcr as lie
layering technique md leams md progresses from begirmer to advanced
adaptive help (Bmsiiovsky md Schwartz, 1997; Selbacli et aL, 2003).
Minimalism The minimalist appmach means that the uscrs receive small

chunks of information to support thcm whule pcrforming a
task or learning how to do it. (Selbach et al., 2003).
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EPSS a type of on.-bne help “whicli provide integrated, on
demand access to information, advice, leaming expenences,
and tools to enable a high level of job performance with a
minimum of support from other people” (Leung, 2001).

Bayesian classification is meffiod to classify new evidence
according to given prior evidence. This type of classifier can
classify sets of inputs and Iearn novel inputs in order to
anticipate behaviour or a resuit (Rolhrock et aL, 2002). This
method ïs based on Bayesian theory, which uses previously
known resuhs to calculate more probabilities. According to
tIns theoiy, an event lias unconditioned probability or prior
probability assigned in ffie absence of knowledge that
supports its occurrence or absence. A conditional probability
or postenor probabiity is the probabiity of an event given
some evidence. Bayesian theory assumes the different
attributes in a class or category are independent (Domingos
md Pazzani, 1997).

Eiœtmnic
Performance Support
Systems (EPSS)

Just-in-time lieip Just-in-time heip means that the system supports the user
when lie is in on the job, in the mere instant when lie needs
to develop the competence to perfonn a task (Leung, 2001).

Just-enough help This type of help means Oie user is going to receive just
enough information to complete the current task. The idea is
to avoid cognitive overload for the user provoked by
information ifiat is flot going to be used (Leung, 2001).

Context-sensitive help Context-sensitive help provides information that relates to
tlie specific field of the Web page m which hie user is
working currentiy (Self, 199$).

Guide to Adaptive The guide to adaptive interface design pmposed by
Interface Design (Rothrock et aL, 2002), lias three mies for designing an

adaptive interface:
. identify variables that cali for adaptation;
. detennine modifications to the interface,
• select Oie inference mechanism.

Case Base Reasoning CBR is an artificial intelligence method that a system cm
use to leam. The idea is to allow a system to leam from its
own expenence. for example, an expert detects a new
probiem md compares it with the previous problems in Oie
saine domain tliat he solved before. If lie fmds a similar
problem in bis memory, in order to suive the new case lie
tries to reuse or adapt the same methods lie used for solvmg
the old problem (Cortés et aC, 1994). In CBR, leaming is a
by-product of problem solving.

Classification learning By means of classification leaming, a system cm leam to
put instances into pre-defmed classes (Kelier, 2002a).

Similarity measuring This meffiod calcuiates or measures the distance between
two cases. This is a method to classify an example, taking
into account examples classified previously. Bach time a
new instance has to be ciassified, the classifier meffiod
compares it to the stored examples to assigu a distance value
to the new exampie (PaIn, 2004).

Bayesian
classification
(Bayesian leaming)
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Chapter 3. Previous studies

Summary: This chapter focuses on the description of previous sflidies that are close to our

research in the areas of pedagogical aspects, teacher modeling, and the role of artificial

intelligence in human-computer interaction.

3.1. Experience in supporting people

The next sections describe examples ofprevious developrnent related to teaching and help,

help system examples, support for authoring tools, problem-solving support, and Web

based help.

3.1.1. Teachmg ami help in Decision-making

Companng the method that our system ARIALE (Authoring Resources for Imp]ementing

Adaptive Learning Environments) and other systems follow to support teaching decision

making is important to highlight improvements. Our approach for teaching guides the

structure of our authoring tool, the kinds of problem-solving support and leaming support

to provide. This approach refers to teach students and it is the way that teachers must

follow in this investigation. A recun-ing question in decision-making is how to deal with

complex scenarios in which people must make decisions. An attempt to answer this

question is Towle’s ITS (Towle, 2001) to teach decision-making in complex environments.

He proposes simulations of crisis management, using educational multimedia software with

a task-based approach and a goal-based scenario. Another antecedent for teaching

decision-making skills is “ABELE”, a Web-based agent to support leaming that bas been

applied to teaching medicine (Johnson et aL 2003; $haw et aL, 1999). Another previous

research study in this area is CACTUS (Hartley, 2003), an interactive simulation

environment that provides flicilities for supporting decision making and whose interface

evolves to accommodate and support the varying roles oftrainers and trainees.

Competition for optimization is one of the most widely used methods for “learning by

doing” decision-making in disciplines such as business, finance and management (Erkol,

1998; Netstrat, 2003), but it is almost unused as a pedagogical strategy in Intelligent

Tutoring Systems (ifS) and is very rare in Educational Adaptive Hypermedia (EAH)

except for one research study (Aerts et al., 1999).
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Supporting Network Design

In Network Design there are flot many projects that support teaching high-level design. One

previous research study on teaching network management was developed to help novices

improve their skills managing networks on the basis of the analysis of low-ievel

information and the use of network faults to challenge students. This project permitted a

graduai and controlled introduction of additional compiexity and error conditions that the

students face (Pattinson and Dacre, 199$). Other research in tins area points to the

deveiopment of intelligent agents to assist people with network configuration (Rezazad,

2003). For an amore detailed study of antecedents, see Pierre and Gharbi (2001), who also

developed DESNET, a tool for designing, storing and reusing networks.

Researcher in Teacher Modeling

Using a Teacher Model to support adaptive hypermedia applications is not a very

widespread practice, but based on a teacher’s model, the WEAR system (Virvou and

Moundridou, 2002) helps authors with teaching (strategy), and allows teachers to share

exercises with one another. In other cases, researchers have taken into account the

pedagogica! knowiedge that teachers have about how to teach a specific skill (Heffernan,

2001; du Boulay and Luckin, 2000). Other authors have captured users’ decisions to mode!

and emulate their decision-making processes (Webb et al., 2001). An application of

machine leaming for user modelling can be seen in adaptive Web site agents and intelligent

systems, which leam ftom visitors’ access to a Web site. Research on intelligent profihing

and interactive leaming facilitates the acquisition of user information without unnecessary

effort on the user’s part (Shearin and Lieberman, 2001). Another view is that of a system

which can watch the expert and leam from him, the expert supervises the learner, and, then

the leamer works alone (Kimiavi, 199$).

In genera!, researchers are interested in modelling the expertise of one human teacher to

insert his expert knowledge into an ITS (Heffeiman, 2001; du Boulay and Luckin, 2000).

An exception is ARTITUR, a system with a different approach that inc!udes versions of

different teachers for the same course and recommends to each student the course that fits

his leaming style (Gilbert and Han, 1999). However, ARTHUR courses are static and

adapting contents to other teachers’ visions is not possible.
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In contrast, research about user modelling and, more specifically, student modellmg is

veiy common. There are many investigations and projects related to the application of

Bayes Theory and user modelling in general (Henze and Nejdl, 1999; Stem et al. 1999;

Wittig, 1999; Carreira et al., 2004). Biilsus and Pazzani (1999) applied a hybrid user

model for News Story recommendation. They used short-term and long-terni models for

interests. The short-term model is for known news and recently rated events to discover

news related to ffiem. The long-terni model is for general preferences and trends. Millân

(2000) uses Bayesian Networks for student modeling. Another important case is the

application of a Bayesian model in ANDES (Conati et al., 2002). In ANDES, the system

predicts if a general concept has been leamed based on the ability that the student

demonstrates leaming a particular concept.

3.1.2. HeIp system examples

In the area of assistance for users, some research aims at guiding workers whule they are

working, such as ADAPTS, an adaptative hypermedia IlS to guide in maintaining complex

equipment (Bmsilovsky and Cooper, 1999). Another important antecedent is Telephone

Triage Assistance (TTA), a help system that supports nurses when they are answering by

telephone (Leung, 2001). Moreover, Leung analyses and implements strategies and

techniques for on-une help that are very useftil to design on-une help and that can be

applied to Web-based help systems. For example, TTA implements the “just-enough” and

“just-on-time” approaches that a “task support system” can use to provide contextual help.

Other researchers have focused on supporting procedures like using a word-processor or a

telephone-based system (Edwards and Hendy, 2000; Gorrel et aL, 2002), managing files

(Viwou and Kabassi, 2002), or supporting medicine applications (Encarnaçâo, 1997). Some

efforts have been focused on intelligent help for supporting task completion in a complex

command-base environment (Unix operating system) (Jerrams-Smith, 2000; Matthews et

al., 2000). Weber developed a guide to help students use a simulator in electrical and

computer engineering classes (Weber, 1998).

Another trend is the analysis ofhow human experts support users when they are performing

a computer-based task (Capobianco, 2002), and how a human expert can complement a help

system (Aberg, 2002). A previous study related to the relation between experts and help
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systems is Kumar’s investigation, which is mtended to assist helpers while they are

helping students on-une (Kumar, 2002).

An important concem is the automatic generation of user support, more precisely interface

agents to help users perform tasks. COLLAGEN is a middleware that automatically creates

collaborative interface agents which help users to understand an application (Einsenstein

and Rich, 2002). The resuit is apersonal assistant that leams “how to assist the user by (j)

observing the user’s actions and imitating them, (ii) receiving user’s feedback when it takes

wrong actions and (iii) bemg trained by the user on the basis ofhypoffietical examples”.

3.1.3. Support for authoring toos.

The idea of usmg intelligent help to support users is flot a new one. Carroll and Aaronson

refer to SMARTHELP as an apparatus that allows a computer to monitor the activity in

another machine in order to provide support (Canol and Aaronson, 1988). Asked about

how people can leam with a tool that is itself hard to learn, Carrol and Aaronson advised

using artificial intelligence to support that difficult task.

However, past research has flot focused on on-line intelligent and adaptive hypermedia that

helps teachers to use ITS, which are an important aspects of this research. In fact, few

authors have mentioned the lack of research on the subject of teacher modelling or the

advantages of using information about teachers to improve Intelligent Tutoring Systems

(ITS) (Kinshuk, 2001). For Virvou and Moundridou (2002), ITS require intelligent help to

assist teaching decision-making skills while users are auffioring, because regular help is flot

enough. Most authoring tools do flot provide interactive support to exploit their

functionalities.

Only very few systems specifically address the issue of how to support teachers to create an

intelligent tutoring system. CACTUS is one of these systems that help teachers to create

ITS. CACTUS includes an authoring tool to create IlS, as well as an agent that monitors

and guides users in using the tool (Garcia, 2000). Using a Teacher Model, WEAR helps

authors with teaching (strategy) and allows teachers to share exercises among themselves

(Virvou and Mondridou, 2002; Virvou and Moundridou, 2001). Another antecedent is

Logic-ITA (Yacef, 2004), an Intelligent Teaching Assistant (ifA) that provides the teacher

with information about students’ performances. This information allows teachers to adapt

their teaching to the students. Finally, the approach for authoring support for Web
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courseware proposed by Aroyo et al. (2002) in their system AIMS is a very elaborate

option that recommends helping authors by providing: 1. Semi-automatic performance of

some authoring activities; 2. flints and recommendations; and, 3. Building and reuse

activities support

3.1.4. Prob]em-solvmg support

Another aspect related to supporting authoring is problem-solving support by means of

automatic creation of courseware material. This is a really rare topic. An interesting

antecedent is the automatic generation of quiz questions proposed in MULTIBOOK

(Fischer and Steinmetz, 2000). In this system, a static number of components is combined

to generate a limited set of questions. Based on an ontology of key words that represents

concepts to evaluate, this system generates standard questions such as “Winch are the parts

of <Key word of the concept>?”. Another earlier study in tins area is HYPER-IlS, a

system that includes a random problem generator which “selects concepts that will be

treated independently given and creates instances ofthese concepts by randomly generating

values within specified boundaries” (Kinshuk et aÏ., 1999). Pierre and Elgibaoui (1997),

Pierre (199$), and Pierre and Leagault (199$) have proposed methods that use machine

leaming techniques for the generation of network topologies with low cost and a minimal

acceptable delay. Obraczka et aÏ. (1997) have used a random method for the generation of

50-node networks with determined reliability.

Recrnnnwndation

Recommending examples or case studies for teachers is another central aspect of our

research. However, recommendation of examples is rare in teaching decision-making or

teaching Network Design but also in teaching other subjects. AIMS (Aroyo et al., 2002)

includes recommendations in its functions of intelligent help for authors, but these

recommendations are limited to leaning support and they do flot include problem-solving

support, as in our case. In contrast, Naïve Bayes classifiers are applied in recommender

systems (Schwab et aL, 2000; Miyahara and Pazzani, 2002), but flot in recommendations to

support some fiinctions ofauthoring mols.
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3.1.5. Web-based help antecedents

Other research on on-une and Web-based help can help to refine the vision about authoring

courseware and the genemtion of the respective help. For example, the ORTMIJHS is a

system independent of hosting software that supports a variety of users and tasks

(Encarnaçao and Stoev, 1999). This help system is based on:

• Detection ofuser’s actions.

• Identification of the tasks context.

• Creation ofcorrespondences between concepts and user support.

Using these three features, the help system adapts to the user’s knowledge, ffie context,

goals, and actions to provide a multimedia heip presentation. ORIIVRJRS lias been applied

in two areas, nameiy medicine and computer assisted design. This system is one ofthe very

uncommon Web-based help systems that use artificial intelligence to adapt support to the

context and to the user’s characteristics.

Other examples of Web-based adaptive help are found in Jnterbook, a system intended to

support students leaming computer science Tiying to overcome the interface compiexity,

Tnterbook uses an incremental interface (Bmsilovsky and Schwartz, 1997). According to

the authors, with an incremental interface “a novice user starts wiffi a subset of a complex

interface, and then more advanced interface features are enabled incrementally as soon as

the user needs them and is ready to use them”. This idea of an incremental or graduai

increase of the complexity of an interface and the help content lias also been implemented

in other systems that use buttons allowing users the access to different levels of help

(Johnson etaÏ., 2003; Davis et aL, 2003).

3.2. Conclusion

The suivey of literature allowed us to know the state of the art in the areas related to our

research subjects and to deflne the most important differences and contributions that make

our research innovative with practical solutions to real problems.

Regarding pedagogical aspects, we did flot find another pedagogical approach as the one

C that we use to structure our work. In addition, we found that researchers are flot interested

in modelling the implementer teacher expertise in teaching because they are concentrating

in creating the perfect teacher rather than a teacher’s tool (Kinshuk et aÏ., 2001).
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Researchers in this area have been working for a long time in student modelling and

systems that can interact with students but not necessarily with human teachers. In general

terms, research that focus on the teacher’s problems to adapt ITSs and EAHs to his

pedagogical goals and preferences is uncommon in the community of researchers in ITS

and EAH. In contrast, our research pays attention to the teacher model, an aspect that has

been neglected by the majority of researchers in ff5 and EAH, and we have used the

teacher model to support the decision of the system in recommendation, adaptation and

help.

Some EAH and ITS share matenals between teachers (Virvou and Moundridou, 2002;

Aroyo et al., 2002), leaving the selection ofexamples in the teacher’s hands. These kinds of

system usually do flot recommend examples in a personalized manner, as ARIALE does to

reduce the cognitive overÏoad provoked by leaving the example selection to teachers. It is

clear that if there are many examples available, the selection will be more difficuit for

teachers. Another important aspect related to examples is that automatic generation of

courseware material, particularly examples, is flot a common function of TTS and EAH. In

contrast with MULTIBOOK and HYPER-IlS, the contribution of our system is not only

the generation of more complex examples in a probabilistic manner, but also the use of

these generated examples to increase the knowledge base of the system. By classifying

examples, our system also leams the class ofexamples that the teacher prefers.

Although CACTUS, WEAR and the AIMS approach address the problem of supporting

teachers authoring ITSs, these investigations do flot focus on strategies and techniques to

offer context adaptive Web-based help. Other researchers have developed tools for the

design and implementation ofhypermedia IlS (Carro, 2001; Wu, 2002), but these tools do

not include features that allow implementer teachers to adapt the contents of their

previously designed curricula. With these tools, if a teacher wants to adapt something, lie

has to author a new curriculum that can do this function. From some teachers’

implementations, Arthur (Gilbert and Han, 1999) selects the style that best matches the

student, but contents in this system are static and Arthur does flot allow any adaptation;

thus, the course must be used as it is provided. Capobianco’s research is a good basis to

develop help from strategies used by human experts, but it requires the implementation of
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strategies in Web-based help techniques. In contrast, our system has focused on adaptive

help techniques.

The interaction of users with INTERBOOK and ORIMTJHS interfaces is complex, and the

interaction of the user with the help functionality also becomes difficuit. Interbook uses

conventional help features such as Index, and finding specific help with an Index help

feature is time consuming (Leung, 2001; Capobianco, 2002) that we avoid m our research.

As the creators of INTERBOOK commented, “INTERBOOK interface is too complex for

many users. Some interface features, such as the separate table of contents, were

misunderstood . . . Such helpful features of INTERBOOK as the searcli interface or

prerequisite help have neyer been used” Brusilovsky and Schwartz, 1997).

The main problem with the help in ORIMUHS occurs when the user wants to customize the

support as this functionality is offered in an additional window with too many options to

enable or disable. Therefore, the use of many windows is another source of cognitive

overload in Web-based help since the user has to leave the workspace and switch between

windows. The use of multiple windows is avoided in our work.

In conclusion, we found that the purpose and goals of our research are justified because

they are pertinent, important, and attack relevant problems that other researchers have not

studied with an approach similar to ours.

Table 3.1. compares ARIALE to other systems on the basis ofthe most important concepts

applied in our research. For each of the aspects in the lefi column, a letter “x” in the

correspond ing row means that the system in the respective column includes this

characteristic. for example, in the case of the aspect “Network Design”, the systems

ARTALE, BESTNET and DESNET have “X” because all of them are related to Network

Design.
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Table 3.1. Comparison ofthe characteristics of ARIALE with other systems.

o ol)
H

- Ihhiihihih
1SYE CI

Pedagogical Model (t1ree x x 1
tasks)
Decision-Making x x x x

Network Design x x x

CLT!Payrmodel for x
teaching and learning
Local implementer teacher x x

Different teaching styles x 2
from implementer teachers
Support for teachers x x x X x x

Authoring tools for x
implementer teachers
Intelligent help X x x x x X

Context-sensitive Web- x
based help
Automatic generation of x x x x
some materials
Automatic completion of x
tasks
Leaming (machine x x
learning)
Recommendation x

I Only competition

2 The number of styles and the contents of courses are static.
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Chapter 4. Teaching and teacher’s characteristics

Summary: In this chapter we describe the ffieoretical basis ofour research: the Pedagogical

Model and the Teacher Mode!. In the section related to the Pedagogical Model, we answer

the followmg question: What should the Pedagogical Model, methods and the teaching

strategies to teach decision-making expertise and support teach ers involve?

In the section devoted to the Teacher Mode!, we mode! the characteristics of a human

teacher and his teaching style, and we analyse the application of the Teacher Model to

support teachers in authoring leammg sessions by means of our system ARIALE

(Authoring Resources for Implementing Adaptive Learning Environments).

4.1. The Pedagogical Model

The Pedagogical Mode! is the set of teaching strategies and techniques that an Intelligent

Tutoring System or an Educational Adaptive Hypermedia can apply to teach students. This

model mc!udes the knowledge and strategies about how to teach. The theoretical definition

ofthe Pedagogical Model was discussed in pages. 16 and 17, section 2.1. of Chapter two.

In this research, we extend the definition ofthe pedagogical mode! to include strategies and

techniques that support teachers while ffiey are authoring Jeaming sessions (see section

4.1.2.). This is a Pedagogical Mode! for teachers, who must follow to teach decision

making in Network Design and this mode! also supports helping teacher while ffiey are

authoring learning sessions. A leaming session is a sequence of tasks that the students will

perform to acquire expertise in decision-making.

4.1.1. Teachmg an expertise

Accordmg to Woolf (2000), ITS Jack flexibility once deployed. The general mie is to

author an IlS or an EAU for teaching a particular subject of predetermined content. Other

authors have proposed that the objective ofITS should be to provide a way ofteaching that

can adapt to leamers (Frasson and Aïmeur, 1997), thereby reproducing the behaviour of an

intelligent human tutor (Aïmeur et aÏ., 2000). While an 1TS or EAU is flexible and adaptive

for the students, it is not necessarlly flexible for a teacher if he wants to adapt it to his

particular needs or preferences. Some authonng tools al!ow a teacher or some teachers

working in collaboration to create an IlS for a course, but the tutor stiil reflects only the
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vision of its designer or designers (Carro, 2001). In ARIALE the Pedagogicai Model

and the structure of the curriculum allow teachers to adjust contents accordmg to their

particular goals. The next section explains the Pedagogical Model that our system uses to

teach students and section 4.1.2. describes the Pedagogical Model appiied to support

teachers.

Thepedagogicat approach

Teachers wlio teach courses related to complex decision-making are usuaily university

professors or highiy qualified practitioners who often do flot have the time to create case

studies. lii addition, they do not have time to leam how to use software for authoring cases,

and as a consequence, it is difficuit to train them to use a particular tool or a Web site. This

is not only a problem for these particular teachers, but one that touches ail teachers (Cuneo

et aÏ., 2002). Motivated by these difficulties, we develop an authormg tool and an

intelligent adaptive help system that enable any qualifled teacher to create his own course

work, especiaily case studies, with minimal programming effort.

Our objective is for the teacher to guide students in learning how to appiy operators or

actions to transform the initial state of a probiem to a new state. The pedagogical model

behind this research was conceived to improve the students’ skills in Network Design. This

model breaks down the study of the decision-making processes into a series of activities

that incorporate game elements to integrate theoiy and practice in a virtual environment of

challenges and competition, similar to the training of engineers in the subject of Network

Design.

In ARIALE, we extend the initial pedagogical mode! of BestNet (Vâzquez-Abad et aL,

2001) to support the teaching of complex decision-making. The extension that we propose

incorporates a pedagogical model for the course materia! to encompass courses in diverse

areas such as medicine, business, engineering, and commerce. In accordance with this

mode!, we can consider a decision-making process as the transition (T) of a state (Sa) to

another (S+y) provoked by an action tAct):

S÷i = T(S,Act). (13)

In the context of multiple cntena decision-making, a problem is a decision to be made, for

example, to design a network topology for a bank by taking into account many criteria,
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such as reiiability, the network capacïty and number of concentrator. An initial state is a

specific configuration ofthe network topology and a new state is anoffier configuration that

results ftom applying an action, such as adding links to the network to improve its

reiiability. The new state can be the final design or just an additionaï step that can be doser

to the final decision. A state is the state ofa decision-making process.

The syllabus of courses related to compiex decision-making is usually composed ofa series

of subjects, each one dedicated to the description of how different sub-systems behave as a

function of the actions. For instance, textbooks on Network Design contain a chapter on

network reliabiiity, which are related only to the network connectivity and links

characteristics. Another chapter may deal with capacity allocation, which is a function of

the demand. The decision-making problem related to each subsystem (such as network

reiiability) is stated as the problem of finding the best action for each state to optimize the

corresponding performance criteria. Different subsystems focus on different performance

criteria and may emphasize different transition functions. Mathematically, each

performance:

fk (Sa, A) (14)

is a flinction (fk) ofthe transformation ofthe state (Sa) that focuses on a subset of possible

actions (As). In the example of Network Design, the reliability (probabiiity that the network

is functional) is a performance criterion associated with a mathematical function of the

chosen iinks that connect the nodes, independent of the trafic demand patterns. When

aliocating capacity, the actions represent the capacity of each of the given iinks, and the

performance is expressed in terms of overali utilization. Therefore, each possible action has

N components:

A (a(l), a(2), ... , a(N)) (15)

and each of the performance criteria is expressed as a function of the states given a subset

of ail the possible decisions:

fk (Sa, a (j)) j e[1,NJ (16)
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This model considers a state as a complex system of elements and relationships; ffius,

when an element or connection changes as a resuit of an action or an operation, ail the other

components and relations are modified, and the existing state is tumed into a new state.

Mapping tize approacit to courses

According to this pedagogical model, we developed a curriculum for teaching decision

making in Network Design. A Curriculum is the sequence of activities and tasks ofa cottrse

related to a subject. Our system supports the creation of sessïons for teaching multi-criteria

decision-making. We have developed a Web site to support the task of adapting curricula,

and we have included an example ofa curriculum for teaching decision-making in Network

Design. Many designers cari design courses with a particular number of activities (units or

chapters). The Curriculum is very flexible because each course Curriculum is just a

structure that the system fus dynamically. The number ofactivïties for courses is flexible--

for example, a professor, let’s say Dr. Warfield, can design a course wiffi eight activities for

teaching decision-making in Network Design, while another professor, in this case Dr.

V.zquez, can design a Network Design course with four activities. The content can be

different, but the parallel structure ofeacli unit or activity is similar.

A course can be implemented by many teachers. The implementation allows each teacher to

adjust the course to his pedagogical goals by creating specific leaming sessions. Then, a

teacher can implement the course in a variety ofways by authonng different sessions. Each

session is an instance of the course. The assignation of sessions to groups involves the

assignation to students. A session is like a hypertext that can be represented by an ail

connected graph. The nodes are the activities, and a teacher can go from one to another by

following a sequence, or he can jump from any node to another, according to his interest.

We have flot expanded on the aspects related tu designer and students because our focus is

the teacher. Figure 4.1. shows the organization of possible curricula.
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Figure 4.1. Structure of different Curricula

front a generat schema to specficpa#erns

A curriculum is aiso a sequence of activities that allows students to leam how to appiy

concepts previously covered in class. It is also a plan which includes the main concepts

used in the decision-making process that the students will master. Each concept maps to an

activity. For every subject, at the end of the sequence of concepts another activity is added

to integrate ail the concepts studied in previous activities. It is conceived as a virtuai

competition where an underlying simulation of W-THEN cases is presented to the students

to prompt them to integrate ail the concepts according tu the teacher’s pedagogical

objectives. For example, in our research, teaching the subject Network Design involves

three main concepts or activities: Realiability, Concentrator Location and Capacity

Allocation. A last additional activity is LAN Design, which integrates the other three

activities. Each activity is broken down in three specific tasks for the integration of the

knowledge of a subject. These three tasks implement the pedagogical strategies used for
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teaching in this Pedagogical Model: analysis by comparison, sensitivity analysis and

optimization. As part of a sequence of three tasks, companson and sensitivity anaÏysis of

cases are the two initial tasks that converge into the third task: oplimization. These tasks are

repeated in different activities throughout a course to provide a virtual environment where

students can gradually improve their expertise in making decisions about how to design a

network. The different tasks will be accomplished by following a sequence of steps (Web

pages) and actions (Rodriguez et aL, 2003). Each step is also broken down into a sequence

of actions. An action is a specific decision that the teacher can make whlle authoring a

leaming session in a particular field ofa step, for example, clicking to select an option ofa

radio button or writing an instruction in a text box. The organization of a curriculum is

depicted in figure 4.2., and, later, in Table 4A. is an example of the Network Design

curriculum.

Course

——— /
Activity f Activity f ... Actïvity)
Concepti Concept 2 Concept n

/7 ‘ / Ï
// / J I

Taskl Task2 Task3 Taskl Task2 Task3 Taskl Task2 Task3
//

\
if

Step J Step 2 Step ... Step n
/

z
z

/
Action 1 Action 2 Action Action n

Figure 4.2. General organization ofa curriculum.

Each activity (except the last, which aiways consists in the integration ofthe previous ones)

entails the following three pedagogical strategies:

• Anatysis of cases: In the case example, the activity prompts the student to compare

various networks on the basis of reliability, cost, traffic balance, fàilure scenarios, etc.

The students gradually acquire the expertise to apply particular decision-making
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pattems by comparing and analyzmg different aspects related to Network Design

cases. Comparison allows students to notice structural features which are different or

similar among problems of different categories (Gerjets and Scheiter, 2003).

• Modflcation of cases: following the same type of example, it is possible to select

actions (delete or add a link) that cause a given change in the reliability ofa case. The

modification of a topology is an application of sensitivity analysis, which is a

technique for observing the relative change in a model response (output) if we change

one input at a time (Max and Lynn, 2003).

• Competition: An example ofcompetition is when a teacher asks students to search for

a network topology that meets a specified reliability level. The “winnert’ is the person

who designs a topology with the specified reliability level at minimum cost. The

competition is an optimization process in which each student applies knowledge

leamed in the previous tasks by changing a given network and comparing it with the

goal until achieving a network that fits or is close enough to the goal. As a resuit,

“from an example structure, learners have to infer concepts that go beyond the

information provided in the examples” (Gerjets and Scheiter, 2003).

As a student progresses, lie moves on from the level of competence, passing to the

proficiency level until he reaches the expertise level, according to Payr’s phases (Payr,

2003) already explained in pages 19 and 20, section 2.1.4. The analysis of cases allows the

student to select and decide between two options through a comparison of the two cases.

This is the phase in which the student acquires competence. Afier this, the student explores

an environment, modifies it, and arrives at the proficiency phase. During the competition,

the student lias to master the process to create solutions. By doing this, lie acquires

expertise. This process is repeated with each activity, ami each time the student acquires

new schemas or pattems for making decisions, he accumulates more and more expertise.

A detailed exan,pk

In page eight of Chapter 1, we describe an example of teaching Network Design by means

ofa curriculum with four concepts that map tu the correspondent activities. Now, we follow

this example to show what a curriculum is. In our example we have the following activities

to be applied in the decisïon-making process ofdesigning a network:
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Reliability. In this activity, the goal is to understand the concepts of reliability and

availability, as well as the marmer in which the lmk choices affect overail performance.

Concentrator Location. This activity consists of defining the optimal number and location

of the “concentrators” (central processors stonng the bank database). The goal is to place

the concentrators at minimal cost to fuWtll the minimum safety requirements for

information backup.

Capacizy Allocation. This activity is intended to find the optimal choice of capacity for

each of the links of the given topology. The goal is to allocate capacity per link and define

the optimal routing that minimises cost while satisfying the bandwidth requirements.

Design ofa local area network In this activity, each student has to propose the optimal

design ofa network that incorporates ail the choices described above (Vâzquez-Abad et al.,

2001).

The first three activities correspond to three sub-problems in network design, ail of which

can be unequivocally stated as mathematical optimisation problems. These three activities

integrate knowledge from different sources, and the last activity allows the mtegration of

the three previous activities and methods and heuristics for network design. For example, it

is common to teach mathematical formulations ofthe reliability independent ofthe demand

of the network, and ffie problem of capacity allocation is formulated assuming no link

failures. In real life, however, traffic pattems may affect the probability of link failure, and

link failures may affect the utilization of the network. In addition, a person can learn how to

make decisions about designmg a network with a minimum degree of network reliability;

afier that he can leam more about the location of concentrators to support an acceptable

degree of network reliability; in a third activity, this person can leam how the assignation of

capacity to different lmks increase or decrease the network cost. Once he lias accumulated

knowledge about network reliability, concentrator location and capacity allocation, he will

apply these three aspects together in the design of a network, a more complex activity that

integrates the previous three. Table 4.1. illustrates the structure of our Network Design

example.
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Table 4.1. Example ofthe Network Design curriculum.

As stated by Vâzquez-Abad et al. (2001), “using the metaphor of a bank network, each

student is assigned a character role as an Engmeer interviewing for a position for chief

network manager. Students are supposed to design a telecommunications network to

connect a series of bank branches. Their mission is to complete a design that will “beat’ ail

other competitors, by deciding how the various objectives and constraints wiIl be integrated

into a model as well as taking mto account other considerations that may flot enter

mathematical models directly”.

4.1.2. Helping to teach

Traditional AEH and ITS use a Pedagogical Model that only take into account the strategies

to teach students, but in our case we also use strategies and techniques to support the tasks

that teachers must perform while authoring leaming sessions with ARIALE. Our system

includes three help strategies that are Basic Hetp, Guidance, and Assistance (Rodriguez et

Reiability 1.Network

______________________________________________

2. Modification of a network configuration
Design

Comparison of two nrk confinurations

3.

Concentrator

Location

Competition to get the best reliabiity for the network

configuration.

1. Comparison oftwo allocations of concentrators

2. Modification of the location and number of the

concenfrators

Capacity

Allocation

3. Competition to get the best location for the

concentrators of a network at minimal cost at

minimal risk.

1. Comparison of two networks with different hnk
canacity.

3.
2. Modification offfie capacity ofthe links.

LAN Design

Competition to get the best capacity allocation for

the network at minimal cost, to satisfy the demand.

A single several-stage simulation integrating ail aspects of

the previous activities.
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al., 2004b). Depending on the teacher’s skilÏs or experience in performing a task, the

system can use one ofthree types ofhelp strategies.

Basic help is a strategy oriented to provide just-enough contextual help or problem-solving

support. Just-enough contextuaÏ heÏp means the system displays only short messages with

the most relevant information related to a specific aspect of the current Web page.

froblem-solving support provides a complete solution for a problem; in our case problem

solving support is the recommendation of a worked-out example to be reused. Guidance is

intended to supply short information about how to perform a specific task. In a condensed

way, Assistance reminds the teacher about information previously displayed. These

strategies can explain a concept either in brief or in detail, depending on the teacher’s skills

(beginner, intermediate or advanced). We use these strategies to reduce the cognitive load

that teachers may experience while they are authoring an adaptive hypermedia ITS. The

strategies are mapped to help techniques that allow the system to provide adaptive context

sensitive help. Table 4.2. shows the help strategies and their conesponding help techniques.

Table 4.2. Help strategies and their techniques

IIelp Sfralegies Basic help Guîdance Assistance

Help Tec!tniques Definition Demonstration Quick reference

Introduction Guide Explanation

Hint Tutor • Example

Instance • Description

• Analogy

The techniques ofthe basic help strategy are the simplest ones in the system, and it provides

tue easiest contents to novice authors. if the system applies the basic help strategy in a Web

page, one or ail ofthese techniques can be included in the Web page:

Hint. This is advice that is displayed as a dialogue, and the teacher can accept or

reject the advice. for example, when a Web page to select a session is loaded, a

beginner teacher can receive a hint that recommends a session to reuse or edit. An

example of a text message in a hint is “You have some incomplete sessions. Do

you want to finish the last one?”. if the advice is rejected, ARIALE stores this
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teacher’s answer and use this data for future decisions. The system leams from

the teacher’s actions and, for example, a different advice can be displayed next

time.

• Definition. This is a short definition of a concept associated with a fieid. For

exampie, when the teacher moves the mouse over a “Session” link in the menu, the

system displays a definition of what that Iink allows the teacher to do: “Edit a

learning session”.

• Introduction. This is an introductory explanation of a concept associated with a

field. In the case of text-based help, this introduction is divided into three

complementary sentences. These sentences are a short introduction; a second

sentence adds more detaiied information, and a third one is a long and more

complex sentence with compiementaiy information.

Each sentence is added on demand in a graduai manner. For exampie, when the

teacher clicks a “MORE” iink in a Web page for a first time, the system dispiays a

sentence with a short introduction about the concept associated with this iink. After

a second click, a second sentence will be dispiayed and so on. An exampie of a text

for an Introduction related to the critena to be used in analyzing examples is: “You

might select reiiability, availability and cost as the criteria to analyze the example”.

• Instance. Instance is a technique used in probiem-solving support to recommend

exampies. A particular instance is a worked-out example (ofa session) to be reused

or edited. for exampie, if the teacher accepts a recommended session, the system

ioads and dispiays the recommended session.

With the exception of Instance, the contents used by help techniques are specific resources

(texts, graphics) that the system has to retrieve and integrate in a Web page. The Instance is

a set of instructions and examples that is part of a leaming session (a leaming session is a

case and the structure ofa case is explained in section 2.2.7.).

The techniques used in the Guidance strategy are:

• Demonstration. This is an animation or video that shows the development of a

( process or explains a concept. When there are bandwidth restrictions, the

uses a slideshow that inciudes static images and text.
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• Guide. This is a brief description of a sequence of steps needed to perform a task

or to explam a concept.

• Tutor. This technique is a more detailed description of a process or a concept,

including examples.

In the case of the strategy Assistance, the corresponding techniques are classified in two

groups: Quick Reference and Explanation. Quick Reference is a short Iist oftopics referring

to a concept or process. The Explanation can be displayed as:

Example. A specific example ofa concept or an instruction abouta particular aspect.

Analogy. A comparison oftwo instances to explam their commonalities.

Our system uses these techniques because the most used techniques ofclassical help (Index,

find, Content) (Purchase and Wornl, 2002) generate many problems that increase the

cognitive overload of users (Capobianco, 2002; Leung, 2001). We decided to include

Instruction, Guide, and Instance and to redefine other techniques to adjust them to the

context of our research. We did flot test ail the sirategies proposed in this section because

we focused on the technique Instance of the strategy Basic help. The design of the

techniques Instance is explained in the next chapter; its implementation, as a part of

ARIALE, is described in chapter six; and the results of testmg the generation and

recommendation of an examples or instances are discussed in chapter seven.

4.2. The Teacher Model

In this research, we identified three types of users: designers, implernenter teachers, and

students (See figure 4.1.). The designer organizes the curriculum of a graduate course. He

defines the different activities or units to be taught and their sequence. By implementer

teachers, we mean university professors who are using a Web-based auffioring tool to create

courseware for a subject or course prepared by a designer. These teachers may be experts in

the subject, but not necessarily skilled at using Web-tools. The student receives the final

product, which is a vii-tuai environment implemented by the teacher and based on the

course structure provided by the designer. However, the focus of this research is neither on

the designer nor on the student. Our interest is the implementer teacher.
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Tite teacher is not on!y a learner

We have adapted the view of the teacher as leamer of new technologies (Bmsilovsky and

Schwartz, 1997) to that of a trainee wlio requires only adaptive contextual help and support

to solve problems, rather than leaming to use the authonng tool in order to be evaluated

(Guzdial, 1999). In this scenario, the teacher’s learning becomes a by-product of the

support that lie receives. This is a fundamental characteristic in our research because we do

flot see the teacher as a typical student. Rather, we see the teacher as a worker who cari

leam while he is on the job.

4.2.1. Our niodel

In this research, the Teacher Model profiles the characteristics of the teacher according to

his identification, knowledge level, leaming style, teaching style, preferences, and histoiy of

previous activities. It is also possible to classify the characteristics according to: cognitive

factors related to the knowledge; interests and ski!!s of the teachers; as well as affective

aspects that imply preferred media for receiving messages, willingness to share and

communicate knowledge, or layout details such as the size ofthe letter to show mnning text

on the screen. Table 4.3. shows some examples ofeach type of aspects.
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Tab]e 43. Examples of cognitive and affective characteristics ofa Teacher Mode!.

type of characteris tic

Cognitive Affèctive

Years of expenence teachmg this Preference of text, image or video for

course. receivmg help.

Class ofthe sessions used generally by Preference for sharing knowledge.

this user (teachmg style).

Experience using computers. Acceptance or flot of animated

agents.

Concepts most frequently required Layout ofa page.

from help.

Language. Preference of media to teach.

Background area ofthe teacher. Preference for editing existing

sessions.

Modetting the teaciter

The Teacher Mode! is the main source of information that the system uses for making

decisions. Section 2.1.6. discusses general concepts related to the Teacher Mode!. In this

research, the Teacher Model mcludes information that cornes from the registration proœss,

the interaction between the teacher and the system, and the examples that teachers use for

teachmg decision-making on Network Design. Our Teacher Model organizes teachers’

information in six groups: Background Knowledge, Teaching Styles, Leaming Styles,

Preferences, Demographic Information ami Performance Statistics. Table 4.4. shows the

groups and type of information mcÏuded in each one.

o
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Table 4.4. Classification ofteachers’ characteristics.

Group 1)escrption

Previous Knowledge. Teachcr’s general background.

Learning style. Preferenccs for leaming.

Teachmg style. Preferences for teaching.

Demographic aspects. Data related to age, gender, etc.

Preferences. Attitude toward sharing examples,

communication, type ofhelp, etc.

Perfonnance usmg the system. Statistics about the interaction of the teacher

with the system.

The Teacher Mode! is also a repositoly of two types of the teacher data: the initial

information (background, preferences, etc.) that forms the Teacher’s Profile, and the histoiy

ofhis performance and pedagogical decisions, namely the Overlay Mode!. The information

in the Teacher’s Profile, does not change frequently, such as the teacher identification,

usemame, background knowledge and some preferences. This profile is used for the

initialization of the Teacher Mode! (the initialization is described in section 4.2.2.). The

Over!ay Mode! changes continuously because it keeps data on the sessions, the times a

specific fragment of text lias been accessed, and the teacher’s preferred class of examples.

for example, during the initialization of the Teacher Mode! for a particular teacher, our

system ARIALE compares the teacher’s data such as the subject to be taught, the teacher’s

background and the expertise in teaching the subject with other teachers’ data. As a result

of that companson, the teacher is classifled in a group of teachers with similar expertise,

background and subject to teach, and the system infers that examples used by the teachers

in the selected group can also be used by the new teacher (See co!laborative filtering in

Chapter two, page 34). When the teacher lias chosen examples by himself, data related to

those examples that the teacher prefers is stored in the Overlay Mode! to support future

recommendations of examples. That data allow ARTALE to generate, test and recommend

new examples that matches the teacher’s preferences about examples. figure 4.3. shows the

C) components ofthe Teacher Mode!.
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Figure 4.3. The components of the Teacher Mode!.

Crealing a Teacher Modet

The creation of the Teacher Model starts in the registration phase, continues with the

creation of a teacher’s profile, and flnishes by c1assif,ring the teacher as a Beginner,

Intermediate or Advanced teacher. These three categones are based on teachers’

characteristics related to teaching a subject. Our decision of using three categories is based

on the Virvou’s esperience (Viwou and Mondridou, 2001; Tsinga and Virvou, 2002) who

used the categories “novice”, “having littie experience”, and “experienced” to classify

teachers’ teaching expertise. In fact, we can find two types of teachers with or without

expefience in teaching a subject and in using an authoring tool. But, there is an intermediate

group of teachers who are neither highly ski!led nor novice. That is the reason why we

create three categories of teachers. These categories are use to initialize the Teacher Mode!

as we explain in the next section.

In the registration process, the teacher provides data while filling out specific forms. Some

(E data identify the teacher and his preferences to guide the system in recommending

examples and hefp while the teacher has not selected or created a particu!ar leaming session

with defined examp!es. Other data is re!ated to general preferences such as the interest for
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Tool access

history
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history

For teaching

For learning

Preferred
sessions and

examples
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sharing examples with other teachers. Using other teachers’ information entails aspects

related to privacy and security that are flot the focus of this research. We decided to ask

each teacher if lie wants or flot to share his information and examples with other teachers. If

a teacher accepts to share bis information, he is going to know that no more teachers will

know his particular information but some of bis data wilI be used for statistical purposes.

The data collected during the registration refer to:

• Course subject to be taught.

• Background area of the teacher.

• Expertise in teaching a course.

• Number ofyears teaching a course.

• Level ofthe course to teach (undergraduate, postgraduate).

• Expenence using computers, Web-based technology and our system.

• Interest in communicating and sharing examples with other teachers.

• Preferred media in which to receive help.

• Time available to learn how to use the Web site.

• Total number of students the teacher will teach.

• Language.

• Age.

• Gender.

In general, women and seniors are seen as the “digital have-nots” and that is the reason

because we consider age and gender as two important charactenstics of tmiversity teachers, too.

In the case of women, Cuneo (Cuneo, 2002) explams that “Gender differences are veiy small

in North America and some of the $candinavian countries, but are quite pronounced in other

countries. such as Saudi Arabia... “.

Once a teacher finishes the registration, he receives a usemame and a password for future

login. Simultaneously, the system creates an initial Teacher Model, one with no statistical

information because he has flot authored anything yet. The creation of the initial Teacher

Model involves classifying the teacher in one of the three categories descnbed above, as

explained in the next section.
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4.2.2. Initializing the Teacher Model

The purpose of ARIALE is to recommend sessions and examples that a teacher likes. The

biggest problem that the system faces after a new teacher registers and encounters the

system the first time is how to start recommending examples if the system does flot have

enough information about which examples are suitable to him. This is the called “startup

problem” or “cold-start” problem (Schein et aÏ., 2002) and it is a common problem found

when there are not enough data to support a recommendation. In our system, we solved this

“cold-start” problem by recommending examples that some teachers can like (like-minded

teachers). Each new teacher is placed in a group or categoly of teachers (Beginner,

Intermediate, Advanced) whose characteristics are similar to his. Each group of teachers

conforms a stereotype and a stereotype is a representation of teachers’ characteristics

pertainmg to this category. Even if eveiy teacher does flot start up with the same knowledge

about the domain being taught, some ofthem can share similar partial knowledge and other

characteristics. ARIALE assumes that a new teacher can reuse the type of examples most

ofien used by other teachers in his categoiy. For example, teachers of similar number of

times teaching a Network Design course, who have the same background and experience

teachmg the subject, can have similar preferences to use a particular type of examples of

network topologies. 0f course, there is a failure risk because they can use different

examples, but we took the risk of failing to start recommending examples, instead of

making a simple random choice or a fix option for every beginner. This assumption is more

likely than a random method because we are taking into account similarities between

teachers rather that assuming ffiey are absolutely different. We assume this position because

there were flot many professors teaching this curriculum and the respective statistics to

generate some correlations. In addition, we assume that teachers with similar characteristics

share a teaching style, because in this research there are no statistics between a teacher’s

categoiy and a teacher’s teaching style to establish correlations. This means that the teacher

is assumed to have the teaching style that most teachers in a particular categoiy have (the

generation and recommendation of examples are explained in section 5.4.). If the teacher

C does flot have that style, he can modify the example provided to teach the system the kind

ofexamples that he really prefer.
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In our case, ARIALE chooses a group of teachers as a predictor group of a class of

examples and, examples of that class are recommended. This is an application of

collabomtive filtering that uses user-to-user associations based on similar interests, pattems

or characteristics of teachers to group similar teachers to categories. Even if the system fàils

matching the teacher’s style, the teacher will receive a worked example to start authoring.

Stereotypes and collaborative flitering are useffil when there is flot enough information

about a new teacher but the accuracy of the initial Teacher Model is low. After the new

teacher authors his first leaming session, the information ftom the teacher’s categoiy is flot

taken into account anymore for recommendations. Over time, as each teacher acquires more

experience using the Web site, teaching the subject and authoring his own leaming sessions

and examples, the system switches from the stereotypes and collaborative filtering to take

into account each teacher’s own examples ($ee content-based filtering explained in Chapter

two, page 34). With examples created or selected by each teacher, the system can continues

recommending examples with a higher probability of success, in comparison to the method

applied at the beginnmg or cold-star phase. Using an overlay mode! and content-based

filtering, the system gets a more accurate personalization of each teacher automatically

(Callan et aï, 2003), by monitoring the examples that each teacher uses.

Cliissfting a neiv teacher

Afler the new teacher registers, the system takes his data and classifies the teacher in one of

the existing categories (Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced) by means of a Bayesian

classifier, a common technique in user modeling. Our system uses a naïve Bayesian

classifier to classif’ teacher’s characteristics and assigns the new teacher to the categoiy in

which the teacher’s data are most suitable. Once the teacher belongs to a categoiy, the most

frequently used class of examples in this category is used to recommend sessions and

examples to the new teacher, as explained in section 5.4.

Naïve Bayes classifiers have been used and recommended in adaptive hypermedia (Webb

et al., 2001; Miyahara and Pazzani, 2002) because they reduce the latency between requests

and answers via Internet. Furthermore, a Bayesian classifier does flot compare the teacher’s

data wiffi cases in the database as the K-NN classifier would. Instead of this, a Bayesian

classifier keeps a summanzed image about the ftequency with which different teacher’s
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characteristics appear in the database. This kind of informed search reduces the time

needed to find the most suitable categoiy or class for a teacher.

As explamed in section 2.2.7., the Bayesian classifier is a supervised learning method that

requires a training phase. Synthesized data was used for the training phase because there

are flot enough teachers teaching our curriculum. Using synthesized data (see Table 4.6.)

is not an uncommon practice when constructing complete systems (Herlocker et al., 2004)

that apply collaborative filtering. Each of our categories (beginner, ïntermediate and

advanced) stores two types of teacher data, Demographic and Background knowledge.

Demographic data is used because there is evidence ofthe relation between age and gender

and the preferences of university teacher to use information technology (Cuneo et al.,

2002). The data in both types is detailed as follows (we associate each characteristic with a

letter for future identification):

Dernographic

A. Age.

B. Gender.

Backgrottnd

C. Teacher’s seif-evaluation of his ski!! or experience teaching the selected subject.

D. Number oftimes the teacher has taught this type of course.

E. Teacher’s background discipline or area of expertise.

f. Teacher’s skills using computers.

G. Teacher’s experience using Web-based technology for teaching.

H. Teacher’s experience using this Web site.

An examp!e ofa new teacher to be classifled can be:

Age =45

Gender = Male (M)

SeIf-evaluation = Beginner (B)

Times teaching this course = 1

() Teacher’s background = Network design (ND)

Teacher’s ski!ls = Medium (M) average

Teacher’s experience using Web-based technology Neyer (N)
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Teacher’s experience usmg this Web site = Neyer (N)

Generally, people until 30 years have the highest use of Internet, afler that the use of

information teclmology becomes lower with the pass of the time; finally, the penod over 55

years age is of veiy low Internet use, for example (Cuneo, 2002). We have defined these

rules that organize data about age in three fanges:

If teacher’s age 30, then bis age range is 1.

If teacher’s age> 30 AND 55, then bis age range is 2.

If teacher’s age> 55, then bis age range is 3.

This new teacher’s characteristics are surnmarized as follows in Table 4.5.:

Table 4.5. A new teacher’s attributes and values.

Teachers’ Characteristics

Teachers A B C D E f G H Class

Anew 2 M B 1 ND M N N ?

teacher E”

This example has to be classified in one ofthe three categories. A set of training examples

is shown in Table 4.6., and Table 4.7. includes the values that the system uses for the

different attributes.

o
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Table 4.6. A training dataset.

A B C D E f G H Ctass

3f I IND A NS Beginner

3 NA 1 2 DM H S S Beginner

3 M B 2 ND L N S Beginner

3 M I 1 DM A S N Beginner

3 f B 2 DM A S O Beginner

3 NA I 3 DM L O N Beginner

3 M B 1 DM A O N Beginner

3F B 30 L O O Beginner

3 F I 1 ND H O S Beginner

I M I 3 NI H S S Intermediate

1 NA I 1 0 H N O Intermediate

1 NA B 2 0 A O N lixtermediate

1 M B 3 ND A O O Intermediate

1 NA B 3 0 H O S Intennediate

1 N A 1 0 A S O Intermediate

2 f I 3 0 H S O Advanced

2 NA I 2 ND L N S Advanced

2 f A 3 DM L O N Advanced

2 F A 1 0 H S S Advanced

2 M I 2 ND H S S Advanced

Table 4.7. Possible values for the different attnbutes.

A B C D E f G H Ckiss

1 f B 1 ND L N N Beginner

2 M I 2 DM A S S Jntermediate

3 N A 3 0 H O O Advanced

The meaning ofthe values in Table 4.7. are

For age

1= teacher’s age 30

2 teacher’s age> 30 AND 55

3= teacher’s age> 55
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for gender

F= female

M= male

NA= not available

for teacher’s seif-evaluation

B=z beginner

1= intennediate

A= advanced

For times teaching a course

1= neyer

2= 1 to 5 times

3= more than 5 tirnes

For teacher’s background discipline

DM= decision-making

ND= network design

0= other

for teacher’s skills using computers

L= low

A= average

H=high

For teacher’s expenence usmg Web-based technology

N= neyer

S= sometimes

0 oflen

for teacher’s expenence usmg the Web site

N= neyer

S= sometimes

0= ofien

o
With these training dataset, it is possible to apply equation (11)

P(a ) flc+lflp (11)
n ± ni
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where:

• a1 is the value of each attribute a tested for each ciass v for example, an instance of

a, can be 2.

• n is the total number of instances in each class v, In this case of class Beginner, n

z9•

• n is the number of instances with affribute a and ciass y;. This is the number of

times that the value of the attribute a appears in each class y1. for example, the

value “M” appears one time in the Advanced categoiy, in this case n = 1.

• p is a priori estimate for P(a,ji). We assume that the probabilities of ail attributes

are equiprobabie and each attribute can have three possible values andp = 1/3.

• in is a constant used to avoid the possible consequences that could anse if n O (in

this case the calculation wouid be zero). We use m = $ as a constant because we

have eight attributes in the examples ofour training dataset.

Afier the calculation of the probabilities of each attribute, we appiy equation (10) adapted

to this example:

v(E”)rr
argmax

F(v )flF(a.v.)
(10)

V E{B,I,A} j -î

the result is as follows:

Class Probabiity

Beginner 0,0002572241

Intermediate 0,0000351170

Advanced 0,0000061686

Consequently, the new teacher is ciassffied in the category “Beginner” because the

classifier predicts that this class lias the highest probability for this teacher. Once the

C teacher is classified, the system lias new information with which to support the teacher with

help and recommend sessions and examples. Chapter four explains the contribution of our

research reiated to recommendation and help.
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The algorithm to initialize the teacher’s skills and teaching style is a key process that

aÏlows the system to start working, as follows;

Procedure Initialize Teacher Model O {
Retrieve Demographic and Background indicators from the teacher’s profile
Classify indicators in the most suitable category of teachers (Bayes classifier)
Assign the skills level of the category to the new teacher
Retrieve the most frequently used class of examples in the category
Assign this class to the new teacher

IF there are some data missing in the teacher’s profile THEN
Replace missing data from the assigned category

Detect teacher’s preferences
Initialize the teacher’s overlay model (history statistics)
Initialize first plan to perform

}

lue teaching style

Teachers work in different manners and they have particular tendencies in teaching, for

exampie formai authoritarian, demonstrative, suggestive, facilitative, coilaborative,

delegative (Grasha, 1996). According to Cristea and Garzotto (2004), a teaching style cari

be problem solving, case-based, progressive, sequential and others. While there is flot a

particular definition, a teachmg style can be described by the teaching methods that a

teacher uses, for example, his personal characteristics, the way in which a group ofteachers

deals with some type of subjects, or the general patterns of classroom behaviour, such as

audiovisual or text based pedagogical strategies, examples, simulations, demonstrations and

group work used to teach. Then, this data can be included in a Teacher Model that stores

the teaching style in terms ofthe demonstrative, casebased, and audiovisual methods and

the characteristics ofthe examples that a teacher uses. The data stored in the Teacher Model

cari be used as a basis to chose and recommend exampies which characteristics are similar

to the charactenstics of the examples that a teacher uses.

Our definition of teaching style takes into account aspects such as the class of examples

that the teacher uses for teaching. For example, if a teacher uses topologies of high

reliability and low cost, these networks cari be classified in a particular class, and so the

teaching style ofthis teacher will be associated with this class. This is our focus in model

the teacher expertise in teaching a subject. In addition, we establish that a teacher classified
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in a category lias a similar teaching style to that of other teachers in the same category.

This is a representation of the teaching style of a category. ARIALE takes mto account the

teaching style information in the Teacher Mode! to recommend examples that can be useful

for a particular teacher (recommendation is explained in chapter 5).

Updating tite teacher inodet

This initial Teacher Model allows the teacher to start using the Web site, but wlien the

teacher interacts with the system, it will update the Teacher Mode! according to the new

data related to this interaction. In this way, the profiled information is complemented by the

statistical information about the teacher’s performance. The system collects data related to

his performance while monitoring the teacher-system interaction. These data refer only to

pertinent variables that the system uses to make decisions in adapting recommendations and

help. Variables that the system monitors are the first access to the Web site, the last page

accessed and the number of tasks the teacher has done, the sessions he lias authored or is

authoring, the contents (examples, instructions) that the teaclier includes in each session,

and the number oftimes that lie has accessed each help concept while authoring a task. This

model also keeps information about tlie class of examples most ftequently used by the

teacher. With the information about interaction, the system creates an overlay mode! which

keeps track of this interaction. Information from the user interaction is monitored by an

interface agent, and the corresponding data is inserted in the overlay mode! when the

system updates the Teacher Model, for example, each time a Web page is unloaded. When

a Web page is loaded, the counter ofthis Web page in tlie overlay model increases to reflect

that tlie teacher’s experience level has increased. When the teacher is authoring a task in a

Web page, an interface agent in the client-side monitors the activity (accesses to specific

fields), and increases the counter of each help concept accessed to reflect a more detailed

change in the teacher’s experience level.

By using the overlay model that stores the teacher’s levels of experience for the different

task, the system adapts to the teacher as he progresses from beginner to advanced user. The

user can work with the authoring tool, access help and information, and the system will
ç . . ,

record that interaction. The teacher s leve! of expenence using the too! is measured by the

number oftimes he has donc a task, and the number oftimes lie lias accessed each topic of

help related to this task. According to the teacher’s histoiy of interaction, the system will
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provide him with different support as his experience increases (Chapter five gives details

related to problem-solving support and leaming support). The following algorïthm

describes the process used to update the Teacher Model in the server side when a Web page

is unloaded:

Procedure Update Teacher Model f){
Send information about interaction to me server side

Update teacher’s overlay model (history statistics)

Generate a new plan to follow

IF a session is finished THEN

Update the teachers teaching style

Update the teachers category

I

4.2.3. Applications ofa Teacher Model

Accordmg to Encamaço (1997), a Teacher Mode!, in general, can be used to determine

current context, for example, the page where the teacher is authonng a task. A particular

application ofthe Teacher Model is goal recognition and action prediction, which allow the

system to define the sequence oftasks and steps that a teacher must foÏlow (Encarnaçào and

Stoev, 1999). Virvou and Mondridou (2002) apply the Teacher Model to personalize help,

adapt the system to users, and notify them about new examples in the system knowledge

base.

In our research, the system uses information from the Teacher Model to determine the

teacher’s expertise, make decisions about updating the teacher’s style, selecting the class of

examples to recommend, choosing the content and media to provide help according to the

working context and teacher expertise, or detecting the plan (sequence of steps in a task)

that the teacher might follow. The main function of our Teacher Model is to allow the

system to adapt to different teaching styles in order to recommend appropnate examples.

Information in the Teacher Model is also applied to provide appropnate help according to

teachers’ attnbutes. For example, information in the Teacher Model allows ARIALE to

recommend some network topologies and select the right information and format for help

( messages. The next sections descnbe two applications ofthe Teacher Model: the use ofthe

Teacher Model to manage the teachers’ teaching styles, and the application of the Teacher
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Model in plan recognition. Section 52. explains the use of data stored in the Teacher

Model in the core of our work: how our system recommends examples and provides help.

Application in Teacher ‘s Teaching Style

In ARIALE, a teaching style is the class of examples that a teacher prefers to use. When the

Teacher Mode! ofa teacher is initiahzed, the style of bis categoiy is assigned to him. Afier

a while, however, this original teacher’s teaching style can change. This idea of changing is

presented in other research related to recommendation (Koychev, 2002; Billsus and

Pazzani, 999). As a consequence, a question to answer is how the system can adapt to this

change and learn the new teacher’s teaching style. These changes in the teacher’s teaching

style are updated in the correspondmg Teacher Model and, doing this, the system also

!eams a particular teaching style. This style is deduced from the examples that the teacher

includes most frequently in bis leaming sessions.

The examples used by the teacher illustrate the way he ffiinks and the way he teaches. This

information delineates his knowledge (expertise) about teaching the subject. If the teacher

changes this preference, the system lias to learn this change in order to adapt and provide

appropnate support. A teacher’s style changes when the most frequent class of example

used by that teacher changes. The focus is on his current style, not on bis global style,

because the objective is to reflect the teacher’s latest tendency. For instance, if a teacher lias

three sessions classified as “class 2”, and then starts creating a session with examples ftom

“class 4” and accumulates four sessions with this class, the style will automatically change

from “class 2” to “class 4”. Afier recognizing a change in the teacher’s style, the system

will recommend sessions that contain examples matching the new style.

Each time a teacher frnishes a session, the system updates the information about the most

frequently used class of examples in the corresponding categoiy. For example, in the

category “Beginner”, most teachers prefer examples from the class of example 1; thus, the

teaching style of this category is class 1. The following algorithm shows the process that

updates the teaching style:
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Procedure Updating Teaching Style f){

IF a session isfinished THEN
Ctassify the index example cf the session
Increase the teacher’s counter for the selected class cf example

tF the current teachet’s preterred class the class cf the Iast ctassifled session
THEN

Do not update the teacher’s preferred class
ELSIF teaches preferred class counter the teacher’s counter for the Iast selected
class cf example THEN

teacher’s preferred class = the last selected class of example

Increase the counter of the same selected class of example n his category

IF the currentteachers preferred class == the class of his category THEN
Do not update the category class

ELSIF the current category class counter < the counter of the same selected class
cf example n his category THEN

current categcry class counter = the same class of example that the
teacher had selected.

}

Every lime this algorithm is executed, the system might acquire new knowledge about the

teaching style of the teacher and his categoiy. This method is important because it

recognizes that a teaching style is flot determined by an initial diagnosis, but rather that this

style is dynamic and evolves over time.

Plans

A fundamental aspect for the recommentation of examples and the adaptive help is the

recognition of the plan that the teacher must perform and the corresponding plan

representation. We apply a Keyhole plan recognition (Wem and Stenborg, 1995) that

assumes teachers are mdifferent to the plan-recognition process and requires less complex

recognition mechanisms. Our representation of a teacher’s plan in the Teacher Model

allows the system to find appropriate heÏp associated with each field in a Web page. In our

plan representation, each teacher’s plan and each activity, task and step are represented in

the Teacher Model by a simple code made up of an eight-character string. We structured

this code as follows: two characters represent the Curriculum, two characters are for the

activity, the next character is for the task, and the following for the step, and the last two

represent a field. Examples of the representation of the Curriculum of Network Design are

shown in Table. 4.8. These examples detail the representation ofa Network Design course

as 01000000: the Reliabihty activity of this course as 01010000; a step of a task of this

activity as 01011100; and, the first field ofthis step is represented by 01011101.



Table 4.8. The representation ofa plan.

Course Activity Step field Meaning

01 00 00 00 Network
(Course 01 is not a speciflc Web page)

01 00 10 01 Session number 1
(Step 10 is used for Session numbers)

01 00 01 00 Session Step
(Step 01 is for Session selection page)

01 00 01 01 Field I in Session Web page

01 01 00 00 Reliability activity
(it is an activity, flot a Web page)

01 01 11 00 Reliability activity, Taskl, Stepi
(just a Web page)

01 01 11 01 Reliability activity, Taskl, Stepi, Fieldi (a
field)

Each eight-character code identifies a plan or part of a plan and allows the system to store

data related to each activity, task, step, and field (Rodriguez et aï., 2004b). The code

identifies a record in the table of a database, which includes other data associated wiffi this

identification. For example, the code allows the system to identify each field of each page

and to store statistics on the accesses to the help in each field. The date of creation or

modification ofa step can also be stored. When the teacher is followmg a sequence ofsteps

to create a learning session, this plan representation allows the system to know the last step

that the teacher authored to define the next step for the authoring tool. Information related

to the next step supports the selection of help resources. If the teacher quits the sequence

and jumps to other step, the system will use the plan representation of this new step to

;nake decisions on recommendmg examples and selecting help. To recommend examples

according to the current task (step), the generator and the recommender also take into

account the information of the plan. ARIALE uses plan representation and other

information in the Teacher Mode! to support its decisions.

4.3, Conclusion

In this chapter, we descnbed the Pedagogical Model and the Teacher Model that ARIALE

uses. Different to classic ITS and AEH that only have a pedagogical approach to teach a

subject, our Pedagogical Mode! includes a part for students and other for teachers. In the

section related to the Pedagogical Model, we gave details about a particular method and its

C’
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strategies designed to teach decision-making expertise to students. According to the

method cited previously, Jeaming decision-making skills can start from simple tasks of

increasmg complexity that iterates until the leamer acquires a certain degree of expertise.

During this process the learner acquires partial patterns or schemas about decision-making,

and gradually masters a veiy complex schema or expertise about a subject. We also

described the strategies and techniques used to support teachers while they are authoring

leaming sessions. We propose help techniques that are different from traditional help

because classic help techniques increase the cognitive load of people working with an

application.

In the section devoted to the Teacher Mode!, we modelled the characteristics of a human

teacher and bis teaching style (type of examples that he uses most frequently). This model

also includes information about bis background, preferences, and progress in interacting

with the system. A probabilistic method used to infer the teaching style of a new teacher,

whether the system does flot have any information about him and he needs to start using the

system. Instead of using a static Teacher MoUd, ARTALE includes an evolving model that

is applied to track the changes of the teacher’s teaching styles. We also designed other

applications of the Teacher Model to support teachers in authoring leaming sessions by

means of our system. The recommendation of cases and other types of help depends on the

information contained in the Teacher Mode!. The next chapter deals with generation, test

and recommendation of examples, and other types of support for teachers as well.
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Chapter 5. Support for teachers

Summary: this chapter describes the methods that our system ARIALE (Authoring

Resources for Implementing Adaptive Leaming Environments) uses to adapt support to

the teacher’s teaching style, attributes and plans. A first section explains the methods for

problem-solving support that include the automatic generation and test of topologies, the

recommendation of topologies and sessions, and how ARIALE learns the type of

examples that each teacher prefers. The generation and test of topologies are based on a

probabilistic model, and the recommendation is based on Bayesian leaming and on

case-based reasoning. Bayesian leaming is a kind of classification leaming technique of

artificial intelligence that uses probabilities. This chapter also defines the design of the

leaming support that complements the problem-solving support to reduce cognitive

overload problems caused by traditional help techniques.

5.1. Complementary methods

While the application of intelligence or adaptation in help, namely desktop on-une help,

Web-based help, on-une documentation or any help system, is flot commonly used, the

use of artificial intelligence techniques for adaptation in help systems is not frequent

(Delisle and Moulin, 2002). Thus, we designed an intelligent help system that uses

artificial intelligence techniques to provide Web-based help for teachers using our

authoring tool. This system applies knowledge base adaptation to profit the evolving

data collected from the interaction between teachers and ARIALE, Our assistant,

ARIALE, helps teachers with problem-solving support and leaming support. Both types

of support addresses the critical teachers’ problems studied in this research. This chapter

presents the general design of our intelligent help system that involves the

recommendation of leaming sessions and examples, explained in section 5.2, as the

most important of the help techniques studied in this research. This technique is an

implementation ofproblem-solving support and recommends topologies that the teacher

can include in his teaching. when he does not have enough time to create an example

from scratch. The leaming support that we designed gives a frame of adaptive and

context-sensitive help for the interaction between ARIALE and the teachers. Leaming
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support is a way to help teachers who do not have enough time to leam the use of a

particular tool. Section 53 refers to the role ofthis type of support in this research.

5.2. Providing examples

In this section we answer one ofthe main questions formulated in the introduction ofthis

dissertation (chapter one): How can the system generate and recommend examples to

support teaching decision-making?

While a teacher is authoring a session, he has to include examples that students will

analyze. The teacher can create examples from scratch, or he can reuse some of his own old

examples or he can receive examples recommended by the system to save time. In this

section we explain how the system generates, tests and recommend examples that teacher

can reuse to save time when lie does not have enough time to create examples from scratch.

Recommending examples is a help technique that is part of an intelligent help system that

supports teachers while they are authoring learning sessions.

According to the approach of our system for teaching Network Design, an example is a

network topology with different number and types of links, no more than seven nodes, no

more than 20 links and three basic measures of performance (reliability, capacity and cost).

Figure 5.1. sho an instance of a network topology with 17 links. The structure and

representation of a topology and ffie calculation of the measures of performance are

explained in the next section. A subsequent section will explain how the system generates

ami recommends topologies.
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5.2.1. A topology representation

In ARIALE, we define a topology as a non-directed graph

G=(N,L)

Where

N is a set of vertices (nodes) N = {ni ,fl2,. .. nj}

L is the set ofedges (links)joming pairs ofvertices L = {l1,12,. . . I,}
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(14)

The system represents graplis by an adjacency list (Shaffer, 199$). The adjacency list is

structured as an array ofsome lists ofvertices where the list ï includes the vertex], if there

is an edge linldng the vertex ï to the vertex j. Each adjacent vertex j keeps a vector of

attributes (t,e) that contains data about the lmked node (e) and the values assigned to the

correspondmg link (t) between this adjacent vertexj and the corresponding vertex ï. Figure

5.2. shows the representation of a network topology. In Figure 5.2., we can see a list of

seven noUes that is represented vertically and for each node there is another horizontal list

with the nodes to which it is linked. Each node in the horizontal list has a vector of a data

with its type ofnode (e) and the type of Iink between this noUe and the node in the vertical

Figure 5.1. An example ofa topology.

list.
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Vertexj

Vertex i

Representation ofnodes

Then a node can be represented as

(15)

where

nis a particular noUe

e is a type of noUe

A type of noUe is defined as the set ofaftributes

e=(s,h,x,y) (16)

where

s is an identification number

h is the role ofthe noUe (branch or concentrator)

x is the vertical coordinate ofthe node location on the screen

y is the horizontal coordmate ofthe noUe location on the screen

For example, a node can have the followmg atfribute values

O s=2

h = concentrator

x1,8

Figure 5.2. M adjacency list representing a topology.
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y = 0,2

and they mean that the noUe number 2 is a bank concentrator located in the coordinates

x,y.

Basic representation oftinks

Each link bas some attributes that depend on the type of link assigned. For example, two

noUes can be connected by a coaxial link. In this case “coaxial” is the type of link, and this

type has default affributes such as cost, distance, capacity and reliability that are defined by

the designer ofthe curriculum. We define a link as

L=(t) (17)

where

i is a node

j is a linked neighbour node

t is the type oflink

For example, between noUes j = 2 andj = 5 there could be a coaxial link (t = coaxial)

A link type is defined as the set ofattnbutes

tr(d,k,w) (18)

where

d is the distance that the type oflink can cover

k is the cost per unit ofmeasure ofeach medium of transmission

w ïs the capacity of each link to transmit data. Usually, this information is given in

megabites per second (Mbps).

For example, the type coaxial can have a 2$-unit distance and each unit can have a cost of

150 The capacity can be 100 Mbps.

Extended representation oflinks

A teacher can add more attributes to a type of link and, in this case, the representation of a

specific link can be

C t (d,k,w, giz,. ..g) (19)

where
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. g are personalized attributes added by the teacher, and

the other attributes are similar to equation (1$).

An example of an additional affnbute can be the maïntenance cost.

Because the designer of a curriculum defines default types of links and the corresponding

attributes for each type of link, it is flot mandatory for an implementer teacher to define

each default type of link, but he can change the values of each attribute. The designer also

defines die values for the different attributes. in this case, the designer ofthe curriculum for

teaching decision-making skifls defrned six types oflinks that each topoÏogy can use. Each

type oflink lias some default affributes.

Cost. This is the cost per unit of distance ofeach medium of transmission. for example, the

pnce ofa meter oftwisted pair is cheaper that the price ofa meter of fiber optics.

Distance. This is die distance to be covered by a medium of transmission. For example, a

satellite type of Ïink is supposed to cover more distance, in kilometers, than an infrared

connection, which could cover a few meters.

Capacity. The bandwidth capacity for a type of link. For example, a modem-based

connection can work with a rate of 56 Kbps and a twisted pair link can have a bandwidth of

100 Mbps.

Defining a topology

Because each link L, between two noUes has different attributes, it is possible to model a

topology a as the list of all the vectors of attributes related to each link. In this definition,

we take into account only the default attributes provided by the designer of the Network

Design curriculum, as shown in the next equation:

a = {L (t)} (20)

where

a is the topology

L is each lmk connecting noUe j to nodej

t is the assigned type of link.

L As a consequence, any topology in our system will be represented according to this

definition, and die measures of performance ofeach topology will be based on the values of

the different link attributes.
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52.2. Assignation of values for network components

This system uses nominal values to represent a range of possible discrete vatues for each

Ïink attribute. Table 5.1. shows the default values for the six types of links used in the

Network Design curriculum.

Table 5.1. Default values for types oflinks.

Types oflink Ntmzinat valuesfor the défi uli aitributes

CasÉ Distance Capacity

Twisted Low medium low

Coaxial Low medium medium

Fiber High long high

Inftared medium short Jow

Microwave High short low

Satellite High long high

3 ased on this table, it is possible to represent each type of link as a vector of pairs attnbute/value, as

follows:

= <Costfhigh, Capacitylhigh, Distancellong>

An actual link can be represented as a vector of pairs aftribute/value, for example:

fiber = <Costlhigh, Capacityihigh, Distance/long>

Depending on the type of link, each nominal value maps to a numeric value. These numeric

values make possible the easy calculation ofsome measures of performance (global values)

of a network, such as cost. Table 5.2. maps nominal values to numenc values and Table

5.3. shows the static distance that ARIALE uses to calculate the cost ofeach link. To build

this table, we took into account the values for costs and capacity that we found in some

suppliers of transmission media in different Web-sites in Internet and we created a

fictitious range conserving the ratio between different values for each type of link.



Table 52. Default numeric values for types oflinks.
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7),Ï)s .r>::: lt1,jie,i
Costfor unit ofmeasure Capadty of eaclt type of

tink
Twisted 150 10

Coaxial 150 100

Fiber 1800 5000

Jnfrared 200* 4

Microwave 600* 10

Satellite 3500* 2000

The costs marked with * do flot dependent on the distance of the link because they are

defmed fora unit oftime, let us say, a year-long contract for rentai.

Table 5.3. Distance ofeach one ofthe 21 possible links ofa topology.

Link Distance in units ofmeasure
Sra,i node End ,iode
1 2 9
1 3 21
1 4 32
1 5 31
1 6 22
1 7 10
2 3 11
2 4 27
2 5 28
2 6 25
2 7 16
3 4 22
3 5 25
3 6 29
3 7 24
4 5 4
4 6 19
4 7 27
5 6 16
5 7 24
6 7 12

A teacher can lmk two nodes wiffi any of the six types of links availabie, and defauit

attributes and values ofthe selected type wiil be assigned to the actual link between the two

C, noUes. In section 5.2.6.3 we detail the method used to assign types of hnks when the

teacher asks the system to generate a topology.
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5.2.3. Measures of performance of a network

As a pedagogical rule, we are usmg seven-node topologies because analysing larger

network models could be a very time-consuming task. Vâzquez-Abad et al. (2001) maintain

that “a seven-node network is large enough that the main concepts anti ideas can be

illustrated anti small enough to keep a reasonable time pace”. In our topologies, the seven

nodes aiways have the same position, anti they are ail connected by links of different types

of media transmission, namely coaxial, satellite, or infmred, for example. There could be up

to 21 links connectmg the seven nodes, but we are flot using all-connected or compiete

graphs because they are unrealistic, neyer used in real life and do flot impose challenges or

problems to be solved by students. Each node represents one branch of a bank network as

explained in the Pedagogical Mode! (chapter four). A red node represents a concentrator. A

topology also has a background, usually a map ofthe city where the network is placed.

Because each link between noUes lias affributes anti values, the editor calculates global

network values or measures ofperfonnance ofthe network, based on the value assigned to

each link. ARIALE calculates some measures of performance that are only indicators used

to distinguish some topologies from others. For example, the capacity of a network is

measured as the minimum bandwidth of a link, but our system takes into account the

bandwidth of ail the links in order to get a more general idea of the charactenstics of each

network. We are using some of the measures of performance for the characterization of

computer networks proposed by Pierre anti Gharbi (2001). These measures are cost,

capacity, number of links anti reliability. For example, each link has a cost anti a distance

value anti the system uses these values to calculate the global cost of the network. The

global cost is the result ofthe summation ofthe multiplicatjon ofthe corresponding cost by

each link distance. Then, we can affirm that measures of performance (global values) are

fiinctions of the values of the attributes of the links in a topology. For example, given a

network topology a, there are some functions of performance Fi(a) to calculate its

measures of performance:

F.Vie{1,...n}

L for example, Fi(cost, a) is the ffinction of performance “network cost”.

If fi(cost, a) is the global cost of the network a, then an instance of global cost can be

Fi(cost, a) High. A generalization ofthis example is
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f1(rn,a) E {Low, Medium, High} (21)

where

f is a particular function that calculates a measure ofpeiformance

a is any topology

rn is a particular measure and

Low, Medium and High are the vaLues that the function f1 can retum.

Cosi

As said before, the system also calculates numenc global values in order to get the

measures of performance ofthe topology. The default values ofthe affributes of each type

of link are defmed by the designer of the course. For instance, the function that calculates

the global cost ofa network is:

m( (22)
F(cost,a) = kctd)

e=i L

where

d is the distance covered by the link Ï between two nodes

ci is the cost per unit of measure ofeach medium of transmission ofeach link

m is the number oflinks in the network

Capachy

Capacity is the summation ofthe bandwidth ofeach link

F2(capacity, a) = b1 (23)

where

T is the capacity of the network

Bi is the default bandwidth for a type oflink

m is the number of links in the topology

C We are aware that the capacity of a network is defined by the minimum bandwidffi of its

links, but in this case we are usmg the summation not as a precise measure but rather as an

indicator ofthe general dimension ofthe network.
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Number ofllnks

The total number of links is another global indicator that identifies a network. In our

system, there are networks that have from seven to 20 links. A seven-iinks network is a

typical ring and a 20-link network is a high reliability network (we do flot use ail the 21

possible links and we do flot use more than one link between each pair of noUes). Formally,

the computation ofthe number oflinks is done by the following equation (24)

f3(’links, a) = (24)

where

1 is each existmg link ofthe 20 possible that each network can have.

Reliti bility

In this research, we define reliability as the probability that the network is fiinctional

because ail the nodes of the network are connected by operational iinks. This means a

network is reliabie if it can continue functioning although some node or lmk faiis, and this

definition is linked to the concept of connectivity (Pierre and Gharbi, 2001; Pierre and

Elgibaoui, 1997). We are using connectivity degree as an indicator of network reliability in

terms of “the minimum number K of disjoint routes over ail the node pairs” (Pierre, 199$).

A network is 2-connected (k = 2) if between each pair of nodes there are at least two

disjoint paths. A network is 5-connected (k = 5) if between each node pair there are at least

five disjoint paths. In Network Design, the minimal acceptable k-connectivity is k = 2 and

a high degree of connectivity (reliability) is k 5. In order to caiculate the k-connectivity,

we have appiied the Ford-fuikerson algorithm as proposed by Obraczka et aL (1997):

Procedure Check_feasibility (topology)

for nodes A, 1 <= <= k
{
for every other noUe B

{
if t disjoint_paths(A1, B) < k)
then retum(FALSE).
}

}
return(TRUE).
}
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Procedure disjoint pathsfG, s, t)

{
initialize residual network R to graph G.
while there exists a flow f from s to t in R

extractffrom R.
numberotpaths++.
}

return paths.
}

This algorithm calculates the number of disjoint paths between each pair of nodes in a

grapli, and then it is only necessary to identify the pair with the minimum number of

disjoint paths to detect the k-connectivity of the network. Finally, we can say that

f4(realiability, a) = k-connectivity (25)

5.2.4. Examples and counter-examptes

An exampÏe is a topology to be studied alone in tasks 2 or 3, according to our pedagogical

model (section 4.1.1. describes the different tasks). Given an example A, a counter

example is another topology B that must be compared to A, in task 1. Both examples and

counter-examples have the same number of noUes. Examples are topologies that have

equivalent measures of performance; the number of Jink can or not be the same. Equivalent

examples are classified in the same class. Given an example, a counter-example is another

topology classified in the same class, which lias measures of performance that are also

equivalent to the given example, but the number of links lias to be different. Note that an

example can play the role of “counter-example”. The topology A in Figure 5.3. is a

network that can be used alone as an example in tasks 2, and the topology B (see also

Figure 5.3.) can be used as another different example in task 3. In tasks 2 and 3 each

topology is displayed as a single example of a network. However, if a teacher wants to use

the topology A in task 1, then the topology B can play the role of counter-example because

they are in the same class but have different number of links. As a consequence, ARIALE

might recommend the topology B as an example for tasks 2 or 3, and as a counter-example

intask 1. Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4. Measures of performance of network topologies A and B

Measures
A

Reliability 3 3
Capacity 17258 (Medium) 16134 (Medium)
Cost 128400 (Medium) 122450 (Medium)
Numberoflinks 14 11

Figure 5.3. Two topologies that can be an example (A) and its counter-example B.

The creation of examples and counter-examples is a time-consuming task for teachers; as a

consequence, our system supports teachers in two ways by:

• Providing tools and resources to create examples

• Recommending examples to be edited or reused.

This last type of help offers leaming sessions that the teacher can reuse instead of starting

from scratch. for example, when a beginner teacher, who has neyer authored a learning

session, starts using the authoring tool, the system offers an existmg leaming session to

reuse. If the teacher does not like the session that the system recommends, the system

provides additional tools and resources for authoring examples that will be part of the

session.

In the next sections, we explam how a leaming session is composed ofexamples, as well as

how the generation and the recommendation of sessions and examples is performed.

A B
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5.2.5. Session and examples

As we explain in chapter four, a session is a sequence of steps authored by an implementer

teacher. While a teacher is authonng a session, lie includes the examples lie wants the

students to analyze.

Depending on each task, the definition of an example is different. In the case oftask 1, an

example is the set of an example and its counter-example. In task 1, the teacher bas to

author the companson of a given topology with another one. Both topologies must have

equivalent measures of performance, but a different number of links. In task 1, the teacher

has to create the example and the counter-example. The teacher has to configure each

topology (example and counter-example) by defining links between nodes and the location

of the network concentrator. The role of the system is to suggest examples and counter

examples in order to save teacher’s time.

for task 2, an example is a topology that uses only one type oflink. In the first step ofthis

task, the teacher lias to create the exampie of the topo logy by assigning the same type of

link to each connection between noUes. He can create a new topology or reuse the topology

ofone ofthe examples used in task 1. Afler that, the teacher writes an instruction asking the

student to add or delete a link, change the position of the concentrator or change the

capacity ofa connection between two nodes in order to visualize the effects ofthe changes.

In a second step, the teaclier reuses the example of step 1 and asks students to execute an

action that increases a network measure of performance. For example, the teacher can write

an instruction asking students to add any link that improves the reliability ofthe network.

In task 3, the example is just a topology that the teacher has to create. 0f course, he can

reuse a topology from previous tasks. In addition, the teacher has to specifr the goal that

students have to achieve. for example, the teacher can propose a certain global cost be

achieved and, in order to get this goal, the students have to change links, move the

concentrator to different locations or vary the capacity of some links.

In conclusion, a session is also the set of ail the examples and counter-examples used in the

different tasks ofthe different activities ofa particular curriculum.

A teacher can use two examples in Task 1, and he can reuse one ofthese examples in Task

2 and 3. 0f course, a teacher could use different examples in each task, so a leaming
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session will need anywhere from two to five examples. Each session is a set of

examples and counter-examples that refiect the teaching style of its author.

5.2.6. A recommender

This section explains how the system recommends sessions and examples. Our system has

a recommendation module that solves the following problems:

• How does the system guess which sessions and examples might be useful for the

teacher if he has flot done a session or example?

• How can the potential cognitive overload be reduced for a teacher if examples are

filtered for recommendation?

5.2.7. Classes

According to this research, recommendation is based on the classification of examples that

the teacher uses in teaching decision-making skills. As a consequence, the designer of the

course has to define the classes that the Bayesian classifier requires to place each new

example in the respective class. In our case of Network Design, our classes are based on the

characterization of computer networks proposed by Pierre and Gharbi (2001). According to

this characterization, response time, reliability, availability and cost are some of the most

usual indices for measuring the performance of a network. We decided to use reliability,

capacity, cost and number of unes as the four indices to represent and classify networks in

our system. The calculation of these indices was explained in section 5.2.3 and the process

to classify examples is explained in the next sections. Here, we define the classes and the

criteria used to create them.

Each class includes examples with indicators that are the measures of performance of each

topology and the number of links connecting the nodes of a topology. According to the

values assigned to each type oflink (see section 5.2.2.) and by applying the equations also

explained in that section, we obtain the values conesponding to the measures of

performance capacity, cost, reliability and the number oflinks. Some examples ofmeasures

of performance are shown in Table 5.5. Because the measures of performance related to

capacity and cost are too varied, we decided to group each one in ffiree categories (High,

Medium, Low). These categories allow the classifier to deal wiffi fewer possibilities (high
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dimension). Table 5.6. shows a conversion table from numeric values to nominal

values in the cases ofcost and capacity measures of performance.

Table 5.5. Examples of measures of performance of some topologies.

Retiabi!ity (R) Number oflinks (L) Capucity (Ca) Cost (Co)
2 7 11014 67100

2 10 19492 174100

5 20 7590 56100

4 16 16154 97200

3 11 16134 122450

3 15 33128 227850

Table 5.6. Details ofthe categones ofmeasures of performance capacity and cost and the

ranges oftheir values.

Nwninal vakes Fram I
High capacity Higher than 30001 kbsp

Medium capacity — 10001 kbsp 30000 kbsp

Low capacity O kbsp 10000 kbsp

High cost 200001 units 400000 units

Medium cost 100001 units 200000 units

Low cost O units 100000 units

Using the nominal values detailed in Table 5.6., ARIALE uses six classes to classify

examples of network topologies. We defined the six classes on the basis of an analysis of

the empirical distribution of 200 topologies that our system generated automatically. This

analysis was based on the previously cited characterization of computer networks (Pierre

and Gharbi 2001) and on the advice of the expert in network design, Dr. Samuel Pierre,

professor of the École Polytechnique of the Université de Montréal. For the pedagogical

use in this research, we give the priority to the reliability and, afler that, to the capacity and

the number of links of each topology. Three classes of networks in our set of 200

topologies have high reliability (k = 4 and k 5 connectivity) but different cost, capacity

and number of links. Two other classes have low reliability (k = 2 connectivity) but the

other indicators are dissimilar. A last class bas k = 3 connectivity and the other measures

are veiy close. Table 5.7. shows some examples ofthe main characteristics ofthe classes.



Table 5.7. Examples ofgeneral characteristics of the classes used in our system.

4 or 5 Low Low More than 13 1
4 or 5 Medium Low More than 13 1
4 or 5 Medium High More than 13 2
4 or 5 High High More than 13 2

2 High High More than 6 2
4 or 5 Medium Medium More than 13 3
4 or 5 High Medium More than 13 3

3 Low Low More than 11 4
3 Medium Low More than 11 4
3 Medium Medium More than 11 4
3 Medium High More than 11 4
3 High High More than 11 4
2 Low Low More than 6 5
2 Medium High More than 6 6
2 Medium Low More than 6 6
2 Medium Medium More than 6 6

These six classes are the basis for the fiinctionality of the recommendation module in

ARIALE. Some actual examples belonging to the six classes that ARJALE uses are shown

in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8. Examples of topologies classified according to their measures ofpefformance.

k-coniiectivity (apacity Cost Number oflinks Cbss

...

)514 ...45Q ....

4 11366 83450 17 1
5 31268 234850 19 2
4 31158 234100 17 2
5 23460 200750 2
4 17568 176550 18 3
4 14536 115350 16 3
3 26268 163150 18 4
3 10428 78850 11 4
2 7308 68550 8 5
2 2262 14750 12 5
2 20124 218900 9 6
2 16124 92450 10 6
2 12114 102700 7 6

52.8. functionality

Based on the classes descnbed in the previous section, the recommendation module in our

system performs the following functions:

o
110
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• Recommending sessions

• Recommendmg examples

Our system uses a hybrid method to recommend sessions: one is based on the teacher’s

characteristics and the other takes into account the examples that the teacher uses to teach.

First, to solve the cold-start problem (Schein et al., 2002) when the teacher has flot

authored any session and example, the system uses a collaborative filtering method that

takes into account the similarities between teachers accordmg to their teaching styles. This

method allows the system to recommend learning sessions created by teachers with similar

backgrounds and preferences. The system believes that teachers in the same categoly can

also share a teaching style or pattem. The sessions are classified according to the examples

used in them. In order to recommend sessions, the system detects the type of sessions that

teachers in a particular categoiy use. After that, the system recommends sessions of this

type to the new teacher. The classification of teachers is explained in section 4.2.2, the

Bayesian method for classification is detailed in section 2.2.7 and the application in

recommendation is detailed in the next sections.

Second, when the teacher has created at least one session, the system uses a content-based

filtering method that looks for session with examples that are similar to the example used

by the current teacher in his session or sessions. filtering examples by taking into account

the preferred examples ofa teacher allows the system to recommend sessions and examples

that are close to his current teaching style.

Adaptive generation according b flue teaching style

This kind of recommendation is dynamic because it adapts to the changes of the teacher’s

teaching style. Instead of taking into account just the information that the teacher provided

explicitly during the registration, the system relies on the examples used by the teacher. If

the teacher changes his preferences for another type of examples, the recommender adapts

its recommendations to match the new class of examples and forgets the old ones. This

forgetting means that ARTALE aiways switches to the teacher’s new trend.

5.2.9. Recommendation of sessions and examples

There are four main scenarios for recommendation where the flinctions enumerated above

are applied:
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• When a teacher does flot have any session or example done and there is flot

enough information to support decision-making about what session to recommend.

• When a teacher prefers to start from scratch and there is flot enough information to

support decision-making about what example to recommend.

• When the system knows the teacher’s preferred class ofexamples.

• When the teacher does flot want to accept any recommendation and ask the system

to generate new examples, based on enough or partial information available.

Let us see ffiese scenarios in detail.

first scenario

JJa teache,- is sïtpposed to author a learning session and lie does flot have any session or

example done (cold-start), the system tries to guess and recommend some sessions that

cou Id be useful for him.

The method used to define and recommend a session is as follows: from the Teacher

Model, the system retrieves the class or category into which the teacher is classified. With

this information, the system also retrieves the class ofexample that the teachers in the same

categoiy use most frequently.

Afier detecting this most ftequently used class of examples, the system selects sessions

that contain examples ofthe same class. Because in this case the teacher is a beginner user,

the recommender offers one of the sessions retrieved. If he rejects the offer, a list of

recommended sessions remaîns available in case the teacher changes his mmd and accepts

to reuse a session. This algorithm synthesizes the decision-making process of the

recommender in this case:

Procedure Recommend a session o {
IF the teacher does flot have any session done THEN

Retrieve the teachers category
Retrieve the most frequenUy used class of exampies in the catego,y
Retneve sessions that contain exam pies of this class
Recommend a session to start editing

IF recommended session is accepted THEN
Load the recommended session

ELSE dispiay a iist of recommended sessions

ELSE Definethe class ofexample mostusedforthisteacher
Recommend sessions that have examples ofthis class

I
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The recommendation of sessions occurs when a teacher accesses the session selector

Web page. If the teacher does not want to receive recommendations because he prefers to

have access to ail the sessions and examples available, he has to adapt the system to this

requirement, by editing his preferences in lis Profile Manager Web page.

Second scenario

A teacher prejers to startftorn scratch, but there is flot enough information to support the

decision-making about which examples to recommend. Then, the solution is that the system

follows the same process as in the first scenario, but mstead of recommending complete

sessions, it recommends examples as part of the Load function of the example editor. The

example editor is an application (a Java applet embedded in a Web-page) that allows the

teacher to configure a network topology by adding or removing imk between the nodes ofa

network. This editor also has functions to change the type of link and other characteristics

of links and nodes. The implementation of this editor is explained in chapter six. In this

case, instead ofproposing complete sessions, the recommenderjust includes in the example

editor a list of seven examples that are in the same class of examples preferred by teachers

in the same category of the current teadher.

Procedure Recommend an example O{
Retneve the teacher’s category
Retrieve the most ftequenDy used class of topology in the category
Retrieve topologies from this class
Display a list of recommended topologies

}

If the teacher does flot want to use some of the recommended examples, on demand, the

generator generates an example that belongs to the teacher’s class. The algorithm for

generation of topologies is described in the part that explains the automatic generation of

topologies, later in this section. We decided to use a list of seven recommended topologies

because it is easier for a beginner teacher to dhoose a topology from a small number of

options instead of ftom a set of 30 or 50 examples accumulated by many teachers (Mayer

and Moreno, 2003). The seven topologies selected are the newest ones in the database,

because they represent the other teacher’s trend. A teacher could increase the number of

displayed examples by tailoring manually the respective configuration in his profile.
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The hypothesis behind the recommendation methods used in these scenarios is that ffie

sessions and examples the teacher could use may depend on the ones used by teachers

classified in the same category previously. If the system knows which examples have been

used by other teachers of the same category, then the system can recommend using sucli

sessions or examples. This is a combined application of the collaborative filtering and

content-based filtering.

Third scenarie

When die system knows die teacher ‘s preferred class of exampïes, the task for the

recommender is easier because it only has to retrieve the class of example that the teacher

uses more frequently and, with this information, the recommender retrieves a list of

sessions or topologies belonging to this class. When the teacher is choosmg a session in the

session selector Web page, the recommender provides complete sessions; when the teacher

is using the example editor, the recommender supplies examples. The recommender uses

the same sequence of steps: retrieving the teacher’s example class, retrieving a list of

sessions or examples, and displaying the list. The hypothesis behind the recommendation

method used in this scenario is that the examples the teacher will use in the future depend

on the ones used previously. Because the system knows the class of examples the teacher

lias used in the past, it can recommend using sessions or examples from the same class. In

this case, the system only applies content-based filtering for recommendations without

taking into account information ftom other teachers.

fourth scenarlo

If a teacher has flot authored any sessions or does flot want old sessions created by other

teachers, the question is how to generate an example from scratch in order to offer it to the

teacher. Our system has a particular module, the Generator, which creates examples. Thïs

module has two flinctions:

• Generate exampÏes according to the criteria deflned by the designer.

• Venfy that any generated topology fils in the class of examples used by the teacher

(the teacher’s teaching style). If the generator creates an example that is out of the

scope that the teacher prefers, the example is aborted and a new one is generated.
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Generation process

In order to generate examples, the system uses a probabilistic method. For each one ofthe

seven nodes of the topology, this method establishes links with the other noUes; for

example, node 1 can have links with nodes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. The type of link between

each pair of nodes is taken from the set of available links provided by the designer of the

curriculum. For each topology a, each link L has a type of link t, so we cari reuse equation

(12) to represent a topology as a set ofnodes, each one with a type of link assigned.

a={L=(t)} (12)

At random, the generator selects a type of link for each pair of nodes or it does flot assign

any link to represent that no connection exists between those two nodes. In this way, it is

possible to generate a network wiffi a “ring” topology ofseven nodes and seven links or any

other configuration ftom seven up to 20 Ïinks. According to the designer, each type of link

has a set of attributes. The designer also establishes the values of each link attribute, as

explained in section 5.2.2.

The measures of performance of each topology or example change according to the

distribution of types of links. For example, if a topology has a high percentage of high cost

links, consequently, the function of the performance “cost” of this example will be high.

Table 5.1. illustrates default values used for different types of links in this system.

According to this table, if a topology uses a great quantity of fibre links, the network may

cover long distances with high cost and high capacity.

The generator creates examples using the following algorithm:

Procedure Generate examples f) {
Given 7 noUes and a set of types of link
M=<twisted, coaxial, fiber, infrared, microwave, satellite>
WHILE the example does flot belong to the teachet’s class of exam pIes flot matches his
preferred measures of petformance DO

FOR each link L1 connecting node ito nodejDO{
At random, select a type of link from M
or do flot assign any link
Assign flue selected type of link to L,

}
Locate a conoentratot at tandom
Calculate the measu tes of performance
Verify the measures of performance match the measures of
perfotmance that the teacher prefers
Venfy the example belonging to the teacher’s class of examples

END ofWHILE
Display the topology in the editot

}
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Test

The verification of each example is a process ffiat requires classifying a generated example

in the teacher’ s preferred class of examples. The system keeps records of the examples that

each teacher uses or has used most frequently, as explained previously in this section. The

classification of an example implies calculating the probability of the example a belonging

to the class ofexamples that the teacher prefers. Given

aEA

where

a is an example

A is the set of ail the acceptable examples

ARIALE uses a naïve Bayesian classifier (see also section 2.2.7.) to calculate this

probability. The classifier is intended to estimateP(a I cÏass) , the probability of a specific

example a, to belong to a particular class of topologies. As this calculation is difficuit, thus

we use the probability ofa specific class given the evidence a.

Pclass a1) = F(classJF(a I class) (16)

where

class is the class ofexamples for which the generator is testing to see if the current example

belongs to it.

a- is the evidence

A network topology has four indices, and any example a can also be represented as a

vector of four indices:

= (r, rn, b, c)

where

r is the network reliability

m is the number of links

b is the total network capacity

c is the network cost
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for example, a given topology a1 can be represented as a vector of its measures of

performance and number of links. One example could be a network with the following

values for each measure of performance:

Reliability = 2

Number of links 11

Capacity 21214

Cost= 144350

Then, the representation ofthis example is the vector

aj = (2,11,21214,144350)

and we have to check in which of the classes described in section 5.2 thïs example can be

classified. According to Table 5.5., we are representing the capacity and cost values with

nominal values such as “low”, “medium” and “high”. Because the system basically requires

checking if a topology belongs to a particular class or flot, we are using here a two-class

classification to explain how the Bayesian classification classifies topologies. The two

classes are “A” and “B” and the example to be classified is the one detailed previously. for

this explanation we use the following training dataset shown in Table 5.9.:



Table 5.9. A training dataset.

••jj: geliaLIlia) NumberfEnb i»(
1 2 7High High A

2 2 l6High High A

3 2 9 Medium High A

4 2 14 Medium High A

5 2 11 Medium Low A

2 12 Medium Low A

—ï 2 10 Medium Medium A

8 2 13 Medium Medium A

9 3 lSHigh Higli A

10 3 l7Low Low A

11 3 18 Low Low

12 3 15 Medium Hig A

13 3 16 Medium High A

14 3 1 1 Medium Low A

15 3 13 Medium Low A

16 3 17 Medium Medium A

T7 5 19 High Medium B

18 4 l8High High 3

5 l9High High B

20 5 1$ Medium Fligh B

T 4 18 Medium High B

22 4 18 Medium Higb B

23 4 19 Medium High 3

24 4 19 High Medium B

25 5 18 Medium High B

26 4 19 Medium High B

27 4 l9High High B

28 4 l9High High B

29 4 18High High B

30 5 19 High Medium B

31 4 l9High High B

32 4 19 Medium High B

33 4 l7High High B

34 5 2OHigh High B

35 4 18 Medium Fligh 3

(D We must calculate the probabilities for each measure of performance. In order to make the

comprehension of the calculations easier, we use the followmg letters between parentheses

to identify each class and measure ofperformance:

o
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Class A (A)

Class B (B)

Reliability (Re)

Number oflinks (Li)

Capacity (Ca)

Cost (Co)

Given the example to be classified and the training dataset, for the measure of performance,

for example in the case of cost, it is necessary to calculate its different probabilities of

appearing in each class. Formally,

P(Coclass) (17)

where

Co is the value ofthe measure of performance Cost

class is the class of examples for which the generator is testing if the measure of

performance is included

F(Cojclass) is the probability that class presents Co as evidence.

for each value in each position of the vector, the naïve Bayesian classifier uses equation

(11) to calculate its probability of belonging to each class of examples. Equation (1$)

shows equation (11) adapted to calculate the probabilities of types oflink

1)fl+iflJJ
(1$)

n + in

where

is each value of each measure of performance (Re, Li, Ca, Co) in the vector for each

class,

v is each class

n is the total number of instances in each class v

n is the number of instances with attributej and class v

p is a priori estimate ofP(tlvj) for each We assume that the probabilities of ail attributes

are equiprobable (equaliy likely to be tme). for example, for the attribute “reliabiiity” there

are four possible values andp = 1/4.
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in is a constant used to avoid the possible consequences that could arise if n O (in this

case the calculation would be zero). We use m = 4 as a constant because we have four

attributes in the examples ofour training dataset.

This equation is applied to calculate the probability that each class include the given

topology. Table 5.10. shows the corresponding values for the calculation of probabilities

using equation (1$).

Table 5.10. Values to calculate where the topology can be classified.

ClassA ClassE
Re (2) Re (2)

n=16 n=19
nc=r8 nc=0
p=.25 p=.25
m=4 rn=4

Li(11) Li(11)
n16 n=19
nc=11 nc=8

p=.08 p=.08
rn2 ïn2

Ca (Medium) Ca (Medium)
n=16 n=19
nc=3 nc=3
p=13
iiî=4 m4

Co (Medium) Co (Medium)
1216
nc=2 nc=0
p.33 p=.33
rn4 in4

Table 5.11. shows the correspondmg calculation of the probabilities of each measure of

performance ofthe given example for each class.
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Table 5.11. Probabilities for each attribute for each class.

Afier these calculations, it is possible to multiply the probabilities of each measure cf

performance to appear in a class in order to obtam the global probability of the vector to

belong to a particular class. The maximal probability obtained determines to which class

the topology can belong, accordmg to equation (10) in section 2.2.7., which we adjust as

follows for the current example

v(E) = arg max )fl p(a1
v1{A,B}

where

{A,B } is the set cf the different classes to classify examples, and

E is the example to be classified.

(19)

This calculation cari also be performed as follows:

P(A)*P(RE/A)*P(Li/A)* P(Ca/A)* P(Co/A) = 0,472 * 0.2 * 0.12 * 0.62 * 0.22 =

0,001456019

p*p{e/3)*p(Li/B) *P(Ca!B) *P(Co/B) 0,527 * 0.04 * 0.01 * 0.41 * 0.19

0,000023470

finally, the classifier has a prediction for each class. The maximal number identifies the

class to classify our vector a. In this example, the class ofthe given example is “A” because

0,001456019> 0,000023470.
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In this case, the generated example is recommended because we had assumed that the

teacher prefers the class “A”.

If the example is displayed to the teacher, he can accept or reject it. If the teacher does not

like an example generated by the system, the system can prompt the teacher to edit the

offered example until lie is satisfied with it. If the teacher does flot want to edit it, the

generator continues to produce examples until it gets one that the teacher accepts. This

validation method is intended to recommend examples that fit the specific teacher’s

teaching style. Once an example is saved as part of a leaming session, the example is

classified and included in the knowledge base ofthe system.

The generator not only generates examples but also counter-examples for Step 3 of Task 1.

In this case, the system generates a topology that does flot belong to the teacher’s class of

examples, but lias the same measures ofpefformance.

Bayesian learning is a method that allows the system to leam new input in order to

anticipate a teacher’s request for support. Each time a new example is included in the

database, the system learns from it. ARIALE applies a type of knowledge acquisition that

models each teacher’s expertise in teaching a subject. This method allows the system to

acquire the teaching styles (teaching pattem) of teachers. There are more reasons to prefer

Bayesian leaming in this case. The Naïve Bayes algorithm has no timing pararneters. In

contrast, tunning a k-NN classifier (see section 2.2.7) according to other topic

characteristics and parameters requires a lot of work and tests. For example, a k-NN

classifier requires adjusting the weights of each attribute properly in order to generate good

resuits. Instead, Bayesian classifiers are more flexible and easy to adapt to different

domains and number of attributes. For example, predicting the class for a topology or any

other instance requires counting only the frequency of attribute values within the training

examples, onÏy.

52.10. Session base and example base

According to Case-Base Reasoning (CBR), a case is conceived as an initial state $, a final

state $ and the solution or plan that facilitates passing from one state to the offier (Cortés

et aL, 1994). Our cases, however, are flot modeled in this maimer because each session is a

case made up of many examples, instructions and additional parameters that the students

will take into account. Each case is a possible solution to the problem of authonng a
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session. By storing cases in the case-base, ffie system can find a set of examples with

good probabilities to be recommended as worked-out examples. The teacher is in an initial

state with no session on hand, and the system helps him by providing a session in order to

arrive at the final state: to have a session according to the teacher’s preferences.

The structure ofa leaming session includes:

• The index. Each session is identified by a number, its creator or owner, and the class

of an example. We use the example of Task 1. The counter-example and the other

examples are flot needed to identifi the session.

• The additional components. This part includes the counter-example of Task 1 and

the examples ofthe other tasks.

• The instructions. This part includes the instructions provided to the students and the

values of the goals they wili have to achieve during the competition (Task 3 for

optimization).

Each example has the following structure:

• The index, which identifies each example by a number, its creator or owner, and the

corresponding class.

• The representation of the internai structure, which includes the number of nodes,

number of links, the type of link assigned to each iink (this is another complex

structure including several attributes and the corresponding values), and a set of

other attributes and values (measures of performance) whose number can vary.

When a teacher creates a session in which the index is similar to that of another session, the

teacher wili be able to keep the session for his own use. A session is aiso fundamental

because eveiy time a teacher finishes a session, the system checks whether the teacher’s

teaching style lias changed.

The reasoning behind the recommendation mechanism ofour system is based on CBR, and

the hypothesis is that the examples the teacher will use in the future depend on the ones

used previously. If the system knows which examples the teacher lias used in the past or

which have been used by other teachers of the same categoiy, it can reasonabiy choose

exampies that the teacher will probably be able to use. With this view, we are also taking
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advantage ofthe CBR filtering approach (Funk and Conlan, 2003) in order to filter and

recommend examples according to the teacher’s characteristics.

5.3. Learning support for teachers

This section describes the context of the recommendation of examples and the design of the

leaming support that complement problem-solving support. We also answer these questions

formulated in the introduction (chapter one):

• What can be the general structure and ffinctionality of an assistant to support

teachers authoring leaming session in decision-making?

• How does the system make decisions about which kind ofhelp content to show, and

which media to use for displaying the content?

The general answer to those questions is that an assistant must have the structure and

functionality of an Intelligent Help System tilTS) that provides leaming support and

problem-solving support. The aspects related to problem-solving support were discussed in

the previous section 5.2 devoted to generation, test and recommendation of examples. In

the next sections, we discus the following series of more specific problems related to

leaming support and the questions above:

• The cognitive overload and the production paradox that could be experienced by

teachers.

• The access to the help.

The adaptation ofthe help.

• The interaction between the teacher the help system.

Closing this chapter, we explain how and why a knowledge-base is used to support the

leaming ofthe system.

53.1. Cognitive overload and production paradox

in general, users of software and, particularly, authors of educational material such as

teachers face two difficulties:

1. The teacher is flot familiar with the functionalities of the tool he is going to use, he

has only a limited potential use ofthe tool and thus he can not properly use many of

the options that the tool provides. As a resuit, his performance using the tool is low.

Fie can flot improve his skills using the tool because he does flot have enough time to
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learn how to use the tool, but, at the same time, he can flot learn because he

needs the time to perform the tasks that fie fias to do with the tool. In addition, most

ofthe authoring tools to create ifS do flot provide interactive support to exploit their

functionalities. This paradox is the production paradox (Leung, 2001; PapanikoÏaou

et aL, 2003), and it is a typical contradiction that many users of software face every

day.

2. A potential cognitive overload could affect teachers usmg an authoring tool if they

split their attention between authoring, findmg, and selectmg help according to his

characteristics to improve their use ofthe tool. for example, if a teacher is involved

in (1) planning a leaming session, (2) manipulating the authoring tool to create the

session, and (3) selecting help according to lis needs and preferences, lis mmd

would be involved in three processes at the same time: teaching (which is the main

task), manipulating the authonng tool, and dealing with the help features.

In section 2.2, we discussed the concepts and definitions related to Human-Computer

Interaction (HCI) and Artificial Intelligence (M), which are commonly applied in intelligent

hetp systems. Some of those concepts are traditional principles and techniques of on-une

help, which are flot useful in our case because they provoke cognitive overload and

increases the production paradox. As seen in chapter three (Table 3.1.), intelligent help,

automatic generation of teaching materials, automatic completion of tasks and direct

support for teachers, are different types of help used by other systems to improve the

performance of teachers using ITS and EAH.

The option we found to reduce the cognitive load and the production paradox in ARIALE is

a help system that works parallel to the authoring tool, and finds, selects and adapts con text

sensitive help according to a teacher’s skills, preferences and current task. This help system

focuses on the manipulation ofthe help to free the teacher’s mental capacity and allow him

to pay better attention to the translation ofhis plans in the authoring tool. The help features

are one way to support the manipulation of the authoring tool and decrease the cognitive

load generated by the interaction with this tool. We prefened this option in comparison to

traditional help techniques without the application of artificial intelligence. for example,

automatic generation of teaching materials is not usually adapted to each teacher’s

characteristics and style (Virvou and Mondridou, 2002; Kinshuk et ai, 1999). Another
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problem is that those types of heÏp mentioned above are flot frequently integrated to be

complementary as in ARTALE. To discnminate our option from other possibilities, such as

simple sharing of examples or finding help topics in a traditional manner, we analyzed the

advantages of integrating adaptation and different help features, and the novelty of doing it

in a Web-based heÏp system. An important aspect to distinguish our option is the integration

of the generation, testing and recommendation of examples as part of the intelligent help

system in ARIALE. This integration tries to solve the problems of cognitive load,

production paradox, and the teachers’ time availability. Figure 5.4. shows two different

scenarios: a teacher without assistance and a teacher supported by the help system.

Authoring
a session

Planning
teaching

Finding
and
adapting
help

Figure 5.4. 11e Intelligent Help System (111$) manipulates the help in order to ftee the

teacher’ s mental capacity.

53.2. Accessing help

b help teachers to find and access specific and personalized information, we designed a

process based on the knowledge existing in the Teacher Mode!. The process to find and

personalize specific information starts when the teacher gives explicit information to the

system during the registration. With this information, the system initia!izes the particular

Teacher Mode! for this teacher, as explained in chapter four. Afier the creation of the

(j TeacherModel, every time the teacher authors a Jeaming session, a cycle of interaction (see

Figure 5.5.) and changes is repeated to provide adaptive help. In this cycle, the system takes

information from the Teacher Model to define the teacher’s skitls, plans and preferences to

Authoring
Finding a session
and Planning

teaching
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create Web pages with resources adapted to the teacher’s characteristics. For example,

setting the teacher ‘s skiÏÏs means that the system stores information about the current

teacher’s skills in the working-memory ofthe system, to support its decisions. Defining a

plan is coding the short-term activity, tasks and steps that the teacher has to perform in the

format for representing a plan, which was explained in section 4.2.3. The teacher’s

preferences, such as the teacher’s language, are also included in the working-memoiy ofthe

system to support its decisions about contents and specific resources to be retrieved.

In ARIALE, a teacher authors a leaming session by changing values in a given a step.

These changes are the teacher’s feedback that the system receives. Once the teacher has

finished the edition of the step, a new Web page is loaded, ffie Teacher Model is updated

with new information acquired during the authoring process and the interaction in a new

Web page starts again, taking into account the last changes in the Teacher Model. In this

interactive process, the teacher interacts with the authoring tool and with the help system

and both parts generate feedback to support the decision of each other (Rodrjguez et aï.,

2004a). figure 5.5. shows the process to select the appropriate help for a teacher.
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figure 5.5. Stages for the selection ofcontextual heÏp for a Web page.

53.3. Adaptation

We assume that when an author is creating a leaming session with the auffioring tool, he

faces two main barriers: he requires specfic information related to his current task, ami lie

finds it djfflcult to locate this information (Capobianco, 2002). To provide specific

information in an easy way, we applied the “just-enough” and “just-in-time” techniques

(Leung, 2001), as we explain now.

Sometimes help can be available, but it is not really accessible (Leung, 2001; Bmsilovsky

and Schwartz, 1997) because users do flot know how to access it or access is difficuit, or the

help is available and accessible, but flot adapted to the users’ needs. More specifically, two

of the problems that teachers may face while authoring a leaming session can be 1.

Personalizing heÏp according to each teacher ‘s attributes, and 2. Finding specfic help to

peifonn a task.
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Hôôk (2000) remarks that few users spend time configuring their systems according to

their preferences and needs; thus, it is unrealistic to expect that one would spend time domg

this. if a teacher wants to adapt help according to lis current plan, skills and preferences,

this operation takes mto account multiple criteria such as the context, media and bandwidth

available. For example, a teacher would configure the system to receive only static images

because the bandwidth is too small. In our system, if a teacher had to adapt manually the

help that he requires, he would have to do the following tasks:

• Finding the appropriate help according to:

o The context, which can be the current field, step, task or activity. for

example, writing instructions in a text box can involve specific or general

information about this action.

o The complexity; for example, a basic or intermediate level according to the

skills.

• Choosing the help found according to his preferences conceming

o The area of interest; for example, information about what an instruction is,

how to write an instruction, or why to write an instruction.

o The language; for example, the teacher would have to set up the help display

in his preferred language if the machine he is using has an operative system

or browser in a different language.

o The media to display; for example, text or video.

o The bandwidth; for example, video could be incompatible with a slow

modem connection.

o The help strategies and techniques; for example, the selection of a

demonstration instead of an introduction

o The display mechanism; for example, showing texts and images in a text box

instead of using an applet. Applets are more commonly used in problem

solving support.

Our system is an assistant that simplifies the situation for the teacher. A goal of the

intelligent help system is to adapt the interffice contents and their presentation to the user

according tu his plan, skills and preferences. According to the guide to adaptive interface
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design proposed by Rothrock et al. (2002) (see more details about this guide in section

2.2.5), there are three mies for designing an adaptive interface:

• Identify variables that cail for adaptation, for example, a click event on a link.

• Determine modifications to the interface; for example, changes in the text-based

help to be displayed.

• Select the inference mechanism; for example, filter the resources to be displayed or

recommend a network topology accordmg to the teacher characteristics.

This guide is part of a framework to study adaptive interfaces or intelligent user interfaces,

and it considers the most common elements in an adaptive interface to be:

• Inputs: keystrokes and mouse events pefformed by the user.

• User variables: information in the Teacher Model that triggers adaptation.

• Identification inference mechanism: a method to identify instances that call for

adaptation and to decide on the appropriate modifications for the interface.

• Interaction model: a mode of interaction between the user and the interface.

• Decision inference rnechanism: a method to decide which changes to make to the

interface.

• System or environrnent variables: Characteristics of the system, which do not

depend on the user’s actions and trigger the adaptation ofthe interface.

• SeÏecflon mechanism: to control different aspects of the adaptation, such as the

complexity ofthe help to be provided or who decides about the adaptation (teacher

or system). The teacher must be abie to alter the status of the parameters of

adaptation.

• Evaluation nzechanisrn: to assess the adaptation accuracy accordmg to the user’s

preferences, and to check if the adaptation is overfiuing or underfitting. A

comparison of the adaptation proposed by the system and the teacher’s choices

allows the system to adjust the adaptation when needed.

In this research, the inputs, the user variables, the decision inference mechanism and the

interaction model provide most of the information and functions that ARIALE requires to

make decisions. The offier elements play compiementary roles. Rothrock et aL (2002)
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defme nine user variables that cail for adaptation (User Performance, User Goals, User

Workload, User Situation Awareness, User Knowledge, Groups of Users, User Personality

and Cognitive Style, Situation Variables, Task Variables), and we pay more attention to the

following five that provide the most important information needed for adaptation:

User Performance (mouse events, for example).

User Goals (planto be performed).

User Knowledge (previous experience teachmg a subject, for example).

Groups ofUsers (recommending to the user something that is common to the user’s

group, for example).

User Personality and Cognitive Style (such as preferences and examples used for

teaching).

ARIALE adapts the content to be displayed, the mechanism of teacher-system interaction,

and the degree of adaptation using these variables mainly. This adaptation process enab les

the system to select the appropnate quality and quantity of information, and to decide on a

particular method to display help.

53.4. Changing the interface

Afler defining the variables that cail for adaptation, the next step is to determine ffie

modifications to be made in the interface. The modifications can be both in the presentation

and in the navigation.

In the next sections, we analyze the changes ofthe interface presentation and, afier that, we

discuss the aspects related to the interaction and navigation among the nodes of help

information. Sometimes, changes in the presentation are the result of navigation.

The adaptation ofthe interface presentation is achieved by changing:

• The help content.

• The medium to display help messages.

• The language.

• The help techniques.

• The display mechanism.
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The changes can be applied to ail these criteria or only to some of them. For example,

the whoie presentation of the content of a Web page can change just by changing the

language. Additional examples of the implementation of the interface are included in

chapter six. As expiamed in section 5.2, the generation, testing and recommendation of

topologies are based on the teacher’s information stored in the Teacher Model. The Teacher

Modei also supports a decision inference mechanism that uses a three-dimensional

representation of the complexity of the support required by teachers. This representation

and its application are described as follows.

Tite Dimensions b Setec! Help

Changing the interface of the authoring tool and the embedded context-sensitive help

requires to choosing different resources. ARIALE uses a three-dimensional structure to

support resource selection according to the teacher’s characteristics and preferences. This

structure organizes data related to (1) the teacher’ s skills to perform a certain task; (2) the

plan or tasks to be performed (analysis, tran.sformation of cases, competition); and (3) the

type of help required to support the teachers. These criteria are stored in a Teacher Model

and used for planning what support is provided to the implementer teacher. For example,

for each activity and task, we classify teachers in three basic categories according to their

ability and experience in teaching and using the system: beginner, intermediate, and

advanced users. The difficulty level of a task is initialiy static, but its difficuity level

changes as the teacher repeats a particular step and his ability varies. The system checks the

Teacher Model to verify whether the teacher has accessed a particular kind of tempiate.

Records of the number of times the user accessed the page and the associated help are

stored in the database. In addition, if the user has accessed demonstrations in a particuiar

step, during a later access to this step the system will provide guidance because the degree

of complexity of the step will be reiatively iower. Furthermore, the interfàce uses a Iower

number of multimedia file demonstrations depending on the table of preferences for that

user. According to the stored information, a teacher with experience creating leaming

sessions in the analysis phase receives less basic guidance, but he receives more intensive

help to create a competition for the flrst time. ARIALE takes into account data about the

teacher’s skills, checks the plan to follow, and decides the type of learning support or

problem-solving support that the teacher requires (strategy and techniques). This decision
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depends on the events triggered in each Web page. for exampie, when the teacher is a

beginner with no sessions in progress and a Web page is loaded, our system offers problem

solving support by providing a worked-out example to reuse. In ail cases, leaming support

is displayed when the teacher moves the mouse over a link. figure 5.6. shows the three

dimensional organization ofthe key factors used to support teachers.

$KILLS
A dvanc eU

Interrnediate

PLAN Beginner

Cornpetition--—./

Modff!cat?on ofar example—-V”
/

/ /

Compatis on of exampIe—+. / /

// //

Assistance

/

Guidance

Basic

__ __ __

/ \H ELP Guïdance fora beginner teacher
who is authoring a comparison task

Figure 5.6. A 3-D model oftasks and guidance (Rodriguez et al., 2003).

This 3-D model (see figure 5.6) is usefifi to reduce the search space of support. This mode!

is the start point to find the appropriate support for a teacher who lias particular skilis and is

following a specific plan. ARTALE uses the teacher’s skills and his plan to find the right

help (a help strategy and the respective help techniques) and adapt the help according to the

teacher’s skills, plan and offier characteristics. Problem-solving and the automatic

generation, testing and recommendation of examples were discussed in section 5.2. Now,

first, we focus on finding the right support and on adapting contents and resources to

display the help. Second, we pay attention to the rules for navigation through the help

contents.o
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findbzg Itelp

Finding the nght heip and adapting it can be compiicated and time-consuming jobs for a
teacher. That is the reason because ARIALE lias the function of providmg the information

the teacher needs. Unfortunately, sometimes a teacher is flot sure about what information he
needs, and then the system lias to infer and predict what information the teacher might need.

If the system knows what information is required, the system can supply just-enough pieces

of information just-in-time. Consequently, the system needs information about the teacher’s

context (user data, usage data and environment data) to support its decisions about what
information to flnd for the teacher. Based on this data, the system can aiways offer
information that the teacher might need, except in the case ofa teacher who has accessed ail
the support available. As Leung (2001) proposes for learning support, the system can offer

help and the teacher can use it or just ignoring it. In the case of problem-solving support, for
instance, if the teacher rejects an example recommended by ARIALE, lie can create a

different example and the system takes into account this decision to modify the teacher’s

teaching style. ARIALE is efficient to provide leaming support because help contents are

indexed to each field of each Web-page, following the same idea as in ADAPTS

(Brusilovsky and Cooper, 1999). But, different to ADAPTS, our system adapts help

contents not only to the plan but aiso to the teacher’s skills and personal affributes. Then

resources to be displayed are flot aiways the same for a certain field. The method to choose

appropriate resources is explained now.

Retrieving and assigning resources

Once the teacher enters a Web page, the teacher’s skills and plan representation (code) are

in memory. The first flve characters of this code show the context (course, activity and

task) of the current step. The teacher’s skill determines the type of help strategy and

technique to use. Once the plan, the teacher’s skills, and the help technique are defined, the

next phase is filtering help resources to retrieve the appropnate resource for each help

technique (Rodrfguez et aL, 2004b). These resources can be files with texts, graphics,

videos, applications or simulations. Each resource file is indexed by a set of pairs

attribute/value; these attributes are complexity, media, language, toad, help techniques,
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con text area, and display mechanisrn, and some of their possible values are detailed in

Table 5.12.

Table 5.12. Attributes used to index resources

Mtributes Values
Help Stategies Basic help Guidance Assistance
Language English Spanish french
Load Low bandwidth High bandwidth
Area content Usage Domain
Media Text Image Multimedia
Complexity Begmner Intermediate Advanced
Display form Layer Applet
rnechanism

Based on the three-dimensional model of the teacher’s characteristics, the system defines

the resources that are more suitable according to the teacher’s skills, plan, help strategy, and

preferences. This definition consists ofretrieving the values of each teacher’s characteristics

that are stored in the Teacher Model, for example, his skills, plan, language, and preferred

media to see messages. Afler retrieving a set of values from the Teacher Model, the system

chooses the resources whose attributes match these criteria. By matching these values to the

attributes of the resources, the system defines the appropriate resources for the step that the

teacher is going to perform. for example, a resource such as an image can be selected

because its attributes match the values of the teacher’s characteristics (Rodriguez et al.,

2003). Using this same method (filter), the system also predicts the resources that might be

needed later in a Web page. With the resources identified, the system can retrieve the

correspondmg resources and thus build a Web page linking resources to fields in the

template. Some predicted resources are flot used immediately and the Web page loads them

for future use with help techniques.

b lmk a resource to a specific field in a Web page, the resources (texts, images,

multimedia files) are indexed by hand in a many-to-many way to fields in different Web

pages. This process is tedious and time consuming but highly precise. The reasons to use

this method are that other methods make more mistakes choosing resources (Leung, 2001).

In addition, resources, especially audiovisual ones such images, sounds, video must be

indexed to identify them according to the pairs attribute/value. A table in a database stores
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these relationships to enable the system to assign resources to fields in templates whule

a Web page is being created. The filtering process ofresources is depicted in Figure 5.7.

Teacher Model H
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The advantage of this method is the flexibility to reuse resources and to build Web-pages

dynamically according to multiple attributes that acts as a filter. Most systems do not take

into account additional information about personal characteristics to adapt help content and

select the corresponding resources. Usually, Web-based help systems are not knowledge

based and they only provide context-sensitive help regarding the task that a user is

peiforming at that moment. Choosing resources based on information stored in the Teacher

Mode! and predicting the help contents and resources that a teacher might need later are a

new vision ofadaptation in help systems, particularly Web-based help systems.

53.5. Embedded context-sensitive help

In ARIALE, problem-solving support and leaming support are context-sensitive help (see

section 2.3.3). This type of he!p is not only related to the current plan that the teacher is

following but also to each topic displayed in the respective template. Context-sensitive help

Figure 5.7. The system uses criteria to make decisions about which resources are located in

V a Web page (Rodrfguez et aï., 2004b).
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provides information that relates to the specific field ofthe step in which the teacher is

currently involved. Furthermore, the teacher receives context-sensitive help about the Web

page lie is working on (Self, 1998), and he sees only the information about that part ofthe

page. Because context-sensitive help provides just-enough heÏp according to the current

teacher’s task, we consider this to be a useful mechanism to decrease the teachers’ cognitive

overload.

Another important aspect ofthis system is that the hetp is embedded. There is an area in the

browser window that displays help. Thus, the help appears within the same window, rather

than in a separate help window. Furthermore, when the teacher needs help, he does flot have

to leave the browser window where lie is working. In the case of problem-solving support,

when an example is recommended and accepted, it is loaded as part of the Web-page. An

innovation of ARIALE is the integration of embedded context-sensitive heÏp, adaptation

and prediction of support in a help system. As a positive consequence, the teacher does flot

switch between two different Web-pages to check or edit the example or adapt help contents

and resources according to his needs and preferences. The navigation between help nodes

does flot need long trips through different windows. Jnstead, help contents are displayed

according to the teacher’s interests in the same Web-page where the teacher is working.

Details related to the implementation of context-sensitive help in our authoring tool are

described in chapter six.

Rulesfor navigation

Traveling though the help contents is like following a sequence of states. In the case of

adaptive context-sensitive help, typically assigned to the “MORE” link, each time the

teacher clicks this link the help displayed is updated. As the teacher accesses more help

messages, lie passes from Basic to Guidance. When the teacher accesses the Assistance

level he continues using Quick Reference. The system keeps track of the teacher’s accesses

to each one ofthe three “MORE” links in each step. As a result, the teacher can receive help

of different complexity for each Jink. There are some mies that the system applies to

promote a teacher from one strategy to another. Sometimes the teacher bas not received

help ofthe same complexity for the three links, but, in global terms, lie lias received enough

information. Then, he can skip te the next strategy. 11e mles to skip from one level to

another are descnbed below.
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Contents of different help strategies and techniques conforms a hypermedia and each

field in the authoring tool matches a node in the help hypermedia. The organization of the

help hypermedia and the correspondence of each node to the authonng tool are described in

chapter six. Now, we defined three mies that the teacher has to foilow to navigate the he]p

hyperspace. The mies are heuristics that ARIALE includes to decide when the teacher

passes from one strategy or level to another. These mies take into account the help received

by the teacher and his experience authormg steps. The number of times that the teacher

must access heip messages and the number of times that he must perform a step before

passing to the next help level, are defined arbitrary. for exampie, we assume that a beginner

must get some experience and know ail the messages of a strategy to pass to the next heip

level. The set of mies that ARIALE uses are:

Rtde J.

1F the teacher has done the current step fewer than three times.

THEN he requires accessing ail the help messages of the current heip

strategy in order to pass to the next strategy.

Ride 2.

if the teacher lias done the current step between three and five times

AND he has accessed at least five help messages of the current help strategy

for each field in the current step

THEN he can pass to the next strategy.

Ride 3.

if the teacher has done the current step more than five times

THEN he receives heip by means ofthe Quick Reference technique.

for example, a teacher can consuit ail the help available about a fieid using the Basic help

strategy and he can ask for more information. Then the system decides to retrieve more

heip for ail the topics in the Web page because the expenence accumulated authonng and

the help accessed by the teacher are both enough. This mie is based on the everyday

decisions that people make. for exampie, if somebody repeats a question about a topic, the

person answering the questions will infer that more information about the same topic could

be required, and he will be prepared to answer potential future questions. As ARIALE
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offers help ami leaves ffie teacher free to access or flot it, each teacher’s decision to

ignore or access help is a teacher’s feedbaek that our system takes into account.

5.4. Learning from interaction

This section summarizes 1mw the system leams to help teachers in a personalized or

customized way.

AXIALE has a knowledge base with data that supports its decisions about providing

leaming support and problem-solving support. The knowledge in tins base must improve to

offer better support. The main areas of knowledge that our system improves with new data

are:

• The similarity ofa particular teacher with other teachers, as explained in section 4.2.

• The changes in the teacher’s teaching style (see section 4.2.3.).

• The access ofthe teacher to leaming support in each step ofeach task.

• The changes ofeach teacher’s preferences about leaming support.

• The teacher’s experience in authoring leaming sessions.

ARIALE uses some methods to improve its knowledge, such as classification leaming and

an overlay model in the Teacher Model. Related to problem-solving support, the main

method that ARTALE uses to leam is Bayesian classfication (Keller, 2002a) (see also

sections 2.2.7 and 5.2). By c1assif,ring the examples that each teacher uses, the system

leams which type of example the teacher prefers. Our system learns when its knowledge

base changes as a resuit of Bayesian classification. For example, a new topology is

classified and new data is stored, and then the system updates flot only information in the

respective Teacher Model but also some aspects related to the teachers’ categories.

ARIALE also creates a history of the teacher’s access to help based on the interaction

between the teacher and the system. The system leams by monitoring the teacher’s accesses

to leaming support, the changes in his preferences, and the tasks he has perfonned. Afier

the classification of each new example and aller eveiy time a Web page is loaded, ARIALE

updates the data which is necessary for making decisions about leaming support and

problem-solving support. For example, eveiy time a teacher receives a Hint, uses an

Instance, or accesses an Introduction, respective counters are increased on the client-side.

These counters allow the system to update the records ofthe teacher in his Teacher Model.
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More specifically, since each field in a Web page is identified by an eight-character

code, the system can monitor the teacher’s access to help and increases the respective

counters. These counters allow ARIALE to decide by itself if, for example, the complexity

ofthe help must change, the Web page has to be reloaded to update new help content, or if

it is necessary to update a database.

Relying on the information collected from the counters on the client-side, the system will

flot only be able to adapt the authoring tool and the help contents in the future, but also

leam from the teacher’s actions. For example, if the teacher has accessed more help about

only one particular task, he is considered an advanced user of this task, but a beginner in

other tasks. This information about accessing help is in the Teacher Model and the system

makes decisions based on it (Rodriguez et aï., 2004a). These decisions are flot aiways the

same, and they change as the teacher progresses, receives more help, and improves his

experience working with the authoring tool. The system knowledge about the help that the

teacher has received is detailed because the system keeps tracks of the teacher’s status in

each page and task. For example, if a teacher starts a new session, the system remembers

the level ofskill that he has achieved, thus making it possible to provide appropriate help.

Many functions performed by ARIALE would not be possible if our system did flot

remember the teacher’s knowledge or leam changes that have occurred in its knowledge

base. For example, if a teacher has progressed and accumulated more experience authoring

leaming sessions, our system has to keep track of this to avoid repeating support that has

already been provided. In addition, if a teacher frequently uses a particular type of example

in lis teaching, the system should remember this tendency (teaching style) to offer

examples of the same type. Leaming also allows our system to deal with unforeseen

situations, such as when a teacher changes his teaching style.

5.5. Conclusion

This chapter explained the methods that our system ARTALE uses to support teachers.

ARIALE is an assistant with the structure and functionality of an Intelligent Help System

(111$) that provides leaming support and problem-solving support. The first section of this

chapter explained the most important contribution of our research, which is a problem

solving support that includes automatic generation, test and recommendation of topologies.
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The second section described the design of the leaming support that complements the

problem-solving. Finally, we focused on the methods that ARIALE applies to learn how to

support teachers.

To recommend topologies, our system accesses a case base that stores topologies and

selects a series of examples matching the teacher’s teaching style (teaching style is the class

of topologies that a teacher prefers). If the teacher does flot accept to reuse any example that

our system recommends, ARIALE generates additional examples by using a probabilistic

method, which assigns at random the links between the nodes of a topology. We use

Bayesian leaming, an artificial intelligence technique (see also section 2.2.7.), to test if a

generated example matches the teacher’s teaching style; if the example matches his style,

ARTALE recommends the topology. Bayesian learning is a kind of classifiçation that uses

probabilities. Using a Bayesian classifier makes the generalization, scalability, and

reusability in ARIALE easier. An important remark is that ARTALE creates and not only

reuses topologies that match teachers’ characteristics. Automatically generated teaching

materials are flot usually adapted to each teacher’s charactenstics in other AEH and ITS.

Once a teacher accepts a new topology, this example is included in the ARIALE’s

knowledge database and the system has learned new knowledge to support its future

performance in an improved manner.

The learning support in ARTALE gives a frame of adaptive and context-sensitive help for

the interaction between ARIALE and the teachers. Learning support works parallel to the

authoring tool, and finds, selects and adapts context-sensitive support for Web-based help,

according to a teacher’s skills and plans. Then, our system selects the help strategy and

techniques to deliver support, the kind ofhelp content to show, and the media to display the

content adapted to the teacher’s preferences. This help system focuses on the manipulation

of the help to ftee the teacher’s mental capacity and allow him to pay attention to the

translation ofhis plans in the authonng tool. Our system applies knowledge base adaptation

to profit the evolving data collected from the interaction between teachers and ARIALE.

As a particular teacher interacts with the system authoring, accessing help and getting

experience, ARIALE stores data related to this interaction. This data allow the system to

adapt help according to the teacher’s evolution.
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Chapter 6. Architecture and implementation of

ARIALE

Summaiy: This chapter describes ffie implementation of the problem-solving support and

leammg support explained in chapter five. Here, we include the architecture of ARIALE,

its general layout, general fiinctionality and main processes. This chapter also details the

method used for building the intelligent help system and we detail the organization of the

authoring tool.

6.1. Architecture

ARIALE is a prototype of a Web-based adaptive hypermedia assistant made up of an

authoring tool and an Intelligent Help System (111$). The authoring tool and the intelligent

help system depend on three components:

• Information that supports the decisions ofthe system (knowledge).

• Resources used to build Web pages.

• Processes that use information and resources to build Web pages.

The data that the system needs for decision-making is related to the definition ofthe system

and includes the curriculum, order of concepts to be presented, teacher’s data, environment

data, pedagogical strategies, structure of sessions and examples, and mIes that the system

uses tu make decisions. This set of components forms the knowledge of the system. The

resources are the texts, images, and multimedia files used to generate menus, forms for the

authoring tool, and help messages in the Web pages. The system is a “decision-maker” that

uses knowledge to guide the construction of Web pages by selecting low-level resources

such as a string of text or an image file. fïgure 6.1. shows a scheme of our system and

figure 6.3. details its architecture.
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ARJALE bas a client-server architecture (Fïgure 6.2.) with a three-tier structure that

includes most processes working on the server-side, the database on the server-side, and a
client-side.

Figure 6.2. A geneml solution includes a three-tier client-server configuration.

On the server side, the system jncJudes components such as Curriculum, Teacher Model,

Pedagogical Model, Sessions Base, Resources, a Session Manager, a Planner and a Helper.

On the client side, an interface agent ïnteracts with the user, thereby monitoring his

environment and sending information to the server (Vàzquez-Abad et al., 2003). Figure 6.3.

shows the general architecture ofthe systems, whose components are explained in the next

section.

Teacher

Figure 6.1. Our system depends on processes that use information about the teacher, the

environment, and resources.

TEl
Client side. Server side

applications
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Figure 6.3. General architecture ofthe system.

6.1.1. Modeis and Resources

Information in the Pedagogical Mode!, the Teacher Model, the Curriculum, the Session

base, and the Example-base, make up a knowÏedge base (Fischer, 2001) ofour system. This

knowledge base supports the different decisions that ARIALE makes. The Teacher Mode!

ami the Pedagogical Model were defmed in chapter four, and here we explain the

implementation ofthe Curriculum and the Session-base as parts ofthe knowledge base of

the system. In addition, we describe the resources used in the Web page and define some of

the processes used to provide help, create, and modify sessions.
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Curriculum

As explamed in chapter four, the Curriculum is a sequence of activities and tasks reÏated to

a subjeci. According to this Pedagogical Model, each activity of a curriculum (except the

last one) meludes the following pedagogical strategies: Analysis of cases, Modification of

cases, and a Competition among students to provide the best solution to a problem. Each

pedagogical strategy is mapped to a particular task and each activity has three tasks, one for

each pedagogical strategy. The last activity is a single task that consists of a virtual

compefifion where an underlying simulation ofIF-THEN cases is presented to the students

to prompt them to integrate all the concepts they have studied in the previous activities and

tasks. Each task also has some steps and each step is a template ofa particular Web page.

(See figure 4.2. and Table 4.1. in chapter four, which illustrate this structure),

Each Curriculum is created by .a designer, and different designers can create Cumcula with

a different number of activities (units or chapters). The designer of a curriculum bas to

create the structure (units or activities) and contents to be taught. To perform this task, it is

possible to use a high-level authoring tool similar to Tangow (Carro, 2001) or Aha! (De Bra

et al., 2003). However, the system can also be programmed dïrectly, as we do. In our

system, a Curriculum has two faces: the part directly related to teaching, and the part

related to the help. The creation of a tool allowing an implementer teacher to adapt or

personalize an IlS requires a lot of effort from both the developer and the designer. A

curriculum includes the teaching content and its organization. The structure of the

curriculum includes mapping contents, concepts, and the corresponding activities and tasks

to specific steps.

Any Curriculum can be implemented by many implementer teachers in different ways by

using an intermediate authoring tool to author different courses. Each course is an instance

of a Curriculum, and each course has at least one learning session. A session includes the

structure of activities, tasks and steps of the corresponding Curriculum. In such a way, a

session becomes a plan that is composed of ail the partial plans (steps or Web pages) of the

current session. We use “step” as a synonym for a partial plan or Web page, and “plan” as a

synonym for session.

The help contents are another Curriculum that is parallel to the Curriculum to be taught, and

the designer must provide resources for the two paraliel hypennedia. One or more
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hypermedia working simukaneously are paraIlel hypermedia. for example, the

designer must supply the texts for each instruction displayed in the authormg tool area of

the screen, as well as the texts for each help message related to this instruction. Two

hypermedia are parallel when there is a correspondence between the nodes of one

hypermedia and the nodes of another hypermedia. For example, in ARIALE the contents to

be taught and their relationships conform a hypermedia that is parallel to the hypermedia

composed by the help contents and their links. The Curriculum and the Help are connected

parallel hypermedia, and when a designer creates a curriculum, this curriculum is the basis

for different hypermedia. For example, each leaming session adapted to an implementer

teacher is composed of two parallel hypermedia: the authonng environment and the

corresponding help. The help noUes that adapt to the progress ofthe teacher (for example,

Introduction when clicking the link “MORE”) are Adaptive Context-Sensitive llelp (AC

SH). The help that does flot adapt continuously as the teacher progresses (help for menus,

for example) is Non Adaptive Context-Sensitive Help (C-SH). Figure 6.4. shows the

structure of a curriculum hypermedia and the help hypermedia.
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figure 6.4. Curriculum and Help are parallel hypermedia that ïnteract.
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Accessmg help is a type of navigation through the help hypermedia. When a teacher clicks

links to view help or when the system provides active help, this interaction allows the

teacher to traverse the nodes of the help hypermedia. The authoring tool and the help

system act as parallel layers. As a resuit, the system supports the teacher’s navigation in a

hypemiedia that corresponds to the current step that he is working on. This interaction with

the help system avoids the feeling of “lost in the search space” of help that some people

could experience when they are looking for help on a long Web page or ffirough several

help windows. A teacher can navigate between the nodes of the main curriculum, which

includes the level ofthe general public and the level ofthe authonng tool. In the case ofthe

level of general public, the nodes are the different Web pages that display general

information (Registration, Login, Demonstration, Example, etc.). The level ofthe authoring

tool is a set of nodes (steps) that are the different Web pages belonging to the authoring

tool. Parallel to each level, there is a help hypermedia, where each node is hnked to one or

more noUes of the level of the general public area or the level of the authoring tool. For

example, for each activity in a curriculum there are one or more parallel help nodes; for

each task in an activity there is a parallel help noUe for the corresponding task; in addition,

for each step in a task there are one or more corresponding parallel help noUes.

Sessions

Each session is an instance ofthe specific teacher’s course and teaching style. The different

leaming sessions are stored in a Session-base. Basically, a leaming session is a sequence of

different steps belonging to a set of tasks and activities. The system has some standard

templates for these steps. When a teacher fmishes the actions to be done on a step, a new

record with information about the step and its resources is stored in the database, as part of

a particular leaming session. Each template arranges fields with resources (texts, text

boxes, graphics, labels, links, and buttons). If the material is shared, a teacher can reuse the

activities of another teacher. In this case the relation between both courses and activities is

many-to-many as shown in the entity-relation diagram in Figure 6.5., which includes the

relationships between Curriculum, sessions and implementer teachers (Rodriguez et al.,

2004b). Most ofthe entities in figure 6.5. are explained in section 4.2. (sec Figures 4.1.,

4.2. and Table 4.1 .), the concepts of designer, implementer teacher and student are also
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defrned in section 4.2 and the concept of example is explamed in section 52.4. The next

section details what a resource is.

Resources.

Since each Web page is generated dynamically according to the teacher’s skills, plans, and

preferences, it is not possible to keep static pages on the server side. We refer to teacher’s

skiÏls as the ability and experience in teaching and using the system; plan is the activity,

tasks and step that the teacher has to perform; and teacher’s preferences are particular

attributes, such as the teacher’s language. An alternative is to have a database of reusable

resources: templates of Web pages, graphics, text files, sounds, video clips, specific

applications, and simulators. The Resources are stored in a repositoiy and the information

required to find, store, and retrieve them is kept in a database. Each resource has a series of

attributes or characteristics: name, author, location, description, format, type (text, image,

sound, video, application, and simulation), language, if it is shared or flot, degree of

complexity. These attributes enable the systems to find the right resources for each Web

page, as explained in chapter five, section 5.3.4. figure 6.6. shows how resources can be

shared by different templates and sessions.

Figure 6.5. Entity-relation diagram for subjects, curricula, sessions and implementer

teachers
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Figure 6.6. Resources contained in files are shared by different Web pages (templates).

6.1.2. Main processes that ARIÂLE performs

Our system can be accessed by four types of users: staff or people in charge of the

administration of the system; designers, who are experts who create Cufficula and provide

resources; students; and impïementer teachers. Because most previous research on ifSs and

EAH has paid attention to the functions that support the designers ami students’ tasks, our

research now focuses on the functionality that supports implementer teachers. figure 6.7.

shows a general diagram of our system and its users.

There are two main processes in this system: the processes directly related to teaching and

Ieaming activities, and the processes associated with the management of the Web site, its

ARIALE

Figure 6.7. The system and its users.
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users, resources and databases. Both processes communicate by means of the data

stored m the databases (See figure 6.8). The databases store data ofthe Teacher Model, the

Pedagogical Model, Curricula, Sessions and Examples, and Resources. The contents in the

database can be classified in two types: data of resources used in Web pages, and data that

the system uses for making decisions about (1) the adaptation, (2) learning and (3) other

functions. The former does flot change ftequently, while the latter is updated continuously.

For example, data of resources are the identification of images and text used for building a

Web page. An example of data that supports decision-making is the Overlay Model of the

teacher, and more specifically the number of sessions and examples that the teacher bas

done.

Teaching
Administration Database and -

Learning

Figure 6.8. Administration processes communicate with Teaching and Learning Processes

by sharing databases.

In the Administration area, there are two main types of procosses that are related to

Teacher ‘s Profile Management and Resources Management. We focus on processes re!ated

to the former, specifically the process Iinked to Registmtion and Updating the Teacher

Model. Registration includes the initialization of the Teacher Model and Updating Teacher

Mode! is in charge ofupdating the data re!ated to the teacher’s performance.

In the Teaching and Leaming area there are three types ofprocesses: a group related to the

course design, a second group related to the functionality for students, and the group of

functions for authonng leaming sessions (See Figure. 6.9). Our research focuses on the

ftinctionality that helps implementer teachers to author sessions.
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Figure 6.9. This research focuses on the User’s Profile Management and processes of

Authonng Sessions.

Most processes that support implementer teachers while they are authoring sessions are

distributed in the modules Session Manager, Helper, and Planner. Other functions are

pefformed by the Interface Agent on the client side. The functions of these modules and

their processes are described as follows.

Session Manager

The most important role of the Session Manager is the coordination and control of the

communication between the server side and the client side, and among the other modules

on the server side. The Session Manager receives and sends information to and from the

Helper, the Planner, and the Interffice Agent. Tables 6.1. and 6.2. show some input and

output that the Session Manager exchanges with the other components of the system. The

Session Manager also inserts and retrieves data from the Teacher Mode! and the Resources

Base.

DataBase Studying
Session

Designing
Courses
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Main Inpts . Exspk

Exp1cit teacher’s data from Registraton The subject of the course that the teacher
fonns wants to teach
Data from the client side An instruction that the teacher entered.
Plans to be performed The teacher’s Iast task that is incomplete
Teacher’s skills The teacher’s level: Beginner, Intermediate

or Advanced. This information is in the
Teacher Model.

Teacher’s preferences The language to be used in the authoring
tool.

Resources definition The identifications of resources that the
Helper passes as parameters.

Interfee Agent messages A request for additional text-based help.
P request A request that our system receives from any

computer connected to Internet.
Helper requests A request to get the current teacher’s skills

that the Helper requires for making a
decision.

Planrier requests A request to get the current teacher’s plan.

Table 62. Main outputs that the Session Manager sends to other components ofARIALE.

Main Outut Eampk

Teacher Mode! The Session Manager builds and maintains
the teacher’s Profile and Overlay Model.

A Web page A step ofthe task 2 for the activity 2.
Request for a plan Request for a new plan to be followed.
Request for help Request for text help to be sent to the client

side.
Request for a recommendation Request for a list of sessions that a teacher

could use.

Session Manager Processes

The Session manager deals with two types of processes: general aspects of the Web site,

and manipulation of the Teacher Model. The most important processes of these two areas

are enumerated below:
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Access to the Web site Manipulation of the Teacher Model

Accessing Web site Initialize Teacher Mode!

Login Retrieve Teasher Mode!

Logout Update Teacher Model

Retrieve resources for a template

Build a Web page

Send a Web page to the client side

Process interface agent messages

Coordinate communication between

client-side and server side

Save and retrieve leaming sessions

For examp!e, the Session Manager uses the following algorithm in the process “Accessing

Web site”:

Procedure Accessing Web site {
Cail the Procedure $etup Screen
Process an 1P request from a teacher
IF IP address is known THEN

Display the Login Web-page
IF the Login data is correct THE

Cati the Procedure Bulld a Web page
to generate a personaiized teachers Web-page

ELSE Display the Login Web-page
ELSE Dispiay the main Home Page ofthe Web-site

}

Procedure Setup Screen {
Oetect ciient-side charactenstics
Set up client-skie charactenstics in the Teacher Model

}
Procedure Build a Web page{

Cati the Procedure Update Teacher Mode!
Cati the Procedure Retrieve Teacher Mode!
Cati the Procedure Include the Menu according to the teacher’s Levet and Language
Cati the Procedure Include s Template for the respective step
Cati the Procedure !nclude HeIp according to the teacher’s Plan
Retrieve resources according to the teacher’s Plan, Levei and Language
Cati the Procedure Send a page

}
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This algoriffim for “Accessing Web site” cails other procedures, including some that are

part ofthe Planner and the Helper. for example, the procedure “Build a Web page” cails

“Include a Template”, a procedure that belongs to the Planner, and “Include Help”, a

procedure that belongs to the Helper module. The next algorithm describes the functions of

the Session Manager as a page builder.

Procedure Bwid a Web page{
Cati the Ptocedure Update Teacher Mode!
Cati the Procedure Retfieve Teacher Mode!
Cati the Procedure !nc!ude the Menu according to the teachet’s Levei and Language
Cati the Procedure Include a Template for the respective step
Cail the Procedure Include He!p according to the teachers Plan
Retrieve resources according to the teacher’s Plan, Level and Language
Cati the Procedure Send a page

}

Procedure Retneve Teacher Modet {
Retneve the teacher’s profite
Retrieve the teachers overlay model
Cati the Procedure Retiieve a Plan II this procedure belongs to the Planner

}
Procedu te Send a page {
Send a Web page to Client side
Establish communication client-server
Start interface agent appiet
Start monitoring the interaction teacher-system

}

To process the messages that corne from the interface agent, the Session Manager applies

the following algorithm.

Procedure Process Interface Agent PostRequest{
Receive a requestfrom fie ciient side
Get parameters from the client side
Pass parameters to the respective ptograms or modules
Cati fie Procedure Update Teacher Mode!
Retrieve resources to send to the client side
Return resufts to the client side

}

b initialize and update the Teacher Model, our system applies the corresponding

algonthms akeady descnbed in section 4.2.2.
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Planner

The Planner has two main responsibilities: ffie generation of the plan and the selection of

resources for the authoring tool.

Main Inputs

Request for a plan; for example, the Session Manager can ask for the next plan to be

followed.

Main Output

A next $tep Web page (a plan). For example, a particular template and the text that this

template requires.

Panner Processes

Generation of plan Selection of resources

Define a Plan Defrne the resources

Verify Sequence

In order to build the authoring tool section of each Web page, the Planner defrnes the

appropnate resources. for example, if the teacher’s language is English, the Planner

establishes that the texts have to be in this language. The following algorithm details how a

plan is generated.

Procedure Defining a Plan {

IF there is a current session THEN
Retrieve the identification code of the next step to be pertormed
Cail the Procedure Verifij Sequence

ELSE{
IF there is no session avaitable for the outrent teacher THEN

Ask HELPER to recommend a session
Retrieve the identification code ofthe flrst step of a recommended session

IF there is an incomptete session THEN
Retrieve the identification code of the next step to be performed
Cati the Procedure Verffi/ Sequence

ELSE ask HELPER to recommend a group of sessions
IF teacher asks fora new session THEN
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Retrieve the identification code otthe flrst step of a new session

Deflne the tempiate of the step to be performed
Cati the Procedure Define the resouiues
Return tempiate and resource deflnitionsto the Session Manager

}
}

Procedure Detine Resources {
FOR each fleld in the tempiate

Retrieve the fieid identÏfication
Retneve resource identification ofthe resource assigned to the fieid
Return resoutce identification and fleid identification

}

Procedure Verify Sequence {
iF the next step does notfollow the ctirrent step THEN

Wam the teacher to verify if he wants to continue skipping or follow the
sequence

}

Helper

The Helper is a “device generator” (Viwou and Du Boulay, 1999) or inference mechanism

for adaptation (Rothrock et al., 2002) that identifies instances that cali for adaptation and

decides on the appropriate modifications for the interface, namely to select the resources to

be displayed or recommend a network topology accordmg to the teacher characteristics.

The Helper is in charge of providing the adapted leaming support and the problem-solving

support and, therefore, it includes the processes to generate examples and the recommender

of sessions and examples. Tables 6.3. and 6.4. show some input and output that the Helper

exchanges with the other components ofARIALE.

Table 6.3. Main inputs that the Helper receives.

Main inpt#s Lu’nple

A plan to he peifonncd by the teacher A step_ofthe task I tbr the_activity 3.
Teachers attributes The teacher’s skif! level (Easic,

Intermediate, Advanced)
hic teactwr’s ciass The class of example that the teacher

prefers, let us say 2.



Table 6.4. Main outputs that the Helper sends to the offier components ofthe system.
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A set ofrccommended sessions A set of leaming sessions that match the
teacher’s prefened class.

A set of recommendi examples A set of examples that match the teacher’s
preferred class.

Helper Pracesses

To provide leaming support, this Helper organizes the sequence, ftequency and quantity of

information to be sent to the client side, especially the resources needed to provide help

such as text files, multimedia files and complementary applications. The most important

processes peiformed by the Helper are:

Help definition Recommendation

Define help Generate examples

Recommend sessions

Recommend examples

The next algorithm shows a summarized example of how the Helper defines the help to be

provided:

Procedure Define HeIp {
Match relationships between teacher’s plan and preferences and resources affributes
Deflne the resources to display the help contents

}

To provide problem-solving support, the Helper also defines and retneves the sessions wiffi

the examples that are more suitable for a particular teacher, according to the data in the

knowledge base of the system. This process is one of the most important because it

supports the flinctionality of the Session and Example Recommendei The algorithms

“Procedure Recommend a session ‘Ç “Procedure Recommend an example” and “Generate

examples” in section 5.2.6.3 illustrate the methods that the Helper uses to recommend

sessions and examples.

Help Resource seietion The identification of an image file.
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Interface agent

On the client side there is an interface agent that interacts with the teacher, monitors

the context and the teacher’s events in order to understand his requests, anticipate

bis needs, and decide when to act. The interface agent perceives data related to the

teacher’s mouse events and keystrokes and makes decisions based on this data. The

interface agent does not wait until the teacher loads a new Web page to make

decisions on behaif of the teacher or after the teacher’s confirmation. This agent

exchanges information with other components of the system, sends requests for

additional help if the teacher passes ftom one help strategy to the next one, and

retrieves additional help from the server side. The Interface Agent updates the

preferred type ofpresentatïon (text, image or multimedia) or other preferences in the

server side.

illain inputs

This refers to implicit teacher’s data from interaction wiffi the system, for example, the

clicks that the teacher does over a link to get more information. The interaction between the

teacher and the interfàce agent occurs when:

• The teacher pefforms an event, the interface agent initiates a dialogue and the

teacher confirms or rejects the offer included in the dialogue. For example,

although the teacher had rejected an example previously, the interface agent

insists to confirm the teacher’s preference.

• The interface agent detects the teacher’ s events and generates changes according

to the teacher’s preferences.

• The teacher describes an example and the interface agent coordinates the

recommendation of similar instances. This function is explained in the section 5.2.

devoted to the problem-solving support.

L Recommended examples.
Request for additional help Requests for additional images with help content.
D;splay deflmtions Messages displayed when the teacher moves the

mouse over a link.
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Interface Agent Processes

The interface agent communicates with the components hosted in the server by means of

the Session Manager. The interface agent is also in charge of monitoring the teacher’s

events and retrieving adapted help. Some processes that the interface agent accomplishes

are:

• Monitor the teacher’s events in order to evaluate if the teaclier can pass ftom one

help strategy to the next one. Monitor the teacher’s events to understand his

requests, anticipate lis needs, and decide when to act.

• Request for additional help (help messages, examples) if the teacher can pass from

one help strategy to the next one. Send a request for additional help if the teadher

passes from one help strategy to the next one.

• Retrieve additional help (help messages, examples)

• Send data to the server side

• Display dialogue windows for the user

• Update the Teacher Mode! in memoiy. Update the preferred type of presentation

(text, image or multimedia) or other preferences on the server side, if the teacher

changes them or if they have to be changed without reloading the current step.

An example of how the interface agent works is as follows: the interface agent on the

client-side retneves new information on demand. b do this, the click event triggers a

JavaScnpt function that calis an applet function, this applet function cails a servlet in the

server side, and the serviet retums the new required information to the applet. The applet

integmtes the new resources in the Web page, which did flot have to be reloaded. The

serviet is part of the Session Manager, which asks the Helper to defme the resource to

retrieve. In addition, the Helper also predicts the resources that the teacher could ask later

for the same concept later.

6.2. Mcthodology used to develop our system

The developing ofARIALE was based on two main aspects:
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• Data and implementation are independent (Costagliola et aL, 2002); thus,

content adaptation must be easier. This means that no template has a static

component such as text, or image and each template is fïlled dynamically.

• The system has a typical three-layer model (Cristea and de Mooij, 2003; De Bra et

al., 2003; Kocli, 1999; Costagliola et aï., 2002):

o a presentation level, to display information;

o a storage level, with the physical representation of data (files and database

entries),

o a logical level, with the coffespondences between data stored in databases

and the structure of the templates; these conespondences are according tu

the teacher’s skiNs, plans and preferences.

Taking into account those two main aspects, we had to create the following method to build

our hypermedia system because we did flot fmd a complete method to develop intelligent

help systems for authoring tools. Our method integrates fragments ftom other methods and

guides for building ifSs (Kimiavi, 199$), EAN (Wu et al., 199$), help systems (Selbach et

aL, 2003), and adaptive interfaces (Rothrock et al., 2002). Our method lias two parts: the

first is intended to create the general fiinctionality of a Web site and authoring tool; the

second part includes the intelligent help.

62.1. PartI. Implementing the Web site ami tbe authoring tool.

Requirement analysis.

In this phase, the needs ofthe course designer1 were partially defmed in order to be mapped

to initial Web pages. The expert content required was also defined, the general tasks that

the implementer teacher (author) had to perfomi were identified, and the most important

areas of problem-solving support and leaming support were also detected. For example, we

had to identif’ the type of course that the designer wanted, the output he wanted the system

to generate and the meffiod that the implementer teacher and the system must follow to

produce a leaming session for a student. In addition, it was necessaiy to define the content

1 The designer of the example of a Network Design course that we use in our system is Dr. Felisa J.

Vzquez-Abad.
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related to the domain or area of expertise (Decision-Making and Network Design) to be

used in the authonng tool. At this level, it was clear tliat the author needed to receive

examples and some support to perform tasks.

Task analysis

• The general tasks for authoring a leaming session were broken down in sequences of more

detailed tasks and these were ref;ned until they identified specific actions (click a button,

write an instruction) that an author had to perform in order to create a leaming session.

Once these actions were identified, the different types of support were also defined. For

example, we pointed to the events that eau for Ïearning support and problem-solving

support.

Definitkrn ofauthoring toot contents.

In this phase, the contents to be displayed as part of the auffioring tool were defined and

included in the database.

Prototype ofthe authoring tool

A first prototype ofthe authoring tool is produced with no help nor adaptation added. This

phase involves many activities:

Implementing the Web site. We applied the Relationship Management Methodology

(RMM) for Hypennedia Design (Isakowitz et aI., 1995). This method helps the

designer to identify the different nodes of a Web site and their links and types of

navigation. The hypermedia structure is seen as a set of relationships among

information objects (nodes). RMM is a seven step meffiodology to manage

relationships between information objects of a high structure and high information

volatility. Using an entity-relationship diagram, relevant entities are selected to

group their attributes. The access to the groups of attributes (suces) is desjgned by

using uni-directional and bi-directional links between suces of an entity. Navigation

between entities are implemented by means of menus, guided tours or indices. An

advantage of RMM is its focus on the design of the navigation through a

hypermedia application.

The navigation design starts in step one (E-R design), to define the entities and their

relationships; this step is useful tu detect data to be reused. In step two (silce

design), the presentation of each entity and the user access are defmed. Each entity
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is spiit into suces as in a hypertext network (interconnected suces), and one suce

is chosen as flic head of the entity. This step generates an entity-relationship

enriched with information about suces (E-R+ diagram). Third step involves the

design of the paths to navigate. This means that information components, their

groups and the ways to access them are def;ned. Spedilic entity attributes are

grouped and menus or guided tours are designed to allow the user’s navigation. The

resuit of this step is a Relationship Management Data Model (RMDM) inciuding ail

the access structures to be used in the hypermedia application. The next step is

intended to map the RMDM into objects, such as a HTML form, a hyperimk or a

pop-down menu. In step five, different objects (bullons, images, text fragments) are

affanged in a particular layout screen. The sixffi step is critical because the designer

must defme how the navigation will work. for example, navigatïonal mechanisms

are implemented to bring the user fonvard or back between different entities,

namely Web-pages. The last step consists in flic construction of the hypermedia

application. Figure 6.10. shows the seven steps sequence.
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Figure 6.10. Sequence of the seven step Relationship ManagementMethodology (RMJVf)

for Hypermedia Design, adapted from (Isakowitz et aL, 1995).

Creatmg the Teacher Model, the Curriculum, the Planner, an initial Session

Manager, the resources for the authoring tool and ail the components required in

order to have a functional Web site.

• Building the interface

• Creating Web pages.

• Coding the different fields in each template in order to make the integration of help

in Part 2 easier.

• Implementing the navigation between Web pages.

A page-builder engÏne was developed to generate Web pages dynamically.

Q
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6.2.2. Part 2. Tmplementing and integrating the help system.

idenhfy variables ttwt cal!for adaptativn

In this step, it was necessaiy to define the information that the system had to take

into account for the adaptation. In ARIALE, the main sources of adaptation are

User Performance (mouse events, for example)

User Goals (plan to be performed)

User Knowledge (previous experience teaching a subject, for example)

User Groups (recommending to the user something that is common to the user’s

group), and

User Personality and Cognitive Style (preferences and examples used for teaching)

Related to these sources of adaptation, we use three more specific types of variables that

cail for adaptation: variables activated by a system event, such as when a Web page is

loaded or unloaded; variables that are activated when the teacher performs events

explicitly, such as clickmg a link; and, variables that are activated wiffiout any explicit

intention ofthe user, but resuit from his interaction with the system. For example, when the

teacher’s teaching style changes, the system recommends other teachers’ sessions, which

are different from the sessions suggested previously.

Detennine the type ofadaptation to beperformed

In this case, the help content, the medium to display help messages, and the help techniques

are the most important aspects that are adapted in ARIALE. In the case of help techniques,

the recommendation of sessions and examples was also one of the types of adaptation

determined.

Define the i;zference mecltanism.

This is the mechanism that reacts to changes in the teacher’s information or triggers

functjons when an event occurs ami decides what modifications have to be made in the

interface. For example, generation, testing and recommending a topology that matches the

teacher’s teaching style is a process that the system performs when the teacher clicks a

button to generate a new topology in the network editor.

Definitivn afhelp contents

The actual texts, images, animations and video for the help were defined in this step. The

generator of examples was also created.
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Definition ofthe content structure

The organization of the help content included not only deflning aftributes to classif’ help

resources but also defining the classes of examples to be classified and developing an

example classifier.

Definition ofthe relatioîts behveenfields bi templates and contents.

In this step, we linked the help to the interface components (indexation). for example, the

recommendation of sessions was linked to the Session Selector Web page. The different

texts for Introductions were indexed to each “MORE” link by means of a table in the

database.

Because the approach for the development of ARIALE is prototyping, tue method

exp lained previously is iterative and many aspects can be improved during later repetitions.

6.3. Implementation

ARIALE is a prototype of a Web-based assistant made up of:

• A Web site including

o an authoring tool to create leaming sessions in teaching network design and

o a help system to support teachers whule they are using the tool.

The intelligent help system lias two main functions:

Generates, tests and recommends examples and leaming session to teachers

Offers adaptive context-sensitive and Web-based help about how to use the

authoring tool.

These general solutions involve more specific problems and their corresponding solutions.

In the next section, we describe the organization of the Web site, the generai layout of the

system interface and the structure ofthe authoring tool.

63.1. The Web site

Whlle there are available simulations, tools, and resources, there is flot a Web site that

supports the graduai deveiopment of expertise according to the Pedagogical Model

explained in chapter four. Our solution to this problem is a Web site that alÏows teachers to

access the site from wherever ffiey are. The justification for using a Web site instead of a

stand-alone desktop application is the possibility of offering easy access with minimal or no

requirements of installation of software on the client-side. The benefit of using a Web site
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is that it affords the access flot onÏy to university professors but also to any teacher

interested in supporting teachmg in a distancelearning environment.

This Web site is developed using HTML (Hypertext Mark-up Language), JavaScript, Java

Server Page (JSP), Java Serviets and Applets. The server that supports the site is Tomcat

3.1. The content ofthe Web page is stored in a database supported by MySqi 3.23.58.

The Web site can be seen as a hypertext structure with a main node (Home page) and two

branches: an area for the general public and an area for registered teachers. In the area for

public access there is information about the services available, the option of registration for

new users, and the link to the Web page for registered teachers. In the area for registered

teachers, there is the authoring tool composed of a set of templates called “Steps”. Afier

logging in, a teacher can access the steps through the “Session Selector” Web page. The

navigation between steps is sequential, but the teacher is ftee to jump from one step of a

task to another task. Figure 6.11. illustrates this structure.

Acces.

Figure 6.11. Structure ofthe Web site.

63.2. General user interface Jayout

In many applications, a teacher must switch from one window to another window or frame

to check the help information. This type ofswitching from one window to another requires

Public area Teachers’ area
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the teacher to remember (to keep in lis short-term memory) heip information from a

help window in order to apply it in the authoring tool. Sometimes the help window can be

confused with other windows and the switching process becomes more disruptive. This is a

cognitive overload that needs to be eliminated or at least reduced. In order to offer Ïess

disruptive help, our system has a standard layout for ail the Web pages in the site. We

decided that

• our system does not use additionai windows that oblige the teadher to interrupt his

workflow and take him out of his cuffent environment. The use of additional

windows wiil be permitted oniy in the case ofproblem-soiving support.

• the leif area ofthe screen is used tô display the menu for navigation

• the authoring area uses the middie area ofthe screen and

• the right area ofthe screen is used to display help information.

These decisions are based on the following four criteria:

• FaraÏlelism. Paralleiism (Yu et aï., 2003; Yu, 2002), means that information

required by the user can 5e displayed simuitaneousiy in a parallel manner, for

example, a coiumn of information on the left side accompanied by a column with

complementaiy information on the nght.

• Ernbeddedhelp. Embedded help (Weber, 2000) is displayed in the same screen and

window that ffie user is working on.

• Shortened une oJtext. The une iength of text used in this layout is between 35 and

70 characters to avoid excessive movements of the eye and neck ftom the end of

one fine to the beginning of the next une (Lynch and Horton, 2001). These

movements slow down reading causing retention rates to fail.

• Short paragraphs enable the teacher to scan instead ofread. Shorter paragrapls and

shorter unes of text allow the user to quickly scan and find the information he is

looking for (Spool, 1999; Murray, 2003). $pool found that peopie do not actually

read Web pages because they prefer to scan text in order to find keywords.

figure 6.12. shows the standard iayout ofthe user interface for the Web site. This iayout is

intended to support novice teadhers, and it remains almost the same for advanced teachers,

except some changes are made to benefit the latter’s use ofthe Web site.
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Figure 6.12. The standard layout ofthe user interface.

The standard layout is important in order to help the teacher create an image ofthe tool. It

is difficuit for any user of Web sites to create a mental model ofeach application they can

access, but an advantage of using a standard layout is that the teacher will be able to

recognize the functions of the authoring tool easily. Another advantage of this interface

structure is the possibility of generalizing and then applying it to other activïties where we

can have a main working area as the authoring area and a complementaiy area as the help

area. For example, in an e-commerce Web site it is possible to find a main area for

electronic payment and a complementary area with adaptive context-sensitive help in the

same Web page. Using this three-area layout, the system can change the contents in each

area easily.

633. Menus

The menus support three levels of navigation with a different menu for each level of

navigation:

z
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• for the general public (visitors, non registered teachers).

• For the selection of leaming sessions.

• for the authoring environment.

A generai mie in this research is to maintain a small number of options that the teacher has

to analyse when making decisions. Because Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) recommends flot

using a greater number of options for selection, each menu bas no more than seven links.

The use ofthis type ofcontext-adaptive menu is helpful in this project and in other projects

where veiy complex menus can genemte cognitive overioad. This is an application of a

technique of navigation that recommends hiding or disabling links in order to support the

user’s navigation (Bmsilovsky, 1996).

Levetfor the generatpublic

This level allows any person to navigate the site without using the authoring tool. The lmks

in this menu are:

rses. This link shows the Home page ofthe Web site.

Network Design. This links shows general information about the Network Design course.

HeaÏth Services. This links shows general information about a potential course related to

Medicine.

financiat Risk. This link shows general information about a potential course related to

finances.

EAtictions. This link shows general information about a potential course related to

Electronic Auctions.

L.ogin. This link allows any registered teacher to enter bis usemame and password in

order to use the authoring tool.

Register. This link allows any person to enter his data and become a registered teacher.

Demonstration. By clicking titis link, it is possible to see a demonstration about what it is

possible to do on the Web site.

Example. This link allows any person to test a limited version of the authoring tool

without saving their changes.

french and Spanish. These links allow the visitors of the Web site to choose the

language used to display information, figure 6.13. shows the menu for the general public.
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Figure 6J3. The menu for the general public.

Levetfor the seteclion oflearning sessions

When a teacher logs in the Web site afier providing his username and password, lie enters

the level for the selection of leaming sessions and sees a menu (See figure 6.14.)

associated with this level. This menu allows a teacher to navigate the authoring tool at the

level of selection of learning sessions. This menu reduces the options to the minimum

because the teacher lias few tasks to perform. The links in this menu are:

Courses. This link shows the Home page ofthe Web site.

Sessions This link shows the page to select a session in order to edit it.

Profile. This link shows the tool to edit the teacher’s profile with his personal

information, background, preferences and level ofexpenence.

Logout. This link allows the teacher to close the current session and start another one by

going to the Home page of the Web site. figure 6.14. shows the menu for session

selection.

Fich fctÏon Afflchae Favoris Ou ?
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Courses

>

Figure 6.14. The menu for the session selection

Levetfor tite authoring environmenL

This menu (figure 6.15.) allows a teacher to navigate the authoring tool to change activities

or go to different tasks. This menu reduces the options to the minimum because the teacher

has few tasks to perform. The links in this menu are the same as at the previous level plus

the followïng links:

Activities. This link enables the teacher to select the activity he wants to author.

Task 1. This link lets the teacher select Task 1 in order to author it.

Task 2. This link lets the teacher select Task 2 in order to author it.

Task 3. This link lets the teacher select Task 3 in order to author it.

FNr Eriticit Affichage Favûrs Ou ?
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Profile

Figure 6.15. The menu for the authoring tool.

63.4. The Web pages for the general public

In the area of the screen that is used for the authoring tool, different information is

displayed according to each level of navigation. For the general public there are contents

that give basic information about die services available. These contents are related to the

objective of the Web site, information about offered courses, a demonstration of the

flinctions of the authoring tool, an access te a limited version of the auffioring tool with a

session, the registration forms, and the login form. fle characteristics ofthe contents ofthe

authoring tool area for the offier two levels are described in the net section.

Courses (Homepage)

The Home page shows general information about the objective ofthe Web site (See Figure

6.16.). This page is displayed when any visitor enters die Web site or when he clicks the

“Courses” link in the menu for die general public.
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Figure 6.16. The Home page ofthe Web site.

Course information pages

Each course information Web page shows general information about courses available

currently and others available in the future. In Figure 6.17. it is possible to see information

about the Telecommunications course. These pages are accessed by clicking the

corresponding links in the menu for the general public.
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Figure 6.17. Information about the Telecommunications course.
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Denwnstration

The Demonstration Web page is a slideshow that displays images and text with information

about the functions of the authonng tool. This option allows any visitor to get a general

idea about what the Web site provides. figure 6J8. shows a siide ofthe demonstration.

PkN. t1tt MfrJn. r. O.d,

, . - nnut ‘,.

. . F3çvt the rnccse cri ht lune

ZÎ
fi. ce.cXier nn tint Che tQ;cloy cl au ecuetele lu
ltd.t Cl adapC ut Cl Ils ptengcllcti lIais

Figure 6.18. The demonstration shows the services ofthe Web site.

Access f0 an exumpte

The area for the general public includes a worked out example of Task 1 of the Reliability

activity of the Network Design course (See figure 6.19.). Any visitor can, as a guest, access

this example, edit it, test the help available, and get a rough idea about what lie will be able

to do afier registering. This option allows any visitor to get a general idea about how the

Web site works.
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Figure 619. An example Web page ofthe authoring tool is available for general public.

Register

The registration process is the method that the system uses to acquire explicit teacher data.

The registration is a set of forms that the teacher has to complete with his personal

informatjon, preferences and academic background. Data are stored in the database and the

system uses this information to initialize the Teacher Model (see chapter four). When the

teacher finishes the registration phase, he receives a username and password (See Figure

6.20.) and the system offers him the option to start using the authoring tool (See Figure

6.21.).
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Figure 6.21. At the end ofRegistration, the Teacher Model has been initialized and the

teacher receives his usemame and password.

Login

Aller registeiing, the teacher has bis login and password needed to log into the authoring
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Figure 6.20. The system uses the Registration process to acquire explicit information from

the teacher in order to initialize bis Teacher Model.
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tool. Once the teacher’s usemame and password are validated, the teacher can access the
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authoring tool and the system simultaneously loads the corresponding Teacher Model.

Loaded m memoiy, the information in this model supports the decision that the system will

make. A snapshot ofthis Web page is shown in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22. The login Web page validates the teacher’s username and password.

63.5. The Web pages for the implementer teacher

We built an authoring tool for teaching expertise in decision-making, a process that is

complex and has to be developed gradually by repeating similar exercises until achieving

an expected degree of expertise. This tool is a Teacher’s Virtual Authonng Space (T-VAS),

which allows each teacher to adapt contents to his particular pedagogical goals. The

concept of T-VAS denves from the Teacher Virtual Office (TVO) used by BestNet

(Vâzquez-Abad et aL, 2001). TVO is an environment where the teacher can manage the

information about courses (marking, assignation of exercises, etc.).

In general terms, the objective of this auffioring tool is to decrease the skills and time

needed by an implementer teacher to create or adapt an existing curriculum to his particular

goals. In order to achieve this objective, the authoring tool supports the teacher to modify

and readapt some contents to create specific leaming sessions. For example, contents can

be modified by entering new contents in forms designed with this goal. The teacher can

also reuse the resources provided by the designer and other teachers because the authoring

tool allows each implementer teacher to select leaming session from a list of session
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created by other implementer teachers. As a resuit, a teacher can build a leaming

session, either by reusing examples or by changing previous sessions. Aller that, any

leaming session and resource added or changed by a teacher is saved in a base of sessions

to share with other implementer teachers and designers.

Our authoring tool is neither a tool for designing a complete instance ofa curriculum nor a

tool to change the structure and functionality of the Web site; instead, this authoring tool

enables implementer teachers to adapt some contents of a previously-designed curriculum

in order to reflect their own teaching styles. The tool is simple in order to encourage its use

by teachers who find authoring tools difficuit to use. Consequently, our authoring tool is

the resuit oftradeoffs among scope, depth, leamability and productivity (Murray, 2002).

funclions and Iayout

This section presents the design of the Web-based authormg tool in order to answer the

following question: Which specflc fimctionalihies and charactenstics of an adaptive

hypennedia authoring tool wilI enable teachers to adapt leaniing sessions to their

requirements, limitations and pedagogicat goals?

A leaming session is a set of Web pages with a sequence of tasks and steps that students

have to perform. The authonng tool allows the teacher to insert part ofthe information that

the students will see in each Web page. This tool also includes an example editor that is

explained later. The information that the teacher can edit refers to his pedagogical goals. A

leammg session is also a set of Web pages with a sequence oftasks and steps that teachers

have to edit in order to author a leaming session for the students. By editing some fields in

each Web page ofthe authoring tool, the teacher adapts or customizes the leaming session

according to his teaching style. The system stores the information entered by the teacher in

a database and the system can reuse titis information and build the Web pages that the

students will view. The main ffinctions ofthe authoring tool are to:

• provide a Teacher’s Virtual Authoring Space (T-VAS) that allows each teacher to

adapt contenta to his particular pedagogical goals.

• acquire and save the instructions, cntena and pedagogical goals that the teacher

wants the students to take into account in order to peiform each task.

• acquire and save the examples the teacher wants the students tu study in each task
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• allow the free navigation among different activities, tasks and steps.

To support these functions, the auffioring tool lias some Web pages that map ffie order of

activities and tasks descnbed in chapter four.

The seledion ofsessions

In order to load learning sessions, the authonng tool lias a Session Selector Web page that

allows a teacher

• to create a new session from scratch

• to reuse his old own sessions or sessions created by other teachers.

for a novice teacher, the session selector Web page offers a short presentation of the

objective, procedures, activities and tasks to be performed. There is help associated with the

different parts of the presentation. In the case of an advanced teacher, this presentation is

omitted. The Web page also has two buttons:

• The “Create a session” button, which allows the teacher to pass to the first step of

the first task ofthe first activity to be performed.

• The “Open a session” button, which offers a list of available sessions that the

teacher can edit.

The session selector Web page is the space that allows teachers with sirnitar characteristics

to share their sessions, reusing them partially or completely. Beside the “Open a session”

bufton, the system offers the list of the current teacher’s finished sessions followed by the

other teachers’ sessions. The method to find the teachers sharing similar characteristics is

explained in chapter four. In chapter five we explain how the system recommends other

teachers’ sessions. Figure 6.23. shows a Session Selector Web page for a beginner teacher.
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In general, the Web pages of the authoring tool provide information and mechanisms to

acquire and save the instructions, criteria and examples the teacher wants the students to

study in each task. for each task there are particular templates, one for each step to be

performed. Each template has a particular structure composed of different sections and

fields. There are four sections in each template (see Figure 6.24.):

Head. This section provides information about the current course, teacher, session,

activity, task and step.

Goal. This section instructs the teacher about the task he lias to pefform in the

cunent step.

Edition. This section provides instructions and mechanisms for entering or changing

information and for creating examples.

Navigation. In addition to the menu, there are buttons that allow the teacher to go

ahead, back or jump between the steps. figure 6.24. shows an example of sections

in a step.
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Figure 6.23. The Session Selector Web page is the gate to start authoring a learning

session.
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Figure 6.24. Each step has four sections: head, goal, edition and navigation.

Each section has fields that change or flot depending on their functions:

Variablefields. There are two types: fields that change with each step and fields that

change when the session or the activity changes. The fields that change with each

step are the descriptions of the task, the step, the step goal and the instructions that

the teacher must follow. These f;elds change eveiy time a new step is loaded. For

example, the step description in a Web page is “Edit a description of the task” and

in the following step the step description changes to “Edit a description ofExample

1”. The fields that change when the session or the activity change are the

descriptions of the session and the activity. The description of the course and the

usemame are fields that remam without change during the entire time the teacher is

auffioring a leaming session. for example, the activity description changes once an

activity is finished or when the teacherjumps to another activity.

Fixedfie lds do not change. for example, navigational buttons (next, back), the links

“View” (to view the resuit of the edition of a step) and “More” (to see more heÏp)

are constant.

• Session fields. These are the fields that the teacher edits in order to tailor the session

according to his pedagogical mterest. for example, the teacher can write some imes

oftext with instructions for students and click check-buttons in order to define some
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values that students will have to take mto account. figure 6.25. shows different

flelds.
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Figure 6.25. The fields display information that changes or flot with each step.

The process of authoring a leaming session consists of many Web pages and each one is a

step in this process. Each activity of a leaming session aiways includes three tasks and

each task has some steps. Our system also includes a viewer that allows the teacher to

check the resuit ofhis work. The steps are detailed in the next section. ARJALE includes an

editor of examples specialized in the edition of network topologies, which is descnbed in

section 6.3.7.

63.6. Editor interfaces for different steps

Depending on each step, task and activity of the curriculum, the editor shows different

interfaces with additional functions or disables some of them. The different interfaces used

for the three tasks are explained as folÏows:

Task 1.

The Task 1 (Companson oftwo examples) has three steps:

Step 1. The step 1 is intended to capture instructions and the criteria that the students wiIl

use to compare the two topologies of the Task 1 example. This step includes forms in

which the teacher can write instructions for the students. Figure 6.26. illustrates Step 1 for
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Task 1 and the embedded context-sensitive help (text-based) linked to the hyperlink

“MORE”. In Figure 6.27. there is another example of Step I with visual help.
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Figure 6.26. A variable activated by a click (Rodriguez et al., 2004a) in Step 1.
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Figure 6.27. Step I interface with help using an animation.

• Step 2. This step allows the teacher to provide ffie first example he wants to use in

order to compare it with the example of step 3. This step also includes a fonn for

optional instructions and an editor to define the example that the students will

compare with a counter-example.

• Step 3. In the step 3, based on the previous example, the editor supplies a counter

example. This example has the equivalent measures of performance, but the

configuration ofthe topology is different.

An exampÏe viewer. Each step has a “View” function that displays the resuits of the

authoring process. This viewer shows two examples in a student page. The viewer shows

the network graphs, the link attributes and values, the types of links ami the measures of

performance if the teacher decides to show them. figure 6.28. is an example of the

interface ofthe example editor in step 2 ofTaskl.
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activity.

Figure 6.29. shows ffie corresponding viewer interface for this step 2 of Task 1 and Figure

6.3 0. shows an example ofa final resuit of authoring this task.
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Figure 6.29. 11e interface ofthe Viewer in Step 2 ofthe Task 1 ofthe Reliability activity.
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The Task 2 (analysis ofsensitivity) has two steps:

Step 1. The step I allows the teacher to define a topology with only one type of link

where students will have to add or delete links in order to change the measures of

performance ofthe topology, as in the case ofthe Reliability activity. In the case of

the activity “Concentrator Location”, the students have to play with changing the

number and location ofconcentrators in the network, and, in the Capacity allocation

activity they have to modify the capacity of a link in order to analyze the sensitivity

ofthe network to these changes.

f igure 6.31. is an example ofthe interface ofthe example editor in step 1 ofTask 2.
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Figure 6.31. The interface ofthe example editor in Step 1 ofthe Task 2 ofthe Reliability

activity.
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Figure 6.32. shows the corresponding viewer interface ofthe example editor in step 1 of

Task2.
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Figure 6.32. fle interface ofthe Viewer in Step 1 ofthe Task 2 ofthe Reliability activity.

Step 2. The step 2 ofTask 2 is basically similar to the step 1, and the system offers

this step because the teacher might want to specify anoffier topology instead of

reusing the previous example used in step 1. Figure 6.33. shows the conesponding

viewer interface.
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figure 6.33. The interface ofthe Viewer in $tep 2 ofthe Task 2 ofthe Reliability activity.

Task 3.

The Task 3 (competition to optimize a network design) bas two steps:

Step 1. The step 1 ailows the teacher to explain the mies that the students have to foilow

during the competition.

Step 2. The step 2 aiiows the teacher to define the goal that the students have to achieve.

for example, the teacher can define a reliability level or a particular cost that ffie students

have to achieve by modifying the given topology. In fact, the editor reuses the exampie

provided in the step 1 of Task 1, but the teacher can create a new example or reuse one of

the examples shared by other teachers. figure 6.34. iliustrates the interface of the example

editor in Step 2 of the Task 3 ofthe Reliability activity.

o
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Figure 6.34. The interface ofthe example editor in Step 2 ofthe Task 3 ofthe Reiiabi!ity

activity.

63.7. Editing examples

The tool used to create network topologies is the topology editor (see Figure 6.35.). This

editor allows teachers to edit examples of the type of network they want their students to

analyse. It also allows teachers to try changmg links and nodes until ffiey get the network

they want the smdents to receive. The example editor is based on the NetEditor developed

as part of the BestNet project (Vâzquez-Abad et aL, 2001). NetEditor is a tool with a

graphical user interface used by the BestNet Web site to allow students to improve their

skills in network design. The editor was designed to provide an easy tool to create examples

of network topologies because the configuration of so many links is more difflcult in a text

based tool. Our editor allows the teacher to create a static mode! of a network.
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While the teacher is authoring a session, he can use this editor to define the configuration of

a network topology. Using the graphical editor, the teacher can manipulate nodes and lmks

as drag-and-drop objects with different properties. These properties can also be edited.

Most importantly, the graphical editor allows the teacher to visualize the network

configuration in a WYS1WYG’ style. Figure 6.3 6. shows a general view of the graphical

user interface ofthe example editor embedded in a Web page.

What You See Is What You Get
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Figure 636. The editor of network topologies is a specific resource used in the Network

Design course.

The editor is a Java applet embedded in the template ofthe step ofthe task that the teacher

is authoring. This applet is embedded to avoid problems when mteracting with more than

one window.

fundionality

In order to support the editing of examples, the example editor has the following general

fiinctions:

• acquiring teaching styles (each teacher’s expert knowledge)

• displaying examples

• editing examples

• pefforming the requfred calculations ofnetwork measures of performance.

• displaying different interfaces according to the current step (context).
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• recommending shared examples among teachers.

• generating examples

The general editor interface includes buttons that allow the teacher to access different

functions. The use of buttons facilitates quick access to the fiinctions instead of navigating

a hierarchy of menus. At the top of the editor there are buttons with general functions such

as load a topology, generate a new topology, and change the background. On the right there

is a panel with the types of links availabie, buttons that allow the teacher to access

functions related to the manipulation oflinks and nodes. When the teacher starts editing an

example, the editor provides the following functions:

ci. Load. Loading an example that can be selected from two lists:

• The teacher’s old examples list, and

• The other teachers’ examples Iist (examples that are shared by other teachers).

Figure 6.37. illustrates the Load function ofthe editor.

The other teachers’ examples are a list of recommended examples. Tf a teacher wants to

retrieve examples of other teachers from the case base, he can select one from the menu of

Figure 637. The Load function allows teachers to retrieve examples.
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offier examples ofthe same class. The system recommends these examples because they

are simïlar to the examples that the current teachers prefers to use (see section 5.2.). figure

6.3$. shows a dialog with some examples recommended as part ofthe Load function in the

example editor.

b. Genei-ate. Sometimes a teacher does flot want to reuse a session or a particular example,

but rather he prefers to receive more recommendations. The editor can supply a new

example when the teacher clicks the Generate button at the top of the editor. The example

generator is detailed in section 5.2. figure 6.39. shows an example generated

automatically.

Figure 6.38. Recommended examples in the example editor.
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Figure 639. The editor generates new topologies on demand.

c. Clear. This function just removes the nodes and Iinks of the cunent network in order to

prepare the editor for the creation ofa new topology.

d. Save. This function saves the example in the database of resources of the system. Saving

a topology is a complex process that includes different phases.

1. Stonng die configuration of die network as part of die step where the editor is

currentty displayed. This process also includes Iinking the topology to the task,

activity and session which the step belongs to. The configuration includes

information about the number of nodes, the position of nodes, the node that is the

concentrator, the type of link between each pair of noUes, the background of the

topology (usually a map of a city), the measures of performance of the network

(reliability, cost), a text-based description ofthe topology, and the class in which the

topology is classïfied.

2. Classt)5.’ing the current topology in one of the classes of network topologies. This

classification process is the basis for the case-based reasoning and leaming

technique used by this system. The Bayesian classification leaming used in this

system is explained in section 5.2.
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The save function displays a dialogue where the teacher specifies the name of the

topology to be saved. The teacher can also include a description ofthe topoÏogy and specify

if he wants the editor to display the measures of performance of the network and the

attributes of the Iinks. Another option allows the teacher to define whether or flot if he

wants to share this example with other teachers. Figure 6.40. shows the Save dialogue box.

Figure 6.40. The system saves each topology as part ofa session.

d. Change image. This function changes the background ofthe topology. A background can

be a map ofthe city where the network topology is supposed to work, for example.

e. Link types. There are six link types that the teacher can use to connect nodes. Each type

is a medium of transmission (twisted, coaxial, fiber, infrared, microwave, satellite)

identifïed by a different color.

f Set type. This function allows the teacher to redefine the charactenstics of a specific type

oflink according to his goals. By defàult, the designer ofthe curriculum defines a series of

global values for the different attributes of a type of link. Using the set type function, the

teacher can change the default value of the cost of a twisted connection, for example. The

Canel
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o

teacher can also add or remove attributes to a link type, and he can decide whether or

not to show the link type attnbutes. The process to set a link type includes two sub

functions:

• To set up the nominal values ofthe attributes for a certain link type.

• To add an attribute to a link type.

The first sub-function is triggered when the teacher clicks the “Add Link” button, and ït

displays a window to select the new values for the default aftnbutes ofthis example. In the

case ofthe second sub-function, when the teacher clicks the button “Add/Remove”, another

window replaces the previous one and shows a form to specify a new attribute to add and

its corresponding nominal values. b remove an existing customized attribute, the teacher

has to write its name to delete it. If the user does flot want to add or remove more attributes,

he clicks on the Back button and the application closes the current window, and then opens

the Set Link window including the new attributes. In this way, the user can see the

attributes that were added. In addition, this dialogue window allows the teacher to specify

whether or flot he wants to display the values of each type of link in order to show them to

or hide them ftom the students. Figure 641. illustrates the dialogue used to reset link type

values, and Figure 6.42. shows the dialogue box to specify new affributes.

dcw

-IF
Figure 6.41. Set link options dialogue is an editor feature to change the values ofthe

attribute ofthe hnk types.
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g. Add link. This function allows the teacher to add a link of a particular type between two

nodes.

h. Delete link. This function allows the teacher to delete a link between two nodes.

i. Set link. This function is used to vaiy the attributes of a specific connection between two

nodes. Figure 6.43. shows the dialogue box to change the attributes ofa certain link.

j. Add izode. This function allows the teaclier to add one or more noUes to the topology.

k. Move node. This function allows the teacher to relocate a node. The lmks that connect

the noUe to other nodes will follow the selected node by stretching themselves.

L Delete node. This firnction allows the teacher to delete one or more nodes of the

topology. By deleting a node, its links to offier noUes are also deleted.

Figure 6.42. The teacher can add or remove attributes of link types.
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63.8. Delivering support

As the previous components (menus and authoring tool), the system organizes in three

leveis the support to be delivered. These levels to access to information in the Web site aiso

are: the generai public, the level to seiect leaming sessions and the level for auffioring

sessions. These levels ofaccess to support are different contexts that determine not oniy the

information to be displayed in the menus and authoring tool, but also in the help area ofthe

interface (the right area of the screen). for exampie, ail the templates of the different steps

belong to the level of authonng session, and when the system is creating a Web page it uses

a page-builder that integrates a menu, a step, and a heip page with information at the same

level. for each level, different information wiii be availabie according to the teacher’s

model and the subjeot to be taught. for example, when the teacher is accepting a leaming

session that ARIALE recommends to reuse or edit, he does flot need specific information

about the different steps to be pefformed later, but would benefit more from general

information about activities and tasks.

for our system we have designed different contexts distnbuted in the three ievels of

navigation:

t

1I I I QI
: XI

t

Figure 6.43. The attributes of a particular iink can be reset.

Level ofgeneralpubhc
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o Generai information about the Web site, the authoring tool and the

different subjects available for teaching; this level aiso includes information

about the registration process and the login process.

• Level ofthe selecfion ofÏearning sessions

o More specific information. for example, context-sensitive help (leaming

support) about the subject, activities and tasks, and problem-solving support

by means ofrecommendation of leaming sessions.

• Level ofthe authoring tooÏ

o At this level, the teacher has access to specific information about each field

in the step. for each step, the system retrieves ail the help content reiated to a

certain level of compiexity, but the information is flot provided ail at once.

Instead, the system provides leaming support one chunk at a tirne. Hence, the

teacher receives just-enough information and fie does not have to scan long

lists of iinks to find possible help. In the case ofproblem-solving support, the

system recommends topologies in the example editor.

6.4. Scenario ofmteraction

When a registered teacher enters, the system asks him for a login and a password. An

invaiid password implies the teacher should update some requirement or register again. If

the password is valid, the Session Manager retrieves information from the Teacher Mode!.

Based on the Teacher Mode!, the Planner arranges the sequence of steps to be followed by

the user according to the teacher’s characteristics and the current step or template to work

on. The Helper, which assigns the support for the activïties organized by the Planner,

generates the help associated with the plan that the teacher wil! perform and inciudes this

help in the tempiate to be sent to the client side. The Helper selects the strategies,

techniques, content and media to guide the user according to information available, and

asks for the resources needed to train the teacher such as text files, multimedia files, and

compiementary applications. By selecting and retneving the resources needed, the Session

Manager creates the Web pages where the user wil! author leaming sessions. Once the

Planner and the Helper have finished their job (providing a plan, defining resources and
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recommending sessions or examples), the Session Manager sends the corresponding

Web page to the client side. The Interface Agent is embedded in a dynamic Web page ffiat

the teacher wiil see. On the client side, each dynamically created Web page looks like a real

Web page that integrates material in a template; however, no page is permanently stored

because cadi one must be generated according to a particular teacher’ s profile and adapted

to a particular interaction context. Nevertheless, the Session Manager stores the structure of

each Web page, with details of the location of each field and the resources and events

associated with each one. Doing that, the system would 5e able to re-build the Web page in

the future and to generate statistics about the histoiy ofthe interaction with the user.

The Interface Agent will process each new piece of information entered by the teacher.

Depending on the explicit and contextual information, the Interface Agent could ask the

Session Manager to coordmate the generation ofa new Web page of the authoring tool with

the guidance that the teacher needs. However, the Interface Agent flot only monitors the

user’s context and his actions to send the information required to adapt to the teacher’s

leaming and teaching styles, but also asks whether to change some aspects of the user

interface if necessary. This agent can provide unsolicited help or guidance according to the

events performed by the teacher, the level of complexity of the task and also the

preferences of the teacher. After each request of the Interface Agent that monitors the

teacher’s events, the system generates virtual Web pages on demand. Each page is

generated on the fly by combining various media objects from the base of resources

according to a template for a Web page. The following algonthm summarizes this general

scenario of Teacher-System interaction (Rodriguez et aï., 2004a).
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Procedure General Scenarlo 0f Teacher-System interaction {

Cail procedure Accessing Web silo

IF the teacher is new ami accepts to toad a recommended session THEN
Display a recommended session

IF there is an incomplete last step THEN
Resume the last step that the teacher was performing
CalI the procedure Build a Web page

IF the teacher does not have incomplete sessions THEN
Recommend sessions to be reused

ELSE et the teacher create a new session.

Cail the procedure BuiId a Web page

WHILE the teacher is authoring
Monitor users events

IF a predicted event occurs THEN
Identify whete the cursor is focusing

IF the event calls for learning support THEN
Offer learning support

ELSE Offer problem solving support
Update counters of the interaction

IF event implies internai changes THEN
Update fields with internai data

IF event implies externai resources THEN
Update fields with externai data

Cail the Procedure Update Teacher Model

IF the step is fin ished THEN
IF there isa next step THEN

Cail the Procedure Update Teacher Mode)
Select a new step tempiate

ELSE plan is finished

Save the learning session
Cali th e Procedure Update Teacher Mode!
Update the system knowledge
Update the Web page

END ofWHILE
END

)

Procedure Accessing Web site {
Cail the Procedure Setup Screen
Process an IP request from a teacher
IF IP address is known THEN

Display the Login Web-page
IF the Login datais correct THE

Cali the Procedure Build a Web page
to generate a personalized teachers Web-page

ELSE Dispiay the Login Web-page
ELSE Display the main Home Page ofthe Web-site

}
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Procedure Setup Screen {

Detect client-side charactenstics
Set up client-side charactenstics in the Teacher Model

Procedure Build a Web page{
Cal) the Procedure Update Teacher Mode!
Cal) the Procedure Retrieve TeacherModel
Cal) the Procedure Include the Menu according to the teacher’s Level and Language
Cal) the Procedure Include a Template for the respective step
Cal) the Procedure Include Help according to the teacher’s Plan
Retrieve resources according to the teacher’s Plan, Level and Language
Cal) the Procedure Send a page

}

Procedure Retrieve Teacher Model

Retrieve the teacher’s profile
Retrieve the teacher’s overlay mode)
Cal) the Procedure Retrieve a Plan II this procedure belongs to the Plan net

}
Procedure Send a page {
Send a Web page to Client skie
Establish communication client-server
Start interface agent applet
Start monitoring the interaction teacher-system

}

A more specific scenario related to a particular example is as follows. First, we imagine

the case ofa novice teacher who lias to start using the site to create a leaming session on

Network Design. Specifically, that teacher must begin with the analysis task of the

activity “Reliability” to offer a series of network configurations the students must

compare. The Planner uses the information from the Teacher Model, the Pedagogical

Model, and the Curriculum to define the menu and the authonng tool contents. The

Planner checks the Teacher Model, the Curriculum to teach and the Session-Base to

know to which step of which learning session the teacher goes. After that, the agent

defines which resources are required and passes the information to the Session Manager.

The Helper deals with the information ftom the Teacher Model, the Pedagogical Model

and the Session-Base to define the support that must be provided to the teacher. This

Planner and the Helper deliver their definitions of contents tu the Session Manager;

then, the Session Manager integrates both parts and an instance ofthe Interface Agent in

a Web page to send to the client-side. This Web page includes a navigation menu on the

left side, a form for authoring the task, and, the learning support will be displayed on the

right side.
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In the client side, the teacher receives a Web page that is a template of a set of actions

to generate an assignment on which students are required to write an essay comparing

different network configurations. Our beginner teacher has entered the environment,

fihled in the registration forms, but lie does not know what to do first. The system has

stored the information that he has neyer used the Web site, lie prefers to receive text

based support, and he leams slowly. When he had to choose between creating a new

session or reusing one from the session-base, the Jnterffice Agent advised him to use a

session from the session-base because following an exampie wouid be better for him.

The author can edit more aspects, change a picture of the network topology and so on

and the system will record his job.

6.5. Low level interaction

The method designed for the communication between the teacher and ARTALE allows the

teacher to interact by performing events over different Web page components (widgets).

Each fieid in a Web page has particular components. for example, in one fleld it is possible

to find a text link, in another field there could be a text box or a radio buffon. Our system

shows almost the same type of components in each Web page although the contents are

different. Independently of the course, session, activity or task, the teacher is going to see

Web pages with a relatively standard layout and internai structure. Some sections and

widgets are ftequently in the same location and, when particular events occur to a certain

widget, the teacher sees messages wiffi similar help techniques. This design criterion makes

the interface more predictable, and, at the same time, content and help presentation is

adapted to the context (plan, user’s skills, etc.), as described in Figure 5.7.

The widgets or components can react tu determined events (mouse movements and

keystrokes) to display particular messages, and these messages use resources that are

associated with help techniques. The techniques and events are also associated with fields in

a Web page. furffiennore, each widget is an access point to help potentially. The main idea

behind this help system is to support or guide the teacher instead of teaching him, for this

reason the use of widgets and events allows the teacher to retrieve information about the

interface components lie is using to perform a task (Encarnaçâo, 1997). lien, a particular

heip technique is called up when an event occurs wlien some mies included in the Web page
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are triggered depending on the event performed. This set of mies says which events

trigger determined help techniques depending on the teacher’s skiils, plan, and preferences.
For example, if the teacher’s skill is classified as a beginner, he is authoring a task of

analysis of cases, and the help strategy is Basic, then a “MORE” reacts to the mouse click

displaying an introduction.

Widgets, events and techniques

In our system, we des igned active and passive help. The passive help is displayed when the
teacher triggers an event with the intention ofgetting help. For example, the teacher clicks a

“MORE” lmk to see information related to specific fields ofthe Goal and Edition sections,

or the teacher clicks the buffon “GENERATE” to ask for a recommended network topology.

Active help is provided when the system or the teacher trigger events as a resuit of the

interaction teacher-system. For example, the system recommends a worked example to edit

when a novice teacher starts using the Web site (see Figure 6.44).

Moat the mouse on the Iinka
ta sen mare rshjrmation

rtc1tct c IemtOfltO C Sr1on1?45*5

Figure 6.44. A message to recommend a session.
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Because many users know that on MouseMove or OnMouseOver events can generate heip

messages, this system profits from this existmg mie of interaction to provide active and

passive help. for example, once the Web page is sent to the client, if a teacher moves the

mouse over a radio bufton, lie can see a text-based definition reiated to the concept

associated with this radio button. The system offers this definition, and the teacher does flot

have to find this help arnong a list of options that includes ail the information availabie for

the complete Web site. The text that the teacher can read is also a resource adapted to the

teacher situation, after passing the filtering process explained previously. In this way, the

system keeps the teacher in control of the flow of heip provided, and at the same time, it

manages the compiexity of selecting appropriate help.

In another case, if a teacher starts writing (onfocus event) in a text area, then he receives a

hint. If the teacher rejects this type of hints three times, the system adapts and disabies this

mie. The number of rejections to disable this mie lias chosen arbitraiy. To enable the mie

back, the teacher must edit his preferences manually, by accessing the profile manager in

the “Profile” hyperlink. This and the previous exampies iilustmte the use of active help. The

passive heip is used evely lime the teacher clicks the link “MORE” to get additional help.

Table 6.5. depicts the reiationships existing among components, events and help techniques

when the help strategy is “Basic help” (sec section 4.12.). This table shows the respective

help technique in the celi where the component row and the event column intersect. Each

pair of event and component is associated with a heip technique to generate a meaning for

the teacher. This meaning faciiitates the further identification and use of each type of

reiationship to get help (Rodrguez et aL, 2004b).
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Table 6.5. Relationships between help techniques, events and components for Basic

Help.

EVENTS
COMPONENTS

OnLoad OuDeJ’orclJufoad QnCkck OuMonseMove OnFocus

I-UNI fliNT
Web page

tNSTANCE

INTRO
iextlink

DUCIION

Buftou DEF1NITION

RadiOEbufton DEFINITION

Check button: DEFINUION

Textirea HINT

In the cases of intermediate and advanced teachers, the structure of components and events

remains the same, but some help techniques change. The system will flot have to prompt

recommending worked-out examples to mtermediate and advanced teachers when they

enter the session selector Web page. Instead, they will see their own examples to reuse, and

the system will recommend passively other teachers’ sessions. figure 6.45. gives a picture

of the session selector offering other teachers’ sessions afier the sessions authored by the

teacher. Intermediate and advanced teachers will know that other teachers’ sessions are

available. This is the reason why the system does flot use the Instance help technique in

these two levels ofa teacher’s skills or experience.
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The other important change in the case of intermediate and advanced teachers occurs when

they click on die “MORE” text link, because different techniques are displayed. In the case

of intermediate teachers, the techniques for these events and components are

Demonstration, Guide and Tutorial (Guidance strategy), but Demonstration can not be

displayed when die teacher prefers only text because Demonstrations are based on animated

images. For this type of teachers, the system provides text-based guides and short tutorials

when die teacher clicks on the “MORE” link. The same occurs in die case of the advanced

level because if the teacher prefers text he will receive text-based examples, analogies and

quick references.

Table 6.6.. illustrates die structure for the Guidance help strategy.

ar sdcrt an ocectum sesncn tu eSt Opec encra,

Figure 6.45. The session selector sorts the other teachers’ sessions afier the sessions

authored by the teacher.
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Table 6.6. Relationships between help techniques, events and components for

Guidance.

Components Events

OnBeforeUn1otd OnChck OnMouMov OnFocus

e

Web page FlINT

textÏjiii DEMONSTRkTION

GUIDE

TUTORTAL

Button DEFINITION

Radio bufton DEFINITION

Check button DEfINITION

Textarea FlINT

Some examples ofhelp provided depending on the events are:

-A hint that offers an instance prompts when:

• The Session Selector Web page is loaded.

• The teacher focuses on a text area to write an instruction afler rejecting the previous

hint.

-A definition is displayed when:

• The teacher moves the mouse on a bullon.

-An introduction is displayed when:

• The teacher clicks a “MORE” hnk while the Basic help strategy is activated.

-A dernonstration is displayed when:

• The teacher clicks a “MORE” link while the Guidance strategy is activated, and the

medium preferred by the teacher is image and text or multimedia.

-A guide is displayed when:

• The teacher clicks a “MORE” link while the Guidance strategy is activated.

-A tu tonal is displayed when:

• The teacher clicks a “MORE” link while the Guidance strategy is activated, and he

has seen the demonstrations or guides available.
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-A quick rejerence is displayed when:

• The teacher clicks a “MORE” link while the Assistance strategy is activated.

-An exarnpÏe is displayed when:

• The teacher clicks a “MORE” link while the Assistance strategy is activated and lie

has seen the quick reference available.

-An anaÏogy is displayed when:

• The teacher clicks a “MORE” link while the Assistance strategy is activated

and he lias seen the examples available.

In general, the onLoad event is associated with hints that offer instances (sessions), the

onMousemove event dispÏays definitions and clicking the “MORE” liiiks offers more

adaptive and context-sensitive help. For each link in the menus only definitions are

displayed directly on the menu area. Figure 6.46. illustrates one case ofhelp for menus.

Fichier Edibon PFicheqe Feons Qutiie

Precedente Rechercher Favoris Media ! -

Univar4é d1
T oh and iearn about net,suo*

e your usemame to 1ogin\ here:
Type your Password:

ourre
Des

fuancia1 Risks
}-Àcbons

If

you are an unregistered Enjoy the fiil services offfie
x1e - -

Visitor,

site
test±esiteasaStudentora

...renc
RFR REGISTER

Ifyouforgotyourpassword, askforitagain

Figure 6.46. Context-sensitive help related to menu links is shown in the lefi area ofthe

screen.

-..%‘. «<,w .e-.*ieo.,ee< *.e÷.e.xe..’.*

nti-Cnhrn Cwnpe esmta 4tng Mterosat bitrnt *pJnriar -
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A set oftechiziques, events, and widgets

ARTALE uses the help techniques, events, and widgets described in Table 6.6. because they

are simple and many ofthem are well-known by people. for example, definitions displayed

as context-sensitive help, pop-up messages with hmts, demonstrations and guides, are

familiar to many users of computers. The events that we selected are very common for

Internet users, for example, and the teacher only needs basic knowledge or skills using

computers to use the Web site. In the case of events, the system does flot have to ask the

teacher to click or double click the right bullon of the mouse and a context menu many

times. When he performs a simple event he can receive help. An advantage of linkmg help

to widgets is the teacher receives information directly related to a particular component in

the step. Each widget becomes an access to help. Some widgets have acquired a particular

meanmg that is shared by many users. For example, a text link is supposed to send the user

to another Web page or trigger an additional action such as prompting a dialogue box;

buttons are usually related to actions and procedures.

f igure 6.46. shows the structure of a template with the different fields (widgets) and the

help techniques that depend on the mouse events to be displayed. The techniques are

mapped to specific resources that have the complexity and other attributes required.

_Current template

Fie1--..ield2 Field3 ... Fieldn-1 ldn
\

î \

Click Mousemove Ontocus OnLoad OnBeforeUnload

NI

Basic Guidance -Assistance

lntrodu,çtion Definition Instance Hint

Aftribut’esl Abutes 2 Atiiutes 3
\ N----.

:‘.

N
N

N
NI •-. ..___.

TexI files Graphie files Aurfo files Video files Applications

Figure 6.47. Process for displaying resources according to help techniques, fields and

events.
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Another aspect related to the interaction of teachers with the help system is the display

mechanisms used to supply help. One of the most important criticisms directed at active

heÏp is that this type of heip disrnpts, generates cognitive overload, and increases problems

using an application or a Web site. To reduce this djfficulty, we decide to avoid or reduce

to a minimum the use of balloons, tool-tips (layers) and pop-up windows. Additionally, a

user needs particular help, flot a Web page full of ail the help available for the site. Loading

a page with more help topics than necessaiy is flot efficient if only a part is required. While

a specific une of help text on a long Web page could be highiiglited to remark its

relationship with a particular topic, the rest of the help is stili flot necessary. This is a

typical problem ofthe FAQ-based help. Why does the teacher have to download 100 topics

to see only the help that is relevant for his ctirrent task? To avoid this, we have applied a

solution that takes advantage of the knowledge-based human-computer interaction (Fischer,

2001) used by our system. The solution is to provide only the help required by a teacher

when he is loading a new Web page (Self 199$), and also predict onÏy the help that lie may

need if the help previously loaded becomes insufficient. Another important aspect of this

system is that the help contents are displayed embedded in the Web-page window.

Ernbedded Itelp

As described in section 6.3.2., there is an area in the browser window that displays lielp.

Our system displays the help content on the right side ofthe screen and leaves it there until

new information takes its place. Thus, the help appears within the same window, rather than

in a separate help window. furthermore, when the teacher needs help, lie does not have to

leave the browser window where lie is working. This decision was made because of the

switching problem tliat a person faces wlien lie is going to the help and coming back to the

working area many times until lie solves lis problems and finishes his current task (see also

sections 2.1.3. and 5.3.5.). Thus, it is possible to deduce that lie will want to have the lielp

available many times to consuit it until the problem is solved. In addition, the Teacher

Model keeps a record ofthe last help content displayed for each fleld in each accessed Web

page. This histoiy is a key data to resume the task with the same help contents if the teacher

logs out and corne back later.
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Interaction history

To support its decisions about the help to provide, the system keeps a history of the

interaction of the teacher with the authoring tool and the help system. As explained in

chapter four, the Teacher Model includes this histoiy with the following data for each step

and fleld:

• Teacher’s experience. Our system keeps records of the number of times that the

teacher lias done or completed each step. For example, if a teacher lias authored

two complete leammg sessions and he is currently performing step 2 of taskl,

ARIALE knows that the teacher lias authored the step 1 three times, because step

1 is a requisite ofstep 2.

• Teacher’s performance. ARIALE also stores the number of times the teacher has

accessed each type of help message in each step. For example, if a teacher clicks

to see help related to a particular fleld in step 2 of task 1, then the counter of this

lielp increases and ils value is saved to the Overlay Mode!.

Eveiy time a teacher finishes a step, the records of his experience and performance are

updated in the database. This process is part of the method to update the Teacher Mode!,

already explained in sections 4.2.2. and 4.2.3. The system uses the information included in

the updated Teacher Mode! to infer and predict which lielp the teacher needs when he starts

authoring a new step.

6.6. Conclusion

This chapter detailed the impïementation of ouf system ARIALE (Authoring Resources for

Implementing Adaptive Leaming Environments). We discussed the general structure ofthe

Web site, the three-tier architecture of the system, its knowledge-base and the modules

(Session Manager, Planner and Helper) that process that knowledge to make decisions sucli

as building a Web page, recommending examples or providing other types of help adapted

to the implementer teacher. These sections in chapter six explain the layout of different

Web pages, the general functionality and the main processes that the system performs.

This chapter also detailed the method used for building our assistant, principally the

aspects related to the design of the Web-site, the authoring tool, with emphasis on the editor

of network topologies, and the intelligent help. Finally, a walk-through shows a general
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scenano of interaction between a teacher and our system and a specific scenano of

interaction that shows an example ofthe back-end behaviour ofthe system. We included an

explanation of the low level interaction of the teacher with widgets, focusmg on the events

that trigger problem-solving support and learning support.

Chapter six is a portrait of the complexity of building an educational adaptive hypermedia.

The importance of this portrait is that it shows the mtegration of many methods and

procedures that are usually studied unconnectedly. This integration resuits in a

methodology to build an intelligent help system and its context in two steps: 1-the

construction of the Web-site with the main application or functionality (the authoring

tools), and 2- the intelligent help. This integration is needed because the authoring tool and

the help must be coordinated.

In addition, chapter six shows the relationships between the different parts of the interface

layout (menu, authoring tool and help) and the levels of access of different users (general

public, selection of sessions and edition of network topologies). The description of the

implementation details related to the interaction between the teacher and the system, in

particular the referred to low level, help us to realize the existence ofa general but complex

structure behind hypermedia applications and their users. The concept paraltel hypermedia

shows that the navigation through different virtual spaces can be simultaneous. for

example, a knowledge worker in a help desk or call center can navigate multiple

hypermedia t find the solution for the problem ofa user asking for support. Just like writing,

painting or making a movie, the creation of multimedia applications or Web sites involves

tools, media, and basic mIes to structure messages to facilitate the understanding,

acceptance and use by the people who consume these messages. The organization ofevents,

widgets, and help contents compounds a particular syntax to provide the meaning of a

concept or components of a Web page according to the current teacher’s context. This

method of interaction explained in this section 6.4. becomes a grammar that cari be reused

by help systems designers.

In the next chapter there is an evaluation ofthe most important aspects ofthis investigation,

followed by our conclusions and suggestions for future research related to this subject.
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Chapter 7. Validation, discussion and general

conclusion

Summary: In this chapter we show the resuits of the evaluation of some functions of

ARIALE, we discuss limitations and strengths of our research, and, in the conclusion, we

emphasize the contribution and innovations of our research and proposes areas for future

research.

The evaluation of our work focuses on measuring the accuracy of ARIALE in

recommending examples of network topologies (problem-solving support). We also

validate the acceptance ofthe ARIALE help approach by teachers.

7.1. Evaluafion

The objectives of our evaluation are to measure

• The accuracy of ARIALE in recommending examples that match the teacher’s

interest.

• The acceptance ofthe ARL&LE help approach by teachers.

Measunng the accuracy of our system is fundamental because the problem-solving support

provided by ARIALE is its main function, and it relies on the ability of the system to

propose the most appropriate examples rather than overwhelming the teacher with an

ovefflow of options.

Additionally, recommendation of examples of network topologies is part of the help

approach that ARIALE provides. The trend in training and general e-learning is that

trainers or leamers must do a pre-tests and post-tests to evaluate leammg. For leaming

support in our case, we prefer to use the Electronic Peifonnance Support Svsterns (EPSS)

approach (Leung, 2001) with knowledge-based personahzed help, but without pre-test or

post-tests. An evaluation of the subjective perception and the satisfaction that teachers

express about ARIALE approach allow us to get a measure of the acceptance of this

approach by teachers engaged in authoring teaching materials.
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The evaluation of the accuracy of the recommendations involves a comparison of our

Bayesian classifier based on measures aI pe.’forrnance of topologies, and a k-NN

(k=1 Nearest Neighbour) method. The degree of difficulty of each method and its

performance are analyzed; the results ofthe evaluationjustify the use of our Bayesian

classifier based on measures of performance of topologies.

To evaluate our system, we applied the accuracy criterion to check if the system

recommends good examples and counter-examples. As explained in sections 5.2.1.

and 5.2.4., an exampÏe is a network topology with different number and types of

links, no more than seven nodes, no more than 20 links and three basic measures of

performance (reliability, capacity and cost). A counter-example is another topology

with measures of performance equivalent to a given example, but with a different

number of links than that of the given example. According to Bengio and Grandvalet

(2003), a standard measure of accuracy is theprediction of error. Given a number of

instances in a data set, “the accuracy of a classifier is measured by performing a

number of classifications and dividing the number of correctly classified instances by

the total number of instances” (Lavesso, 2003). In our validation, we flot only tested

the accuracy of our Bayesian classifier (see sections 2.2.7 and 5.2.6.) but also

compared it to another Bayesian classifier based on the types of links used in

topologies, and to a k-NN (k=1 Nearest Neighbour) method. The accuracy of our

recommendation method was validated by the following three ways:
• 10-fold cross-validation ofeach ofthe three classifiers.

• Comparison of the performance of the Bayesian classifier based on measures of

performance with the other classifier.

• Analysis ofrecommendations.

7.2.1 Cross-validation

Cross-validation is a procedure that consists of dividing the training dataset data into a

number k of blocks or partitions. Testing is performed by extracting one partition from

the dataset; each example ofthe extracted block is classified to measure the enor rate of

the classifier. After finishing with a partition, it is reinserted into the dataset and another

block of examples is tested. These operations are repeated for each partition, and finally,
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average shows the degree of accuracy ofthe classifier.

We ran 10-fold cross-validation to validate our classifiers. This means that we took a

training dataset with 200 topologies, which were classified manually into the six classes

explained in section 5.2.6.1. The set was divided in ten partitions of 20 topologies; each

partition and each topology of each block was tested, using the remaining 180

topologies as the training dataset. We tested the Bayesian classifier and the k-NN

classifier, and the results are as follow.

Restttts of the Bayesian ctasstfler based on the measures ofperformance of topologies

According to a f 0-fold cross-validation, the accuracy of our Bayesian classifier based

on the measures of performance is 94%.

After 10 tests, the number of errors was 12. This number was divided by the number of

test (10) to achieve the average. The average error was 1.2 for the 10-fold cross

validation. This means that this classifier has 6% en-or according to the test developed

with the training dataset of 200 topologies (20 topologies for testing and 180 for training

for each test). This classifier works with six classes of topologies (see section 5.2.6.1.)

based on the following measures of performance: reliability, capacity, and cost. The

number of links in each topology is also taken into account. While the general

functionally of our classifier is described in section 5.2.6., some examples of classified

topologies are discussed in this section.

For example, topologies A and B (see Figure 7.1.) are part of the set of 200 topologies

that we used for testing. They have equivalent measures of performance so that the

classifier classifies them into class one. They are high reliability networks with medium

capacity and low cost; B has more capacity and is more expensive but both topologies

are in the same range of values for capacity and cost. According to Table 5.6., a capacity

value is “medium” if it is greater than 10001 Kbps and smaller than 30000 Kbps; a cost

is low if it is smaller than 100001 units (section 5.2 details the structure of a topology

and the calculation of the measures of performance). Topologies A and B are examples

of good classification because the classifier found they belong to the same class. Their

measures of performance are typical of networks belonging to class one, according to
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classification, it is possible to affirm that given A, the topology B is an equivalent

example. If a teacher prefers to use examples similar to A, ARIALE recommends

leaming sessions that contain topologies belonging to class one. The system can also

recommend a list of examples of topologies that belong to class one. In the case of an

automatically generated topology, the classification a]lows the system to test and filter

the topology in order to reject or recommend it.

Table 7.1. summarizes the measures of performance ofeach topology.

Table 7.1. Measures of performance of topologies A and B

Topologies

Measures A B
Reliability 5 5
Capacity 10472 (Medium) 18378 (Medium)
Cost 44950 (Low) 90300 (Low)
Number of Ïinks 19 19

Each type of link can be identified by a specific color:

Types oftink Cotor

Twisted red

Coaxial een

Fiber blue

lnfrared yellow

Microwave cyan

Satellite brown

The attributes of each type oflink are detailed in section 5.2.2.

o
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Figure 7.1. Configurations of topologies A and B.

Another example of the accuracy of this classifier is the pair of networks B and C, which

also belong to the set of 200 topologies in the training dataset. While B and C are classified

in class one with similar capacity and cost, they have a different number of links (19 and

15). In this case, B is an example and C is a counter-example, and both of them are

correctly classified in class one. The number of links is a cntenon that ARIALE applies to

discriminate examples from counter-examples in step 2 of Task 1 in any activity, according

to the Pedagogical Model explained in chapter four. Table 7.2. summanzes the measures of

performance ofeach topology.

Table 7.2. Measures of performance of topologies B and C

Topologies
4easures B C

Rehabilitv 5 4
Capacity 1837$ (Medium) 16348 (Medium)
(‘ost 90300 (Low) 92200 (Low)
Numberoflinks 19 15

A B
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Figure 7.2. Configurations of topologies B and C (an example and its counter-example).

Resulisfor tite k-NN ctussfler

According to a 1 0-fold cross-validation, the accuracy of a k-NN (krrrl Nearest Neighbour)

classifier based on the measures of performance is 96% for the classification of network

topologies in ARIALE.

Afier 10 tests, the number of errors accumulated was 8, and we then divided them between

the number of tests (10) to achieve the average. The average error was 0.8 for the 1 0-fold

cross-validation. This means that this classifier runs with 4% error according to the test

developed with the training dataset of 200 examples (20 topologies for testing and 180 for

training for each test). This classifier also works with our six classes of topologies based

on the same measures of performance: reliability, capacity, and cost. The number of links

in each topology is also taken mto account This k-NN classifier measures the dissimilarity

between the measures of performance ofa given topology and the measures of performance

of each network in a set of topologies. ARIALE calculates the dissimilarity between each

pair of topologies by using the following equation:

Dissimdaria1 , a,) = C1 gG, — G, )2
+ c2 /(j —

j )2
+ C3 (7 — ) + C4 q’(i1 — L2

)2 (20)

where:

B C

a and a2 are the topologies whose dissimilarity is to be calculated.
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• G is global cost.

• R is average reliability.

• T is the total capacity.

• L is the number oflinks.

• C1, C2, C3, and C4 are weights to tune ffie importance of each ofthe four criteria in

the dissimilarity calculation.

As the dissimilarity measure increases, the two topologies become more different. A

dissimilarity that is close to zero means that the two topologies are vety similar and that

they can be classified in the same class. Figure 7.3. shows two topologies B and D that the

k-NN classifier found veiy similar. The dissimilarity of these topologies is the smallest

dissimilarity that the classifier found aller the companson between topology B and each of

the other 180 topologies in the training dataset, during one ofthe 10 tests. Accordmg to this

classification, B belongs to class one, which is also the class of D. Table 7.3. shows the

values for the measures of performance for topologies B and D.

Table 73. Measures of performance of topologies B and D

Topologies
Measures B D

Reliability 5 5
Capaity 18378 (Medium) 18562 (Medium)
Cost 90300 (Low) 99350 (Low)
Number oflinks 19 20
Class 1 1
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The k-NN classifier cotild also be useful to recommend a counter-example because affer it

detects the class ofa given topology, it can find topologies in the same class and verify that

the number of links is different. for example, the k-NN classifier classifies topologies E

ami f in class five; they can be example and the corresponding counter-example because

the number of links of E is different from the number of links of F. Table 7.4. shows the

values ofthe measures of performance oftopologies E and f.

Table 7.4. Measures of performance of topologies E and F

Topologies
Iticasures E f

Reliahility 2 2
Capacitv 2238 (Low) 2092 (Low)
Cost 22200 (Low) 22700 (Low)
Number oflinks 13
Ç1s

..

5 5

B D

Figure 7. 3. Topologies B and D are veiy similar according to the k-NN classifier.
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Figure 7.4. Usmg the classification ofthe k-NN classifier, topology E is an example and

topology F is a counter-example.

Selection ofthe classification indhod

Although the resuit oftesting the accuracy ofk-NN classifier (96%) is beffer than the result

obtained by the Naïve Bayes classifier (94%), there are some reasons to prefer the latter.

The Naïve Bayes algorithm is easy to implement because it has no runing parameters. In

contrast, tunning a k-NN classifier accordmg to other topic charactenstics requires a lot of

work and tests. For example, a k-NN classifier requires adjusting the weights of each

attribute properly to generate good results. Instead, a Bayesian classifier is more flexible

and easy to adapt to different domains and number of attributes. In addition, a Bayesian

classifier does flot compare an example that is yet to be classified with those already

classified, as the k-NN classifier, which classification time is long. Instead, a Bayesian

classifier can keep a summanzed image of the ftequency with which different

characteristics of an example appear in the database. The probabilities of the attributes are

updated each time a new example is classified; thus, the classification of a new instance

involves only computing the maximum class postenor probability (Keller, 2002b). In this

way, search time needed to find the most suitable class for an example consumes low time

and memoiy requirements. Another argument in favour of naïve Bayesian classifiers is that

they reduce the latency between requests and answers via Internet (Webb et aL, 2001;

Miyahara and Pazzani, 2002). A recommender that uses a Bayesian classifier as ours is

E F
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scalable because the number of examples can increase without affecting the time to

respond highly. Table 7.5. shows a comparison of the two classifiers that we tested. This

comparison allowed us to justify the selection ofthe Bayesian classifier based on measures

of performance because the Bayesian classifier is easier to implement than the k-INN

classifier. Figure 7.5. illustrates the performance ofthe two classifiers.

Table 7.5. Comparison oftlie two classifiers.

Classifiers
Aspects Bayesian classifier k-NN classifier

Parameters required No Yes
Tunning parameters No Yes
Accuracy High Higli
Scalability Easy Difficuit

Comparison of classiflers

97%

96%

94%

Ï!, li

> 96%

95%

94%

93%
Bayesian based on measures of k-NN based on measures of

performance performance

Classifie rs

Figure 7.5. Comparison ofthe accumcy ofthe different classifiers.

73 Evaluation of the acceptance of the help approach

The evaluation of the acceptance of the help approach used in ARTALE includes the

analysis ofteachers’ point of view about

• automatic generation and recommendation of examples (problem-solving support)

to save time in creating teaching matenals

• our leammg support approach to reduce the time that teachers need to leam how to

use software required to create teaching materials.
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for this study, we selected 27 teachers that work in the Universidad de Costa Rica (a —

public university in San Jose, Costa Rica) and have been using a Web site to teacli a

course at least in 2005. We selected those 27 teachers because they have used an

authoring tool to create their Web sites and they were receptive to answer the suiwey.

Although this survey is an important study, we think that its resuits are restricted to this

research and can not be generalized to other universities. The teachers are lecturers

(5 1%; 14 teachers) and staff (49%; 13 teachers), most of them hires a master degree

(51%; 14 teachers), teach courses related to basic sciences and engineering (74%; 20

teachers) and, afler more that five years teaching in their area of expertise, they consider

themselves as intermediate (37%; 10 teachers) or advanced (55%; 15 ofthem) teachers

in teaching their subjects. In this group, we find 13 women and 14 men, and ail peopie

ages are between 30 and 55 years oid, except two teachers who are younger than 30

years old. Teachers think that they are skilled users of computers, the 85% (23) of ail

interviewed teachers classified themselves as intermediate or advanced users of Internet

for teaching, but 62% (17 teachers) consider they are beginners using a Website to

support teaching.

Each ofthe 27 teachers was interviewed personally and they answered 25 questions, 12

related to problem-solving support and 13 about learning support (See Annex B). Some

questions refer to the teachers’ experience dealing with authoring tools, other questions

focus on general concepts and principles applied in our research.

7.3.1. Acceptance of problem-solving support

Automatic generation of examples, exercises or cases is not a common practice in the

group of interviewed teachers. More that the haif of teachers does not use teaching

materiai that can be generated automatically, but 45% (12) of teachers think, at least

partially, that the automatic generation and recommendation of examples reduces the

time required to produce teaching materiais. More precisely, 30% (8) of teachers agree

that automatic generation and recommendation of examples according to a teacher’s

profile saves time needed to create teaching materiats. 4% (1 teacher) ofteachers agree

very much this idea and nobody disagree it. 11% (3) of teachers partiaily agree that

automatic generation and recommendation of examples, exercises or cases reduces the

time that teachers need to create teaching materials. figure 7.6. depicts the distribution

ofthese opinions.
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Figure 7.6. Distribution ofteachers’ opinions about the affirmation that generation and

recommendation of examples saves time in creating teaching materials.

An important aspect behind the automatic generation and recommendation of examples

is that university teachers do not have enough time to create their teaching materials,

and, according our survey, 55% (15) ofthe interviewed teachers consider that the time

they have to create digital teaching materials is not enough. An additional 15% (4) think

the time available barely suffices and 26% of teachers have enough time, or more than

enough, to create their materials. In conclusion, 74% (20) of teachers feel that the time

available to author teaching materials is short and more time is needed. Though

teachers lack time to work on their teaching materials and regarding information

collected in this research, it is possible to affirm that the interviewed teachers feel

comfortable with the automatic generation and recommendation of examples or cases as

a way to get more time available. figure 7.7. shows the distribution of teachers’

opinions about time available to create digital teaching materials.

fl Agree very rnuch

•Agree

LI Partial agree

LI Not Apply

L
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Figure 7.7. Distribution ofthe quantity of the time that teachers have to create teaching

materials.

Another aspect is that 30% (8) of teachers, who generates examples, exercises or cases

automatically, considers that between the 10% and 30% oftheir teaching materials can be

generated automatically by means of particular applications or spreadsheets. These

percentages of materials are important and, based on them, many teachers expressed that

the automatic generation of examples saves time. For example, an economist who teaches

finances told that building models to generate materials automatically is time consuming,

but once the model is working to create examples or cases is easy and saves time.

Regarding the acceptance of recommendations by teachers, we found that 92% (25) of

the teachers accept that a computer or software recommends teaching materials for

teaching, and this percentage of teachers also accept that software uses teachers’ data

related to their preferences to recommend examples, exercises and cases similar to the

ones that they apply in their courses. Although 56% (15) of teachers are not using

examples, exercises or cases that can be generated automatically, 44% (12) of teachers

accept software that generates and recommend examples, cases or exercises according to

their preferences. Figure 7.8. shows the distribution ofthe teachers who accept automatic

generation of teaching materials according to their preferences.

D More than enough

Enough
D Barely suffices
D Insufficent
D No time is avaHable
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33%

Other aspect of our research is that sharing teaching materials is personalized. In this

case, 85% (23) ofteachers want to share their own materials with teachers who teach the

same course. Moreover, 17 teachers (63%) also agree to reuse teaching materials that

are created by other authors, especially if those materials are similar to the materials that

most teachers use offen. This means that teachers flot oniy want to share materials, but

44% (12) of teachers also like to receive materials that are close to their preferences as

ARIALE does.

These statistics mean that, although most teachers are flot using teaching materials that

can be generated automatically, almost half of the interviewed teachers like automatic

generation of examples or cases that are doser to their preferences. In many cases,

teachers do flot figurate out how to model their typical examples just because they are

flot familiar with Case Base Reasoning (CBR; see chapter two), for example. They are

used to create documents and presentations that includes images and videos, which can

flot be generated automatically, particularly in the area of social sciences. A final remark

of this section that an important percentage of the interviewed teachers accept the

automatic generation of examples, exercises or cases, and the recommendation of them

in a personalized mode, which is better than just sharing materials between teachers

with no adaptation to each teacher’s characteristics.

DAgcee very much

f Agree

D Partial agree

D Not Apply

4%

Figure 7.8. Distribution ofthe opinions ofteachers who accept software that generates

and recommend teaching materials according to their preferences.
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According to the survey that involved 27 teachers, 70% ofthem (19 teachers) consider

that a personalized context-sensitive help that appears in the same window where a

teacher is working, as used in ARIALE, reduces the time they need to leam how to use

software or applications to create teaching materials. In addition, 11% (3) of teachers

agiee very much this help approach used in ARIALE, and 15% (4 teachers) partially

agree the affirmation that our leaming support approach reduces the time required to

leam the use oftools to create digital teaching materials. Nobody expressed discrepancy

with our approach but one teacher did flot answer this question related to leaming

support. Figure 7.9. shows the distribution of the teachers’ opinions.

4% 11%

figure 7.9. Distribution ofteachers’ data about the advantages of our leaming support

approach to save the time the teachers need to learn tools.

The interviewed teachers not only think that our approach saves time in leaming to use

an application or authoring tool, but they also prefer our method to display leaming

support or help contents embedded in the same window where the teacher is working.

As shown in Figure 7.10., 48% (13) ofteachers prefer to receive help embedded in the

same window they are working, as implemented in ARIALE. Other 30% (8) ofteachers

prefer help displayed in a window different from the window where they are working,

and 22% (6 teachers) likes to see help contents in a tooltip that pops up near to the

concept about they need support.

15%

DAgree very much

I Agree

E.J Partial agree

D Not ApplyI
70%

G
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Figure 7.10. Distribution of teachers’ preference about displaying help contents.

In this group of 27 teachers, only three teachers (11%) have neyer used help usually

included in applications or tools used to create digital teaching materials, and most of

teachers access help aiways (7%; 2 teachers), ofien (30%; $ teachers), sometimes (30%;

8 teachers or seldom (18%; 5 teachers). One teacher (4%) did flot answer the question

related to this topic. Then, teachers access typical help included in most of software used

to create teaching materials, such as word processors, spreadsheets and authoring tools to

create Web-based courses. Using help included in those applications, the enquired

teachers have faced problems such as they do flot know the keywords to find correct help

(18%; 5 teachers), help contents are too long (11%; 3 teachers), help is flot precise neither

context sensitive (30%; 8 teachers) or there are not examples explaining how to

manipulate software in use (11%; 3 teachers). 0f course, teachers face more problems

whule using software but the previously mentioned are the major, according data

collected in our survey. To overcome these previous difficulties, 37% (10) of teachers

prefer that the application in use displays available help contents to allow teachers to

make their own decisions about accessing or leaving help. Other 26% (7) of teachers

think that dispiaying help step by step, starting by short information to gradually show

more detailed help adapted to the teacher’s progress is another good option. However,

11% (3) of teachers prefer a wizard or an assistant to solve the problem which solution

requires help, and 15% (4 teachers) is used to find help information by themselves.

Moreover, when teachers arc accessing help, they (30%; 8 teachers) prefer to receive

information about ail functions related to the current task that they are performing; or

30%

48% n Lrnbedded

A new winclow

U Tooltip

Q
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oniy about the specific function that they are using (22%; 6 teachers). for 18% (5) of

teachers, the best way to get support is receiving help oniy about the functions that are

useful to finish the task that they are performing. In other cases (15%; 4), teachers prefer

help contents of ail functions related to the one they are using in a specific moment. Only

one teacher expressed that lie prefers to see information about ail functions available in

the application or tool that he is using. We did not get answers related to this aspect from

11 ¾ (3) of teachers. According to coliected data, teachers prefer help focused on isolate

specific functions and on functions related to the tasks they have on hands. The answers

of most teachers let us verify that they prefer context-sensitive help, gradually displayed

in a passive mam-ier that allows teachers to make their own decisions about rejecting of

accessing leaming support.

Not only context-sensitive but also personalized help are preferred by teachers. As

described previously, the interviewed teachers are familiar with traditional help that very

frequently is not personalized. Another aspect is that they prefer to access help adapted to

their knowledge about the applications that they are using. More detailed, 74% (20) of

teachers agree receiving help adapted to their particular knowledge about the use of an

application or tool. In addition, 7% (2) of teachers agree very much to access

personalized leaming support, and 11% (3 teachers) partially agree personalized help.

One teacher did not express any opinion, and another one disagree personalized heip.

figure 7.11. shows how teachers preferences about personalization are distributed.

Another aspect related to personalization is that 77% (21) ofconsulted teachers agree to

receive help contents by means of their preferred medium. for example, people whose

leaming style is doser to audiovisual media would prefer multimedia help.

Personalization is a characteristic of support in ARIALE, not oniy in problem-solving

support but also in leaming support, which teachers would appreciate to find in many

other applications and tools to author teaching materials.
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A working hypothesis that we used in this research is that teachers disagree to be

evaluated about their knowledge and leaming to use an application or authoring tool.

However, 74% (20 teachers) of the interviewed teachers agree that software evaluates

their skills about using applications or tools to create teaching materials. Now, we can

say that evaluating teachers’ progress using a tool is not a barrier for the on-the-job

training approach that ARIALE applies. However, the scarcity of time for leaming can

be a hindrance for the evaluation ofteachers’ leaming. If teachers do flot have enough

time for learning, they vill flot have enough time for evaluations, independent of their

purposes. Collected data show that 30% (8) of the teachers think that the time that they

have for leaming applications or tools is not enough, 4% (one teacher) says there is no

time avaiÏable for leaming, and 44% (12 teachers) consider that the time available to

leam the use of applications barely suffices. 22% (6) of teachers think that the time the

have to leam the applications is enough. Figure 7.12. depicts the scenario of the

teachers’ opinions about available time to author teaching materials. Furthermore, 55%

(15) of the teachers who answered our survey say that a major problem that they have

faced to use applications is the scarcity of time to leam the use of those applications.

JAgree very much

Agree

D Partial agree

Li Not agree

D Not Apply

74%

Figure 7.11. Distribution ofteachers’ preference about help personalization.
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22%

About leaming to use software, vie found a contradiction in the teachers’ data, because

37% (10 teachers) of them want to receive formai training previous to getting started

using an application, but, at the same time 30% (8 teachers) agree that leaming by doing

is the best way that university teachers can take to progress leaming to use an

application. The probiem is this 37% (10) of teachers would prefer to receive a formai

course to leam to use software, but for this group time for leaming barely suffices. They

partiaiiy agree or totaily disagree leaming by doing. In addition, the survey shows that

40% (11) of teachers partially agree to affirm that leaming by doing is the best option

that university teachers have for learning. A subset that represents 15% (4) ofteachers is

the people who prefer formai training. 30% (8) of teachers agree leaming by doing, and

15% (4 teachers) agree very mucli leaming by doing. 15% (4) of teachers totally

disagree ieaming by doing to support leaming to use an application. The leaming style

of the teachers who prefers leaming by doing, are self leaming oriented and involves

reading books (25%; 7 teachers), accessing tutorials (15%; 4 teachers) and asking help

to other professors (11%; 3 teachers). figure 7.12. shows the distribution ofthe teachers

preferences about leaming by doing.

Li Enough

Li Barely suffices

Li Insufficent

Li No time is available

30%

Figure 7.12. Distribution ofteachers’ opinions about available time to author teaching

materiais.
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Cuneo et al. (2000) have analyzed the teachers’ preferences about formai training and

other methods for learning, and their conclusion is that. in general, universities shouid

spent more resources in supporting teachers with online heip, manuals and computing

staff support than in formai training activities. We consider that our learning support

approach that involves on-the-job training and leaming by doing as part of an electronic

performance support system is a good alternative to formai training when there is no

enough time available. Teachers’ data coiiected by means of our survey support the

affirmation that personalized and embedded help makes the learning support for teachers

more comfortable than traditionai lielp.

7.4. Discussion

Aithougli this research lias generated knowledge touching on different areas, our

conclusions are strengthened by offering scientific critics of ouï ovin work. In this

section, we examine some aspects ofARIALE.

An initial critics to ouï approach was that an assistant as ARIALE is not needed because

if a teacher need sorne support or the creation of teaching materials, he oniy cafls to

human support or live help. for exampie, if a teacher needs some exampies of network

topologies, lie only contacts a human teaching assistant, nameiy “Richard”, and the

teacher receives the examples some hours or days later. But Richard usually can flot be a

24 hours helpdesk and, if Richard changes for Charlie, the new assistant must leam the

preferences and characteristics of eacli teacher. If the teachers needs heip to use an

authoring tool, the argument is that lie only needs to cail support to solve the problem or

15%

UAgree very much

•Agree
U Partial agree
D Not agree

Figure 7.13. Distribution ofteachers’ preferences about ieaming by doing as the best

way that teachers have to leam the use of software.
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check a frequently Asked Questions file or Web-page. But a teacher usually prefers

to communicate other teachers or solve the problem by himself (Cuneo et al., 2002)

without checking complex help files. f inally, we decided that an assistant as ARIALE is

a good option because teaching assistants are not aiways available, they can require a

whule to adapt to each teacher and, many times, support is flot personalized.

Other critic focuses on that any process to train a person requires a test to diagnostic bis

initial knowledge related to the subject to be taught; and, another test after the training

shows the improvement that the trainee experienced. Then, ARIALE should also follow

this approach. However, most people are eager to use any application with no previous

test and training and they prefer the “on-the-job training” style focused on real tasks to be

performed. This is the reason because we adopted the Etectronic Performance Support

Systems (EPSS) approach, which provides access to support, tools and resources to

perform tasks in a real work environment. This decision is supported by a test that

included the 27 teachers mentioned in section 7.3. This test used a paper prototype of

ARIALE and a walkthrough method.

A third critics is that a Web-based implementation of ARIALE does flot have

justification. This comment is partially true because the EPSS approach, a personalized

embedded help or the generation and recommendation of examples are not exclusive of

the Internet. But it is not forbidden. This project is based on the BestNet Web-site

(Vzquez et al., 2001), which objective was to share tools and examples between teachers

in Australia and Canada. Then, since the beginning, our project was intended to be

accessed from anywhere by any teacher or student, and the structure of an educational

adaptive hypermedia working on the Web is a good option to accomplish those

requirements. On the Internet, a teacher can access bis profile, tools and resources with

no dependency in a particular computer that keeps cookies or other type of local files

with bis data or applications installed in the client side. The Web-based implementation

made this project more complex and challenging.

An additional critics to ARIALE is that the automatic generation ofteaching materials is

flot a common research field. This subject and modetiing the human teacher

characteristics are two neglected aspects in the area of ITS and EAH in which our

research lias contributed. However, just because a subject is new and neglected does flot

mean that studying the topic is flot justified. Automatic generation is important because

the creation of examples is necessary when there are only few teaching materials to share

or teachers do not want to share their materials. The point here is that automatic
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generation, test and recommendation of examples goes forwards the frequent simple

sharing of teaching materials that other projects use to solve the lack of time to author

teaching materials. Automatic generation studied in this research can be generalized to

other fields related to decision making. In addition, there are no ITS nor EAH that follow

the same approach and pedagogical model adopted in this research, although Chapter

three refers to projects that are related to ours. Hence, there are no similar research

projects with which to compare our approach, and this is coherent with the objective of

this project that is, precisely, to innovate with new contributions.

An important obstacle we encountered is that real implernenter-teacher ‘s experience is

flot avaitable in this research. The reason is that we had only one expert, the designer of

the Network Design course used as an example for implementation. This designer was

also the only implementer-teacher and end-user of the system. However, we conducted a

survey intended to measure the acceptance of our approach by other teacher who also

lack time to create teaching materials and to leam how to use author them. Resuls of this

survey are discussed previously in this section. Although our approach bas been

evaluated, more specific experiments with more implementer-teachers and courses in

other fields related to decision-making should be conducted in the future.

Experts in Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Educational Adaptive Hypermedia, and User

Modeling asked why the Pedagogicat Mode! is flot the Teacher ModeÏ in this research.

Usually, any ITS or EAH has only one designer’s approach for teaching a subject and no

implementer-teacher is taken into account. As a consequence, the Teacher Model is static

and embedded in the Pedagogical or Expert Model. For this reason, other researchers do

flot justify modelling the teacher as we do. But the idea behind this research is to allow

the inclusion of different teachers’ visions and characteristics. Another criticism is that

there is no justification for our Teacher Mode] if the teacher can be treated as a leamer.

However, the teacher’s role and goals are different ftom those of students, and it is

convenient to take into account each teacher’s characteristics, not only for leaming but

also for teaching. Chapter four details not only our view of the Teacher Model but also

the Pedagogical Model behind it.

Lin: its

We did flot stitdy the aspects related to the students in this research. This abstraction vas

necessary to focus on the implementer-teacher’s context, but did flot leave us time for the

integration of traditional teachers’ and students’ fields of study. As a consequence, we
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each student’s characteristics.

Although we have proposed an authoring space for implementer-teachers, we were flot

interested in developing toots for course designers because they were flot our focus. To

design curricula, the access to our system is limited to designers supported by high-level

computer science professionals.

Another aspect is that ARIALE is not designed for teaching decision-making with

emphasis on numerical methods that could be very specific for particular subjects. This

could leave out some teachers whose teaching styles are based on the use of numerical

methods, but our approach is to support teaching based on qualitative approaches, expert

knowledge, and heuristics. The interest of this research is to provide an approach that is

different and complementary ofnumerical ones and this is the reason because we decided

to focus and deep in our proposal, leaving out other options.

The next section focuses on the innovations and contributions of our investigation. These

contributions make ARIALE new, different, valuable and useful for the solution of

practical problems in authoring educational adaptive hypermedia and in the development

of intelligent help systems.

7.5. Conclusion

We started this research with five questions included in the first chapter. The first

question asks the structure and functionality of an assistant to support teachers authoring

leaming sessions in decision-making. To answer this question, we designed and

developed an assistant which structure and functions include a probabilistic generator

and a recommender of network topologies that provides examples according to the

teacher’s characteristics. Automatic generation and personalized recommendation of

examples are functions which distinguish our system from others. In addition, this

assistant leams from its interaction with teachers. An assistant that uses methods and

techniques of artificial intelligence to solve problems related to the support of authoring

teaching materials is an important step forward in the progress of educational adaptive

hypermedia.

A second question that guided our study refers to the specific functions and

characteristics of an authoring tool to adapt teaching material according to each teacher’s

pedagogical goals. Our authoring tool divides the curriculum of any course into the

main concepts. Each concept maps to an activity that allow three specific tasks to be
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done. These three tasks implement the pedagogical strategies used for teaching in our

Pedagogical Model (section 4.1.): analysis by comparison, sensitivity analysis and

optimization. The different tasks are accomplished by following a sequence of steps and

actions (Rodriguez et al., 2003). Using the authoring tool, the teacher cari reuse leaming

sessions and examples and edit them. The authoring tool includes an editor of network

topologies and both ofthem are discussed in section 6.3.

The third question focuses on how the system generates and recommends examples to

support teaching decision-making. The generation of examples uses a probabilistic method

that provides a great variety of examples. The system can generate new examples according

to the teacher’ s preferences and add each new example to the base of cases. The generation

of examples, that can be modeled and represented by means of numerical structures,

decisional tables or graphs, such as network topologies, is flot commonly used by ifS and

EAH. b test and recommend or flot each example generated automatically, ARIALE

applies pnnciples and techniques of artificial intelligence, such as a classification learning

(Bayesian classifier) and the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) approach. Using classification

leaming and CBR is an important improvement over previous EAH that did flot take into

account teachers’ differences and the evolution of their teaching styles. Automatic

generation and the recommendation of examples are explained in section 5.2.

This type of support and the recommendation of examples are parts of an intelligent help

system that helps the implementer teacher while he is auffioring leaming sessions. More

speciflcally, when teachers are using the authoring tool to create an interactive learning

process in decision-making, an adaptive hypermedia intelligent help system can help them.

To help teachers, ARIALE chooses the appropriate type of help (problem-solving support,

leaming support or boffi of them), and the respective content and media to display the

content. The procedure to define help is related to the fourth question: How does the

system make decisions about which kind of help content to show, and which media to use

for displaying the content? Chapter five explains the procedures that ARMLE uses to select

the examples of leaming sessions, network topologies, help contents and media tu display

the selected contents. In summary, our system uses a Bayesian classifier to test and select

examples of network topologies; a leaming session is recommended if the class ofits index

is the same of teacher’s preferred class (teaching style); to choose contents for leaming
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support, ARIALE filters help contents which attributes match the teacher’s skills, plan

to be performed the help techniques associated to them and the teacher’s preferences, such

as language or media (see section 5.3. for details). Hence, support provided is adapted to

the teacher’s characteristics, leaming and accumulated experience accessing the support.

The teacher’s affributes, leaming and experience conform a Teacher Model that models his

teachmg styles and is the basis to personalize support. In addition, we found that there are

flot enough studies on traditional help for desk applications and about the help required for

Web-based authoring tools. In this research, we are presentmg an initial and non exhaustive

partial analysis of traditional help and Web-based help as an attempt to address the

problems related to supportmg teachers that author teaching materials.

The final question in our research refers to the procedure that the system applies to learn

how to help teachers in a personahzed or customized way. Our answer is that information

about the interaction between the teacher and the system allows ARIALE to learn how a

teacher uses examples to teach and how he uses help, thus enabling the system to customize

the support to be provided. More specifically, our system complements artificial

intelligence techniques as Bayesian classification and Case Base Reasoning (CBR) to learn

about teachers preferences. In addition, ARIALE keeps, classifies and use data related to

each teacher’s teaching style, aflnbutes, learning and experience using examples. ARIALE

leams ftom these data to improve future support to teachers.

This research flot only let us to answer the five questions previously discussed, but our

investigation also allowed us to make some contributions and innovations in the area of

Educational Adaptive Hypermedia.

7.5.1. Main innovations ami contributions of our research

The recommendation of leaming sessions and examples, the automatic generation of

examples, and the leaming of the teacher’s decisions related to teaching style and help, are

the most important contributions of this research. In addition, we contnbute with other

innovations intended to improve the role of the implementer teacher in authonng EAR In

this section, we summarize our main contributions and other contributions are described in

the next section.

Recommender ofsesswn anti examptes
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Our idea ofproviding more personalized problem-solving support is a new one and is a

step forward to support more intelligent collaboration between teachers, beyond the simple

sharing of examples. b surpass the simple sharing of examples, ARIALE uses a

probabilistic recommender supported by a Bayesian classifier that redtices the complexity

offinding an appropriate leaming session or example for a particular teacher. ARIALE

supports teachers to author interactive leaming sessions by adaptmg support accordmg to

their chamcteristics, plans, and skills. Using a teache,- profile to adapt problem-solving

sttpport is an innovative aspect that distinguishes our solution from other types of authonng

tools. Most authoring tools in ITS and EAH areas do flot have traditional help nor

knowledge-based problem-solving support. The resuits ofthe evaluation ofour classifier in

comparison with other classification methods (see section 7.2.) let us to afflrm that our

recommender is appropriate for the recommendation of learning sessions and examples.

Example generator

The automatic genera lion and testing of examples or cases to recommend the examples that

match a speciflc teacher’s interests, is an innovation in the fields of Intelligent Tutoring

Systems and Educational Adaptive Hypermedia. The generation ofexamples is based on a

probabilistic method and this type of automatic generation is intended to reduce the effort

required by the teacher to create support materials. if a teacher reduces the time that he

needs to author this type of teaching materials, then he will be free to spent this time in

dealing with edition of video, audio or other multimedia resources that are flot only time

consuming but also difficuit to modeÏ.

An assistant that Iearnsftom tise interaction with tise teachers

Another important aspect of this research is that ARTALE learns from the interaction

bet’veen our system and the teacher. This interaction allows ARIALE to leam each

teacher’s teaching style and ils evolution. For example, ARIALE leams when it identifies

the class of examples of topology that a teacher prefers. The system also leams when the

teacher switches to use topologies from another class because information is updated in the

(E Teacher Model (section 5.4. details how the system leams). Because the teacher chooses

and edits examples, this process allows the system to leam the teacher’s teaching style, to

improve future support. Our solution proposes flot only to acquire and share expert
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knowledge from the interaction between the teacher and system, but also to leam how
to recommend sessions and examples according to ffie teacher’s evolving knowledge.
ARIALE also learns from the progress in the teacher’s level of expenence using the
authoring tool and the help associated.

With these main contributions, this research has achieved its intended objective: findmg an
option to support teachers who do flot have enough time for authoring teachmg materials or
leammg how to use an authonng tool to create materials. But tins research generated other
contributions that are described as follows.

7.5.2. Other contributions

As a complement to the main contribution summarized above, other contributions of our
research in the field of EAH are a flexible Pedagogical Model onented not only to teach
students but also to support teachers; a Teacher Mode! that models each implementer
teacher and that evolves according to the decisions that each teacher makes while he is
authoring teaching materials; a Virtual Authonng Space (VAS) for implementer-teachers;
and, a method for the design and development of an Intelligent Help System for an
authoring tool.

A moreflexible Pedagogical Mode!

The classic approach in EAH uses a unique Pedagogical Mode! oriented to students that
each teacher must follow. In ARIALE, the Pedagogical Mode! is more flexible because is
oriented to students and teachers. This Pedagogical Model is hybnd because flot only
contains how to teach a particular subject to students, but it also includes how to support
each teacher while lie is authoring leaming sessions. In addition, the authonng tool allows

the implementer teacher to tailor the Pedagogical Mode! by changing contents and
examples. In this shifi, the Pedagogical ModeÏ becomes an instrument to support teachers,

more than to conform a peifect automatic teacher. Finally, tmditional tutors and EAH are

designed for formai teaching or training oriented to evaluation, but in this case we adopted

the Electronic Performance Support System approach, intending it to supply personaÏized

support while the teacher is authonng a learning session. In our Pedagogica! Model,
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leaming to use an authoring tool is flot a requirement for teachers. Leaming is a by

product ofaccesing support. Section 4. 1. explains the Pedagogical Model.

Another view oflite Teacher Mode!

Our main innovation related to the Teacher Model is that we use an evolving model of the

implementer teacher. The examples and pedagogical goals that a teacher uses to teach a

subject are decisions that can change with the pass of the time. ARIALE monitors the

decisions and stores data related to them. Doing this the system not only updates each

teacher’s information but also leams and improves its ability to deliver future support. In

addition, we do not see the teacher as a typical strident. Rather, we see the teacher as a

worker who can leam while he is on his job. Section 4.2. details the Teacher Model.

Another important aspect is that our research deals with teacher modelling, which is a

neglected aspect of Educational Adaptive Hypermedia (EAH) and Intelligent Tutoring

Systems (IlS). The Teacher Model that we have implemented includes information about

• teachmg and leaming aspects

• teachers’ skill levels for each task

In ARIALE, this information about the implementer-teacher is stored and applied to the

recommendation of leaming sessions, examples, and the adaptation of help. We not only

worked on the theoretical definition of this model but also on its application. In addition,

this model is part of the bridge that we built between course designers and implementer

teachers.

A spacefor the implementer teacher

Another new aspect is the development of a Virtual Authoring Space (VAS) for

implementer-teachers (section 6.3.). This VAS is the authoring tool that allows

implementer-teachers to intemct with and adapt an educational adaptive hypermedia to

their interests. This tool supports an intermediate level that is absent in classic IlS, EAH,

and authoring tools, which usually includes only a space for students and other for

designers of complete courses or cumcula. As one of the features included in the authoring

tool, there is a Network editor that allows teachers to configure topologies according to

their preferences. This editor is the current interfàce between the recommender of examples

and the teacher.
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About lite intpkrnetttativn

As a resuit of our experience developing ARIALE, we have integrated parts of some guides

and methods for the design and developrnent of hypermedia applications and Intelligent

Help Systems (section 6.2.). This is a contribution to the development ofauthoring tools for

Adaptive Learning Environments (ALE). This method includes a phase for implementing

the Web site and the authonng tool that follow the typical methods used in software

engineering. Another phase is for the creation of the help system. The following is a

summaiy ofthe method that we used:

Part 1. Implementing the Web site and the authoring tool.

Requirement analysis

Task analysis

Definition ofauthoring tool contents

Prototype ofthe authoring tool

Part 2. Implementing and integrating the help system.

Identification ofevents that cali for adaptation (see section 6.2.2.).

Determination ofthe type of adaptation to be performed

Definition ofthe inference mechanism

Definition ofhelp contents

Definition ofthe content structure

Definition ofthe relations between flelds and contents

This method is complemented by the architecture of the system, which includes

components such as the Teacher Model, a recommender, an example generator, and an

engine to provide help. Ihe implementation of ARIALE has been complex because it

covers two environments: authorrng and helping to author. This involves working with

both the learning and teaching styles ofthe teacher.

7.5.3. Integration of other important concepts

Parallel hypermedia is a concept that we mtroduce to represent the integratïon of different

hypermedia (the authoring tool and the help in ARIALE) that the teacher can nawgate

simultaneously. We identifr the navigation between the nodes of the help hypermedia,
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which is different from the navigation between the nodes of the authoring tool but

closely linked to it.

In this research, we have also used some ideas that are flot original, but its application and

integration is innovative We think that the integration of the Cognitive Leaming Theoiy

(CLI) and the concept of”cognitive load” in adaptive learning environments such as EAH,

is a helpfiul option to support teaching decision-making skills. In this research, we

integrated CLI and the Payr’s model for teaching and learning as a theoretical layer on the

basis of teaching decis ion-making skills.

Another mtegration of concepts mvolves adaptation, Web-based help, embedded help and

context-sensitive help. Usually, these concepts are flot presented simultaneously, but in

ARIALE we attempted to deal with their integration.

7.5.4. A finaÏ remark

Accordmg to studies of teachers’ preferences and attitudes toward new information and

communication technology applied to education (Cuneo et aï., 2002; Weiss-Lambrou and

Raymond, 2002), we can affirm that our research tackies a current and real problem:

university instmctors “rely on their own resources, on peer networks or on personahzed

computing staff assistance mther than aftending workshops to obtain academic technology

help” (Cuneo et aÏ., 2002). This situation occurs especially with authoring tools such as

WebCT, Blackboard and Virtual-U. We agree with the recommendation of Cuneo et aï.

(2002) that universities should mvest in “manuals, online help documentation and

computing staff support, rather than workshops and conferences, to assist their fàculty with

computing”, but we add that this support should also include intelligent help in cases where

adapted and personalized help provided by the computing staff is expensive. One important

option can be to “amplif,’ user’s intelligence instead of doing intelligently his work ...“ or

“... to support user’s task rather than automate if’ (Delisle and Moulin, 2002).

Our experience studying teachers’ reactions to computer-based technology in education

(Rodriguez, 1997) has taught us that regardless of the number of hours of training they

receive, teachers can be excluded from using new information technology because they do

flot have lime tu practice the theoretical contents leamed in the training phase; the edition

of resources is time consuming; and there is flot a logical connection between training and

real tasks to be perfoimed. Sometimes training is not linked to their real tasks or teachers
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do flot get appropriate support related to the context of the tasks to be performed

7.5.5. Future work

We consider that the following aspects ofour research should receive further study.

The intelligent support for collaboration between implementer-teachers can be improved to

integrate designers and students, taking into account the characteristics of the sessions and

examples they can share and study. For example, a designer can share parts of different

curricula to mtegrate activities into new courses. The approach of recommendation and

leamirig based on classification can be extended to cover designers and students.

At the beginning ofthis research, we thought ofusing a planner for generating examples of

network topologies. Ultimately, we switched to a probabilistic generator. However, an

alternative that could improve the generation of examples would be a probabilistic planner

that selects the operators at random. A planner is a method to transform an initial state into

a final state by perfonning operations that generate a series of temporal states. A

complementary option is that a probabilistic planner can transform cases from a case-base.

b support designers, a course editor and the corresponding help should be developed. The

editor should include an easy-to-use tool to customize the recommender and the classifier

according to the characteristics ofeach designer and course.

Another improvement to this system would be the addition of a pre-evaluation of students’

assignments. for example, if the system classifies the student’s answers to task 2 and task

3, it could then check which students are out of the range of possible answers, allowing the

teacher an opportunity to analyze these answers and discuss the situation with the students

in question. 0f course, an important research subject is the adaptation of learning sessions

and examples according tu the students’ characteristics. This is a huge challenge for an

adaptive leaming environment, especially an EAH, because the adaptation for the student

should also match the teacher’s teachmg style.

Although some studies Koychev, 2000; Leung, 2001) have analyzed forgeffiulness in help

and recommender systems, more investigation in this field is required. for example,

teachers can forget how to use a function or how to author a task. This problem is lmked to

the need to develop the functionality of adapting the classes and the classification of

examples according to the evolution of teachers’ activity. For example, substitution of
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classes no longer in use for new ones can resuit in spiitting frequently used classes. 1n

this case, the systems would forget an unused class of examples.

We must recognize that a limitation of our research is the current implementation of the

teachers’ teaching style. Our definition of teaching style is helpflil for the recommendation

of examples and it is a step forward in ffie study of modelling the teaching style of

implementer-teachers. However, more comprehensive study of a definition of teaching

style in decision-making is necessary. A major aspect in decision-making in Network

Design is the criteria that each teacher applies in the analysis of case studies. For example,

in the case of network design, one teacher may prefer to analyze network configurations on

the basis oftheir reliability and cost, while another teacher might prefer to use capacity and

delay as his criteria. Including these critena in the Teacher Model can be a valuable

complement to improve the teaching style and the recommendations.
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Annex B. Questionnaire

This is the questionnaire used to evaluate the acceptance ofthe help approach that we studied in our

research. We used 25 questions related to problem-solving support and Ieanmg support applied in

our system ARIALE (Authoring Resources for Tmplementing Adaptive Learning

Environments). These questions were asked to 27 teachers who teach different disciplines

ofthe Universidad de Costa Rica in San Jose, Costa Rica. The teachers were selected from

a Iist provided by the Universidad de Costa Rica. Each teacher has built a Web-site to

support at least one course in 2005. The teachers were interviewed personally in meetings

that lasted between 20 up to 120 minutes. The questionnaire also included 13 additional

questions related to general information of each teacher, such as name, age and experience

teaching a particular subject.

General Information

Name:

Grade:

Bach. Lic1. Master PhD

Condiciôn laboral:

Lecturer. Staff.

Agç

30 >3Oy 55 >55

Gender.

— female — Male

Carcer or expertise area.

— Decision-making. Network Design. Another_________

‘Lic. is a “licenciatura”, a grade that is a speciality in a particular area.
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To which program do the courses you are teaching belong?

— Decision-making. Network Design Another

How long have you been teaching in this area?

— Less than a year. — 1 (o 5 years. — More than 5 years.

What is your self evaluation ofyour experience to teach your courses?

— Beginner. — Intermediate. — Advanced.

Times you have taught this course.

Neyer. I to 5 times. More thai 5 times.

What is your self evaluation ofyour skills using computers?

— Begrnner. — Intermediate. — Advanced.

What is your self evaluation ofyour expenence usmg WBT for teaching?

— Beginner. — Intermediate. — Advanced.

What is your self evaluation of your expenence using your Web-site for teachmg?

— Begmner. — Intermediate. — Advanced.

Questions about our help approach

1-How long do you have to create the teaching material for your course?

_More than enough. _Enough. _Barely suffices.

Insufficient. There is no time.

2- You reuse examples, exercises or cases created by other teachers.

Agree very much. _Agree.

_Partially agrcc. _Totally disagree (skip to 4).

3-You accept to reuse teaching materials that are:
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Different from yours.

_Exactly similar to the ones that you use.

_Rclatively similar to the ones that you use.

Similar to the materials that other teachers teaching your course use.

4-You share your teachmg materials with other teachers.

_Agree very much. Agrec.

Partially agree. Totally disagiEee (skip to 6).

5-You prefer to share teaching matenals only with professors who:

_teach the same course.

teach similar contents.

_apply the same method to teach.

_use examples, exercises or cases that are similar to yours.

6-Do you accept that a computer recommends teachmg matenals?

_Yes (continue) No (skip to 8)

7-An application can use your personal data about preferentes relaing to teaching materials to

recommend examples, exercises or cases that are to yours.

Agree very much. _Agree.

_Partially agree. Totally disagree.

8-Do you use exercises, examples or cases that can be generated automatically?

_Yes (continue) No (skip to 13)

9-What is the percentage of your labour time that you spend creating examples, exercises or cases

that can be generated automatically?

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

10- You accept that software generates examples, exercises or cases automatically, according to

your preferences to let you to use or reject those examples.

Agree very much. _Agiee.

Partially agree. _Totally disagree.
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11 -You accept that soffivare takes your examples, exercises or cases to generate similar ones.
Agree very much. _Agree.

Partially agrec. _Totally disagree.

12- Automatic generation of examples, exercises or cases, and the recommendation of them
according to your preferences, reduces the time required to author teaching materials.

Agree veiy rnuch. Agrec.

_Partially agree. _Totally disagree.

13- 1-How long do you have to leam the use of software required (o author teaching materials?

_More than enougli. _Enough. _Barely suffices.

Insufficient. Ihere is no tirne.

14- What problems have you faced when you have becn using software to create digital teaching

materials?

_Software is complex.

_Lack of lime to leam to use software.

_Lack of previous training to use software.

_Lack of teclmical suppoprt.

_Lack of online help.

_Other (ex-plain)

15- What do you prefer to leam the use of software required to autor digital teaching materials?

_Ask help to other teachers.

_fonnal training or a course.

_To access online help that the application includes.

_To access a wizard or tutor that shows how to use the application.

_Help ftom technical support.

_To access online help adapted toyour preferences and needs.

_Check n printed manual.

_Try and error until mastering the application, but with no human nor other support.

Check books or articles on Internet.
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16- Learnrng by doing is the best way for a university teacher to leam the use of software

required to crate teachmg materials.

Agrec very rnuch. _Agree.

_Partially agrec. _IotaUy disagree.

17- You accept that software evaluates your progress leaming the use of software to create digital

teaching materials.

Agrec very mueh. _Agrce.

Partially agree. Totally disagree.

1$- With what ftequcncy have you used help included in software to create digital teachiiig

materials?

Neyer (skip to 22) _Seldom Sometimes

frequently _Always

1 9-What problems do you face when you are using help includcd in software to create digital

teaching?

_Help contents are too long.

You do flot know the appropriate key words to fmd help.

_You are missing in the structure of the help contents.

_Help contents are not related to the task on hands.

_HeJp contents are flot precise.

_There are flot examples about how to use the program.

Hclp is not context-sensitive.

Help is just text, with no images or animations that accelerate understanding the application.

20- When you are accessing help, you prefer:

_find information by yourself.

An agent or wizard to solve the problem.

_Software displays available help to allow you to make you own decisions.

Software displays information step by step, starbng with short and precise information, and

showing more details if ask for them.

21- When you are accessing help, you prefer to receive information about:
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_A11 functions available in the application.

_Only the function you are usmg currently.

_AI1 functions related to the fimction you are using currently.

Ail ftmctions associatcd with the task you must perform.

_Only the ftmctions that are usefiul to finish the task that you must perform.

22- You prefer to receive help adapted to your knowledge of the application that you are using,

instead of standard heip.

Agree very much. Agree.

_Partially agree. _Totally disagree.

23- You prefer to receive help by the media that you like, namely only text, sound or video, in a

personalized manner.

Agrec very much. _Agree.

Partially agree. _Totally disagree.

24- How do you prefer to receive help o when you are using software?

_On a specific area of the same window where you are working, to avoid stopping the task you are

perfonnmg.

In another independent window.

In a tooltip that pops up near to the concept you are looking help about.

25- A context-sensitive and personalized help that displays on Ilie same window you are working

reduces the time needed to leam authoring teaching materials.

Agrec very much. _Agree.

Partialiy agree. _Totaily disagree.




